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Introduction

The history of our modern sciences has shown us that settling in to a permanent conclusion on any subject is irrational. Trivial information can be gathered on any subject, of which even our foremost experts either little understand or are completely unaware. It just so happens that it has often been such seemingly trivial, anomalous or incongruous information at the fringes of our understanding that, upon closer inspection, have forced us into entirely new paradigms of understanding, and opened our eyes to a much larger universe.

The fringes of our beliefs are naturally where they are most stretched and strained. These fringes are where we find violent collisions between fact and fiction, between the beliefs we have accepted and those that we have rejected. Discovery and controversy eternally co-exist on these fringes. What historical revolution in popular thinking, in any field of human endeavor, whether science or politics, has ever avoided controversy and zealous resistance from the ideas of the past? And yet these controversial ideas go on to become the new dogma, now called self-evident, awaiting their own last stand against the paradigms of the future.

What appears to us as a tiny speck on the horizon, may engulf all that we now know upon closer approach, birthing us into a whole new world. All that's required of us is to go to these fringes with an open heart and mind, and with these a curiosity to know the truth of our existence. No matter where we are, something new always awaits us on the horizons of our vision.
The notes compiled here are by no means exhaustive of any subject, and offer no conclusions. The various authors and other sources cited here will offer their own perspectives and conclusions, and it will be found that one source's opinion or conclusion will often conflict with another's. Yet they are both presented side-by-side. It is left to the reader to more fully investigate these subjects, using these notes as a launching point.

By investigating the contents of one book, we are often led to another, and another, until in the depth of our research “big pictures” slowly begin to form from recurring patterns of mutual agreement of all the information that has passed through our minds. It may be true that the things that interest us and the big pictures that occur to us say more about ourselves than the universe itself. I admit that I am more interested in some subjects than others, and the notes I have recorded in these pages will reflect that. In the radio notes, some entries are a simple note of what the subject of a program was, while other entries are over a page long. Also in the book and internet notes, the information I have chosen to record is that which has most interested me personally, though hopefully my interests are wide enough to provide anyone else who may peruse these notes with a few interesting tidbits of information.

As a final note, one may notice that particular attention is paid to certain geographic regions while others are neglected (for example, in the section on the “UFO Reporting Center”). This also reflects my personal interests and ultimately the primary purpose of this text, as a collection of personal notes.

– B. Scott Bray, 2014
Common Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>abbrev</th>
<th>full form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>app.</td>
<td>apparent/apparently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b/c</td>
<td>because</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2C</td>
<td>Coast to Coast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comp.</td>
<td>compare/comparable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>US Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM</td>
<td>electromagnetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ET</td>
<td>extraterrestrial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZ</td>
<td>Ground Zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.E.</td>
<td>Middle East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>North America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>New Testament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWO</td>
<td>New World Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>Old Testament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppl</td>
<td>people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poss.</td>
<td>possibly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ref.</td>
<td>refer/reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s.o.</td>
<td>someone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp?</td>
<td>spelling uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPTB</td>
<td>the powers that be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/</td>
<td>with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o</td>
<td>without</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notes Taken from Radio Broadcasts

What follows is a collection of notes taken by the author from radio programs between January 20th, 2012, and September 22nd, 2013, written across 13 front-and-back notebook pages, on a variety of “alternative” topics. These notes were often recorded in sentence fragments, being recorded solely for the author’s sake, and were largely transcribed as written. Hundreds of hours' worth of radio programming is represented here.

These notes were all taken from the Coast to Coast AM radio program unless otherwise indicated, and could represent either the views of the guest being interviewed, comments made by people calling into the program, or by the host of the program (either George Noory, John B. Wells, Art Bell, George Knapp, Rob Simone, or Ian Punnett). Statements recorded as fact are statements that were made or suggested by these individuals. Abbreviations are not changed, but spelling errors have been corrected. All comments added during this transcription are in brackets ([ ]).

Entries denoted by “Ground Zero” or “GZ” are notes from Ground Zero with Clyde Lewis rather than Coast to Coast AM, and entries denoted by “Richard Syrett” or “Conspiracy Show” are from the Conspiracy Show with Richard Syrett. “NPR” is National Public Radio.
01/20/12 Dragons guardians of rebirth; [they are] interdimensional energy physically manifest; “peacock world.” gnostictemplars.org. Royal families/leaders trace back to Lucifer. Curses; iniquity of fathers visited on sons in OT. HR 8751 (?), “Anti-ET invasion.” [Guest was Mark Pinkham. He says that dragons and serpents are symbols of energy, associated both with consciousness and with other dimensions of reality.]

01/21/12 anoblelie.com. [Oklahoma City Bombing, during the first hour of the show only. The guests during this segment were James Lane and Holland Vandennieuwenhof, director and writer/producer of the OKC documentary, respectively.]

01/29/12 “Fire in the Sky,” UFO/ET encounter. [Guests were Travis Walton and Yvonne Smith.]

01/30/12 Hopi/Tibetan Prophecy.¹ [About Hopi and Tibetan elders meeting. Guest’s name was Kymberlee Ruff, a psychotherapist.]

   [From the Coast to Coast website: “…Kymberlee Ruff shared the Hopi-Tibetan prophecy, a separate and distinct prophecy created from the similarities of the two

¹ For more information on Native American prophecies, see the “Prophecies” section of the Internet notes.
culture's prophecies. The first activation of the prophecy began when a Tibetan Lama came to Hopi lands in Arizona in 1974, and the second activation had to do with Ruff's son, who was visited by Tibetan Lamas in Santa Barbara in 2001. They told her he was a reincarnation of one of their Lamas. Tibetan Ven. Bhakha Tulku Rinpoche gave her son a rock with ancient writing on it. Later, she delivered the rock to the Hopi Indians' Grandfather Martin Gashweseoma, the "Keeper of the Sacred Tablets of the Fire Clan," she recounted.

"The message on the rock, written in Sanskrit, loosely translates as "compassion," which is the key to the Hopi-Tibetan prophecy, she said. Bringing this "dharma" to the Hopis, helps "restore the amazingness of the Hopi so they can set the tone for the world," she explained. As we approach Dec. 21, 2012, "it's going to get more and more intense," but after that date, things are going to turn around and get better, she continued. Ruff also talked about "the Lost City of the Dead in the Grand Canyon." In 1909, on a mission for the Smithsonian, G.E. Kincaid was said to find a statue of the Buddha in a cave hidden under the Grand Canyon, she reported."

02/04/12 [Book:] FutureScience. [Guest was Maurice Cotterell, who discussed astrology and sunspot cycles, and their effect on personality.]

02/09/12 Nephilim; OT Book of Jubilee. [Guest was Scotty Roberts.] “Watchers” descend on Mt.
02/19/12 Art Bell Replay of 2001 show; Reverend w/ near-death experience when he didn't believe in life after death; had confused & loveless experience reminiscent of “gnashing of teeth.” [“Gnashing of teeth” comparison not made during interview.]

02/21/12 Brain plasticity; avg. person by age 35: ~90% behavior/daily thoughts/feelings unconscious by virtue of repetition; effectively external environment has controlling influence by maintaining status quo or challenging it w/ crises, etc.

02/27/12 Heartmath.com.³ [“Heart and Mind Revelations”; Guest was Howard Martin. Also discussed the Global Coherence Initiative.]

03/04/12 “The Harbingers.” 9 omens in Isaiah's time foreshadowing Jerusalem's destruction: 1st: the

---

⁡ Mt. Hermon is also known as Ba’al Hermon, Senir, Sirion, Sion, and as Mt. Lebanon by Josephus. References to “Sion” rather than “Zion,” appear to be references to this mountain. In the Book of Enoch, the 200 original fallen angels descended upon Mount Hermon “in the days of Jared,” and the mountain was named “Hermon” because of a pact that these angels made there. According to the Encyclopedia Britannica, “Hermon” means “forbidden place.” Jerome (translator of the Vulgate) translated “Hermon” as “anathema.” In Deuteronomy 4:47-48, it is noted that kings of the Amorites inhabited the lands around Mount Hermon, which these passages also indicate was called Mount Sion. The Amorites were likely a tribe of giants or descendants of giants/nephilim. Using the French Paris Zero Meridian, Mt. Sion is at 33º E & 33º N.

³ For additional information on HeartMath.com and the research provided there, see the Internet notes section for “HeartMath.”
breach: protection broken, as in 732 BC, or 9/11 in America. Vow is made to rebuild... Bricks have fallen, but let us build a tower (Septuagint) ; Sycamores are down, replaced w/ cedars. Will rebuild w/ hewn stone. Both occurred at Ground Zero. 7Th : cedar. Same message: “We will come back (from attack) even stronger.” – defiance. Harbingers lead into 2nd period of “shaking.” 8th omen: vow of defiance, originally took place in Sumeria (Iraq), happened again in DC on anniversary of 9/11, citing Bible verse, “the bricks have fallen...” 2nd shaking after defiance of 1st affects national power bases directly. In 722 BC Israel was destroyed.

03/05/12 Auras & Parallel Universes. Double-slit experiment; wave distributions condensed to particle distributions by focusing of awareness/attention; consciousness makes determination of universe, ie both possibilities exist simultaneously. “Gateways” to parallel univ.'s

03/13/12 “Positive thinking.” Power of belief: MPD patients w/ changing eye colors & disappearing tumors. Integrity: story of Von Braun compared to custodian waxing floor. Decision-making part of brain shuts down in presence of authority. [For Healing:] Forgiveness, then taking responsibility.

03/16/12 Linda Moulton Howe⁴: Neo-nicotinoid

---

⁴ Linda Moulton Howe is an investigative journalist and documentary filmmaker. She emphasizes “alternative” subjects
pesticide seed-coatings killing honey bees; Ouiji boards.

03/17/12 Leprechauns/gnomes/sylphs/etc.; Bible verse, consulting “air,” water/rivers, etc.

03/24/12 Stalin leaves 2 envelopes for Khrushchev for encountered problems: first one, when opened, says “blame it all on me.” 2nd opened later read, “Make 2 envelopes.”

03/25/12 Mysterious disappearances in national parks & wilderness. Book: *Missing 411*. [Guest was David Paulides.]

03/31/12 John Lear: 9/11, Japanese disaster, the Moon.5

04/01/12 Golden Age in 2032. Angels or Fire Dragons; Creationism & Evolution: Hebrew word for “day” has 4 literal meanings, including indefinite period of finite time. Job older than Genesis. End times: Israel must be disarmed,

5 John Lear is a famous pilot and airline captain, retired, flying more than 160 types of aircraft in over 50 countries. According to his website, John has flown for the CIA (including secret missions in Southeast Asia, Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Africa between 1967 and 1983) as well as other government agencies and has logged over 19,000 hours of flight time. He holds 17 world speed records for the Lear Jet, developed by the Lear company which was founded by his father. Among other things, John believes that 3D holographic technology developed by the US military was used on 9/11 to simulate the plane impacts, and there are structures on the Moon that were constructed by an advanced civilization in the past.
& control Edom, Moab (Jordan) & must become richest nation.

04/02/12 Hoagland: Burroughs 1912 book regarding ancient cities on Mars.6 Walt Disney & Von Braun relation. “John Carter” film being fictionalized fact. Mars degrades into city-states at war w/ each other. Burroughs correctly anticipated Cydonia lat. & long.

04/03/12 Fresh & live, raw foods being most nutritious. [Guests James Colquhoun & Daniel Vitalis. Guests also talked about the chemical additives in processed foods and how the FDA is not concerned about the health of US citizens, but only allowing chemical substances to be marketed to them by large corporations.]

04/05/12 “Seth Material.” [From Wikipedia: “The Seth Material is a collection of metaphysical texts dictated by the American psychic Jane Roberts to her husband from late 1963 until her death in 1984. The words were purportedly suggested to Roberts by a discarnate entity who referred to himself as "an energy personality essence, no longer focused in physical reality", and calling himself Seth, who, she said, took control of her body and spoke through her. The material is regarded as one of the cornerstones of New Age philosophy, and the most influential channeled text of the post-World War II "New Age"

---

6 Possibly a reference to Under the Moons of Mars, his first pulp fiction, serialized in 1912 under the name “Norman Bean” in issues of The All-Story.
movement, other than *A Course in Miracles*. Professor of psychology Jon Klimo writes that the Seth books were instrumental in bringing the idea of channeling to a broad public audience.”

04/07/12 Origen: “transmigration” of souls & need for multiple lives, to achieve salvation. In 553, Justinian outlawed the doctrine of reincarnation. 20-40 million neurons firing for subconscious for every 20-40 for conscious processes. [Book:] *Code to Joy.*

04/08/12 Historical evidence of Jesus. Lack of detailed records from 1st century Roman Judaea/Palestine, or from any Roman territory, for ex. no records of the governor of Judaea, Pontius Pilate. Pagan gods are often claimed to have died & been resurrected, author claims these are modern ideas. Jesus as an apocalyptic prophet of impending disaster within his own generation. Disagreements between Jews & Christians about Messiah being crucified, Jews not interpreting Is. 53 or Ps. 22 as being about the Messiah, for ex. Josephus generally cited as earliest non-gospel historical writing of Jesus, also Pliny and

7 The specific reference here is to the Fifth Council of Constantinople in 553, also known as the Second Ecumenical Council, when church leaders were seeking condemnation of certain of Origen's teachings, such as the pre-existence or transmigration of souls. Reincarnation is also taught in the Jewish text from around the first century, the Zohar, and is included in Qabbalistic teachings.

8 See Internet notes for “Jesus and Ancient Cultures.”
Tacitus. Gnostic texts did not exist until the 2nd century. Passover on Friday or Saturday?: John vs. other gospels. Guest does not think that the Catholic Church is hiding anything. Guest believes Shroud of Turin is a forgery.\footnote{See Internet notes for “Shroud of Turin.”}

04/10/12 Bruce Goldberg.

04/12/12 Creativity. Metaphor of 6 Hats: Red Hat – emotional motivator/leader, Blue – analytic, Green – idea generation, Yellow – fellowship/cooperation, Black – Devil's advocate, White – ?

05/04/12 Dark Shadows TV show, shot/aired live.

05/05/12 How the subconscious controls behavior.

[From Coast to Coast website: “George Noory welcomed Prof. Jon Klimo for a discussion on suicide and the afterlife, as well as different forms of channeling, and the type of information that's been gleaned from it. The notion of hell has been used by organized religions as a way to control behavior as well as to dissuade people from committing suicide, he noted. While there's no absolute certitude as to what happens upon death, he's concluded that you go to a place that you make for yourself. In this lifetime, he explained, you're contributing to a kind of a spiritual code that runs as a counterpart to your physical existence, and when you die, you go into a dimension or astral plane where that code acts itself out and literally attracts new experiences]
and events to you.

“Those who familiarize themselves with what the death experience may be like while still alive, will be able to take advantage of the plasticity of the new environment in the afterlife, and quickly actualize things, as though in a lucid dream, he said." In contrast to when a person is physically alive, in the death state what was outside of you and external is now part of who you are, and your mind is immersed in a kind of larger interactive mind, he continued. In the classic channeled work, The Unobstructed Universe, deceased entities told Stewart Edward White that the afterlife presents a full picture and offers unlimited growth, while our perceptions in the physical world are obscured, and limited, Klimo recounted.

“Klimo described two different types of channeling – one involves acting as a kind of go-between for entities to come through – "they clairaudiently hear with the mind's ear or kind of get out of the way and let the discarnate...or transcendental presence...speak through them," or use their hand for automatic writing. The other type, which Klimo does himself, he calls "open channeling" and doesn't involve other entities. He consciously channels and is not in a trance, though he enters into an altered state and taps into the "mind at large." For more, check out a series of YouTube

10 This idea is very similar to what is presented in the ancient texts included in the Tibetan Book of the Dead.
Physics of the paranormal & life forces.

[From Coast to Coast website: “Expert on the paranormal Rosemary Ellen Guiley discussed her recent research into the Djinn - powerful spiritual entities that have been described throughout history, as well as her long standing work on dreams. She characterized the Djinn as a race of supernatural beings who were here on the Earth before humanity, but lost dominion of the planet and now live in a parallel dimension to ours. They have access to our world, and there are those among them who are rather hostile to humans, though not all of them are negative, she said. "Based on my research of years and years tracking these entities throughout the paranormal realm, they account for a lot of our negative experiences-- hauntings, possessions, entity encounters...and ET abductions," she revealed.

“According to one ancient Arabian legend, the Djinn originated from the winds--"they were literally primordial wind spirits, often responsible for ill winds that blew in, bringing in disease and bad luck," she detailed. In the Koran, they are explained as preexisting humans created from a substance called smokeless fire, and this may reflect their shapeshifting ability to take on different forms. Interestingly, Guiley concluded after years of studying Shadow People accounts that they are
actually Djinn, whom she also believes are connected with alien abduction/hybrid scenarios. Sightings of Shadow People would often precede abductions, she said, sometimes by weeks, months, or years. She also described strange shadow creatures called scuttlers that have been associated with the breakdown of equipment, and health problems. "In writing *The Djinn Connection*...my purpose here is to bring the Djinn to the attention of the western audience, especially to investigators and researchers...they're not on our radar, and we need to know about them," she stated.

“Speaking about how to recognize precognitive dreams, Guiley said they typically have a different signature, though that can vary from person to person. "Some people will only have precognitive dreams a few times in their lifetimes, and other people will have them quite frequently," she noted. She also touched on dream incubation, lucid dreaming, and how one can successfully interpret their own dreams (see related guide).”

05/09/12 David Wilcock. 3-part structure of heroic epic: 1<sup>st</sup> hero has problem, 2<sup>nd</sup> hero undergoes defining event/struggle facing deepest problem, 3<sup>rd</sup> hero returns from defining event renewed & accomplishes goals.

05/11/12 “Mai” were “star people” from Pleiades who came to & taught the Mayans. Symbols of 7 in religions: the “7 Sisters” of the Pleiades and/or the 7 great religions founded in ancient times:
possibly in India, China, Israel, etc., along with the Mayans and Egyptians.

05/15/12 Spirits don't have names but vibrations, which names may reflect. Evil spirits lie constantly. Sage & Frankincense as cleansers. [Guest is exorcist and psychic Jeffrey Seelman.]

05/18/12 Italian witches & the ancient roots of archangel Michael. [Guest is Lori Bruno, who discussed the Strega, or Italian, Witch tradition.11]

05/19/12 Earth Under Fire & Beyond the Big Bang; 26,000 & 13,000 periodicities in solar/celestial cycles changing climate;12 deciphering ancient knowledge encrypted in the Zodiac & astrological mythology; Nov. 10th 1998 Art Bell replay. [This whole entry appears to be from Art Bell replay of 11/10/98; the live show was about the FDA, “big pharma” & also the NDAA legislation.] Orion's bow/arrow & Scorpio's tale point to the galactic center (now dark). Planets also radiate heat relative to their size.

05/26/12 “Men in Black.” Albert Bender, John Kneel (sp?); They Knew Too Much about Flying Saucers, book about MIB by Gray Barker.

11 The Italian witchcraft tradition is also called Stregheria, which according to Wikipedia has been popularized by author Raven Grimassi since the 1980's. It is based at least partially on a reconstruction of medieval Italian folk religion that is in turn said to be based on ancient Etruscan religion.

12 Such recurring cycles of geographic change have often been associated by various researchers with cyclical events within our solar system, such as the perigee of a “Planet X,” brown dwarf companion to the Sun, etc.
nickredfern.com. [In this show, several witness accounts were described of pale, awkwardly-behaving, almost robotic men in black suits appearing, often after UFO sightings, and often in out-of-place clothing or in an out-of-place vehicle, and asking questions and behaving strangely. The suggestion seemed to be that these “men in black” were not actually human.]

06/01/12 Left eye shows relation to mother; right, to father. Mermaids (open lines). [This date was a Friday and did feature open-line calls.]

06/03/12 Early American theologian Jonathan Edwards predicted destruction of Rome in 2012. 1 Chronicles 1 (?) : 18, winged discs (cherubim/chariots). “Wings” symbolic of flight to ancients. Tom Horne & Vatican conspiracies.


06/06/12 Washington DC healing. Global consciousness proj. [Guest was Lynne McTaggart.]

06/07/12 mossdreams.com. [Robert Moss, dreaming.]

06/08/12 Woman's NW bigfoot story (says she's spent weeks w/ them). [This was a call from “Cayelin from Tacoma “ during open lines.]
06/10/12 Aleppo Codex. ~900 AD, written on shore of Sea of Galilee, in Tiberius. Served as “master copy” or “perfect” translation of OT. In ancient Hebrew scrolls, there were no vowels, only consonants. The knowledge of how to read them was preserved by oral traditions & accompanying musical chants which indicated punctuation as well. The Aleppo Codex was in book form & included vowel indications & commentaries. About 40% is missing, including the 5 books of Moses, Ecclesiastes, others, though at the beginning of the 20th century it was still in near-perfect condition, even after WW2 in Syria. In 1943 it was complete, but by 1947 pages were missing. Official explanation was fire, but forensics revealed no evidence of fire. 2 pages turned up in Brooklyn in the 1980's in the possession of Jews who fled Syria. Witnesses also claim to have seen it as late as 1952 w/ no more than a dozen or so pages missing. Mossad became involved w/ it. In 1957 the Mossad app. intercepted the codex in Turkey, or en route there. Matty Friedman.

06/13/12 Hollow earth, expedition, electric cars, corrupt banker solutions. [Guest was Brooks Agnew, who was planning an expedition to the North Pole for July 2013, to explore for a hole opening into the interior of the Earth.]

13 According to the website for this expedition, <http://www.x2-radio.com/phoenixsciencefoundation/npiee/index.html>, there are only two ships in the world, both Russian ice-breakers, which can navigate the waters at the North Pole. Brooks Agnew has since
06/21/12 Velikovsky\textsuperscript{14} heresy: historical/scientific evidence that Venus is a recent addition to the solar system & caused catastrophes in near-Earth passes (plagues in Egypt, Exodus period; \textapprox{}750 BC). Evidence of Venus-Mars impact. Venus has electron & magnetic tails (Earth has magnetic tail also). Basalt on Venus indicates recent volcanic activity. Book, \textit{Worlds in Collision}. Ancients could app. see Venus during the day, initially described it as comet. It rotates backwards from all other planets, has most circular orbit now. Greek myth parallels.

06/24/12 “Missing 411” author returns. Recurring patterns of disappearances in national parks/wilderness which are unsolved & mysterious: tracking dogs can't find scents; very small children being found extreme distances (up/over mountain ridges, etc.) from where they disappeared; clothes are removed or partially removed; extremely odd injuries, wounds, disembowelment, etc. National park service denies keeping records on disappearances despite thousands of cases, including active missing persons cases. Park service app. turns blind eye to people routinely disappearing in certain areas of their parks.

\textsuperscript{14} stepped down as expedition leader and the expedition has been pushed back to the summer of 2014 at the time of writing (Nov. 2013).

\textsuperscript{14} Immanuel Velikovsky was a Russian-Jewish psychiatrist and scholar who helped found the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, and later wrote the books which made his controversial theories famous.
Other common characteristics: often ppl are around others & abruptly disappear within small spans of time; often missing body parts and/or evidence of being eaten; bodies are found in areas that were just searched, even in the middle of trails; ppl found alive often have no memory of disappearance; ppl who disappear often wear bright clothing. Pennsylvania has highest concentration of disappearances, as if whole state is a “cluster,” including rings w/ many disappearances on perimeter but none inside. Severe storms often impede searches. A lot of places w/ disappearances have “devil” in the name, “Devil's Nest,” etc. Famous case in Gatlinburg, TN near Cade's Cove where young boy disappears, bear-like man or etc. simultaneously witnessed running through woods in the area w/ something on its shoulder, Green Berets called in & searched separately, but officials were quiet about that fact. It rained for 2 weeks upon his disappearance. Other dis. in same area, all w/ involvement of FBI agent who later committed suicide. Kaitie Flynn (sp?) story in Michigan of wolf/dog-man. Florida & Texas are overwhelmed w/ cases. canammissing.com. 2 vol. of book, 2nd incl. East-Coast cases. [Guest's name is David Paulides.]

06/26/12 Hoxsey cancer treatments, history. Oyster mushrooms clean up oil spills.

15 For more information on the Hoxsey treatment, see Internet notes for “Alternative Healthcare.”
06/28/12  Intelligent-infinity.com; Elohim. Linda Moulton Howe: Ancient excavations in Turkey, Göbekli Tepe dates back ~12k years to end of last ice age. Untranslatable petroglyphs & odd statues, ie “Urfa Man,” statue of beings (a totem) standing over a circle giving birth to a human, statues similar to Easter Island statues. Columns act as tuning forks or etc., total site (at least what is known so far) is only ~5% excavated. Nearby Mt. Nimrod has artificial top, buried in gravel. Scientist interviewed (almost the man who seismic-imaged tunnels under Sphinx) believes Sphinx is also ~12-14k years old, originally had lion head (gazes at Leo). Object on Baltic Sea floor also app. At least ~12k y.o., dating to ice age. [The Baltic Object had soot on its surface, and has been underwater for roughly 12,000 years.]

06/29/12 Trippy intuitive lady. [Guest was Louise Hauck, “time-traveling” clairvoyant, discussing time, telepathy and consciousness.]

06/30/12 Stuart Wilde. Bilderberg group founded by SS officer. Diseases embodied in extra-dimensional entities, invitation to ayahuasca

---

16 Also known as Nemrut Dagi, Mount Nimrod is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. It is home to ancient statues attributed to the reign of Antiochus II, 69 to 34 BC, king of the buffer state of Commagene between the Roman and Persian empires. The peak of Mt. Nimrod is believed to be capped by a shrine and possible burial vault of King Antiochus II. The stonework there includes giant heads of bearded and unbearded men with conical hats.

17 Possibly a reference to Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands, who was a founder of the Bilderberg group and also at least a Nazi sympathizer and/or member of the Nazi party.
ceremony in S.A.

07/06/12 Psychic retired cop. Gave woman reading about abortion that made her cry. [Chuck Bergman.]

07/11/12 Urantia Book.\textsuperscript{18} [From Wikipedia: "The Urantia Book (sometimes called the Urantia Papers or The Fifth Epochal Revelation) is a spiritual and philosophical book that originated in Chicago sometime between 1924 and 1955. The authorship remains a matter of speculation.

"The authors introduce the word "Urantia" as the name of the planet Earth and state that their intent is to "present enlarged concepts and advanced truth." The book aims to unite religion, science and philosophy, and its enormous amount of material about science is unique among literature claimed to be presented by celestial beings. Among other topics, the book discusses the origin and meaning of life, mankind's place in the universe, the purpose of evil and suffering, the relationship between God and people, and the life of Jesus. It has been described as "a rich and complex moral narrative, equal parts Tolkien and St. Paul."

"The Urantia Foundation, a U.S.-based non-profit group, first published The Urantia Book in 1955. In 2001, a jury found that the English book's copyright was no longer valid

\textsuperscript{18} See the entry for the Urantia Book in the "Channeled Texts" section of the Internet notes.
after 1983. The English text became a public domain work in the United States, and in 2006 the international copyright expired.”]

08/14/12 Europa (Europe), goddess on beasts (Revelation: woman on beast). [The suggestion here is that the women riding on a beast in the Book of Revelation is a symbol of Europe.]

08/26/12 Dog/wolf ppl program; coincides in material w/ “Missing 411.” [Very similar to 6/24/12 program.]

08/30/12 Chupacabra; underground pyramid in Alaska; cattle mutilations; crop circles.
– Art Bell “somewhere in time”: Red Elk (native American) discusses the world underground on upcoming (now already years past) show, mentioned on 9/1 replay. (Replay of 12/11/01.)

[The biography of Red Elk on the Coast to Coast website (not pertaining to any particular show) is as follows:

“Red Elk is an Inter-Tribal Medicine Man. He is a self-described half-breed Native American / white, of both the BlackFeet and Shoshoni Nations, as well as part Irish and French. He is a member of the Heyoka (hi - OH - kah) Society, a Contrarian group of Native Americans who do not follow the normal path of mankind. Red Elk is one of twelve Inner Heyoka members. He is one of the nine members of the Red Web Society who are working to bring understanding of many
hidden sacred teachings to the people of Earth. He is also an honorary member of the Cherokee Nations Twisted Hair Society.

“In 1973 Red Elk went on a 69 day fast, taking water, juices, and vitamins. On or about the 49th day Red Elk began to experience a vision about the future. For a little more than an hour each day for 3 days Red Elk saw and experienced a future that he didn't want to see. The East and West coasts of America subside, a huge meteor strikes the Atlantic, unimaginably great earthquakes rip apart the earth as massive volcanic eruptions darken the skies and blacken the land. But these tribulations pale in comparison to what soon follows as the earth's axis flips and ensuing floods and 300 mile per hour winds savagely destroy buildings, people, ecosystems and entire nations.

“Red Elk believes that there is Hope and that we have time to change and prepare... But the first thing we must change is ourselves.”

09/04/12 Tesla & Ets. [Guests were Timothy Green Beckley & Tim Swartz. The first-hour guest, Michael Chapala, discussed Morgellons disease.]

09/11/12 Past-life/after-death experiences, Rick/Rich Martini; books by therapist Michael Newton & data from hypnosis sessions (~7,000 of them).

09/24/12 “Glass towers” & other structures on the Moon; Apollo 17 & other mission pics, evidence of US expeditions to such artifacts.
[Guest was Mike Bara.]

09/25/12 Mt. Shasta legends; underground tunnels, spiritual people/beings, city of Telos, underground military base. Old Lemurian country? Spring water, etc. [Guest was Stephen Sindoni, on for the first hour of the show, discussing among other things the legend of JC Brown and his discovery of an ancient civilization inside of Mt. Shasta.]

09/26/12 Animal psychic. [Guest was Asia Voight.]

09/27/12 More on Alaskan pyramid. [Guest was Linda Moulton Howe, who also discussed the discovery of new DNA in three African tribes unrelated to other modern humans, GMOs, and a man who had an experience involving “angelic light” which he associated with Ezekiel's “wheels within wheels,” and who also believes that an imminent event will shock humanity.]

10/06/12 Art Bell Somewhere in Time from 2001: Lady's NDE: Different kinds of hell, the afterlife. [The woman's name is only given as “Sarah” on the C2C website. This was a replay from April 20th, 2001.]

10/11/12 Ground Zero: Native American shaman. [Roan Winterhawk, who went into a trance on the air and channeled the Native American “Grandfather spirit,” who discussed upcoming Earth changes, and “space people.” Video from the broadcast is currently available on YouTube.]
10/16/12 Intel. expert discussing Majestic 12 report, hostile ET pact, hostile ET activity around Pacific basin, military tech 100+ years beyond public tech. [Guest was Gordon Duff, editor of Veterans Today & Marine combat veteran of the Vietnam War. He is an accredited diplomat and manages “the world's largest private intelligence organization and regularly consults with governments challenged by security issues,” according to his section on the Veterans Today website, located at <http://www.veteranstoday.com/author/gordon duff/>]. The “activity around [the] Pacific basin” was described as a joint US & Chinese naval operation, a combat operation which he was told by an “Asian intelligence agency” was against a “highly unfriendly extra-terrestrial threat.” Unconfirmed by an US sources, the admitted “rumors” that Duff received included, 1) the joint operation was against what was described as ET craft operating from underwater bases, 2) sub-orbital energy weapon platforms had been deployed by Vandenberg Air Force Base, 19 3) nanotechnology sensors were being used to monitor ET craft activity, 4) opposition is ET and “extremely aggressive and unfriendly,” 5) the threat was described as a “clear and present danger” but isolated to the Pacific rim, 6)

19 This is a United States Air Force base located near Lompoc, California, which is on the coast of southern California. According to Wikipedia, it is a DoD “space and missile testing base, with a mission of placing satellites into polar orbit from the West Coast, using expendable boosters.”
China was forced to supplement the US military because of the US fleet's presence in the Persian Gulf, 7) attempts to confirm or “directly verify” these operations in the Pacific would lead to “fatal consequences.” See the full Veterans Today article at: <http://www.veteranstoday.com/2012/09/17/uf o-war-chinese-and-us-navy-off-san-francisco/>.]

10/21/12 Little-used, effective treatments & fascist FDA practices. [Guest was Bill Sardi, who discussed natural remedies. The work of Dr. Lester Morrison was referenced, ie chondroitin sulfate being used to reverse heart disease. Resveratrol also fights heart disease, but is mostly ignored by pharmaceutical companies. Pharmaceutical companies also often misuse herbal remedies in order to “prove” their ineffectiveness, by using doses that are either too small or too large.]

10/24/12 Deep layers of ancient ash & white clay stretching from New Mexico to Texas, also containing groups of ancient animals, app. a result of an ancient volcano eruption in a well-hydrated & foliated climate. Similar layers underground farther north as well, to the Dakotas, etc. Could also suggest massive eruptions that separated earth for miles to reveal hot magma/mud, resulting in anomalies in ancient dinosaur fossils & etc. that suggest bones were at some point soft as clay. Remains of giants, 12+ ft. tall, double rows of
teeth, 6 fingers & toes, discovered in various areas. According to legends (Native American, Hebrew, etc.) were generally wicked, killed humans, etc. [First guest, Joe Taylor, discovered giants in the ancient past, also dinosaurs & humans co-existing and his belief that the Earth is only 6,000 years old. The second guest, James Wasserman, discussed spiritual quests, the occult & also Aleister Crowley.]

10/27/12 Jack Rourke. [“Rational psychic.”]

11/08/12 $43 trillion lawsuit against the Fed, “coincidental” murders. Then of a ~26,000 year “quarantine” of Earth by advanced being b/c of infiltration by “regressive” beings; ends in 2012, mankind will be restored to sovereignty, etc. [The first guest was Craig Hulet, and the second guest was Robert Potter. Mr. Potter also discussed ET contact & intervention, describing contact with Pleiadians, as well as an “Agarthan network” which is “helping our planet to heal,” according to the C2C website. The guest said that infiltration of human culture by hostile ET forces, that have been here for 26,000 years.

---

20 The murder was of a CNBC executive's children, apparently related to CNBC drawing attention to a lawsuit about an international money-laundering case involving $43 trillion and the Federal Reserve. The murders were blamed on the children's nanny, who was also seriously injured in the neck in a way that would be very difficult to self-inflict, according to the guest. She was alive at the time of the interview but app. instructed by a lawyer not to talk (if she was physically able).
now, in Atlantean/Lemurian times led to a planetary war & a “semi-quarantine” on Earth from ET influences. Humans are moving towards contact with galactic civilizations because of evolution, and cities such as Mexico City are being prepared for this transition to galactic contact by mass public UFO sightings.21]

11/22/12 Drunvalo Melchizedek22 discusses pole shifts & loss of the magnetic field.

11/25/12 1st hour: Bigfoot DNA study update.23 2nd : Dennis McKenna,24 mushrooms & DMT.

11/26/12 Past-life regression lady, former skeptic. [Guest was Barbara Pomar.]

12/04/12 Synchronicities. [Guest was John St. Augustine, who also recounted experiences with Native American elders, and a visitation during a sweat lodge session from a being that he called “the Jesus Man.”]

12/06/12 Iran possessing UFO technology. [Guest was

21 Several videos of these types of sightings in Mexico can be found on YouTube at the time of writing (Nov. 2013).

22 Drunvalo Melchizedek is author of The Ancient Secret of the Flower of Life (in 2 volumes) and similar works on the human energy body, ancient civilizations and the future of humanity. He teaches the activation of the Merkabah, which is a term from ancient Judaism for “chariot,” but which Drunvalo says is really a symbolic term for the activated human energy body.

23 This is a reference to Melba Ketchum's work on “bigfoot” (unidentified humanoid) DNA.

24 Dennis McKenna is an American ethnopharmacologist and brother of the late Terence McKenna, who was a famous proponent of psychedelics.
Sterling D. Allan, CEO of Pure Energy Systems, Inc. He believes that Iran may have used saucer-like craft to intercept two US drones. Russia has trucks available with advanced electronic assemblies on the back which are also said to have the capability to over-ride drone programming and reprogram their landing destinations, for example, so this is another possibility besides that of the guest's.]

12/07/12 Ground Zero: Chrononaut Andrew Basiago, gov. chrononaut programs, running for president in 2016 on “truth” & transparency platform; Obama on Mars.25

12/13/12 Ground Zero: Ex-Nazi scientists working at Los Alamos at time of Roswell. [Guest was Joseph P. Farrell.]


[Guest was Jim Vieira, discussing stone structures & giants. Guest said there are over 10,000 stone structures in Massachusetts alone, many of which were dismantled during the colonial era. Also a 55-ft.-high stone pyramid in Illinois which was dismantled by colonists for their own structures.]

[Fom the C2C website: “Regarding

25 Andrew Basiago was also a guest on C2C at least twice. See the C2C notes for 08/23/13 for more detailed information on this man's story.
giants in America, Vieira explained that, while searching through old town histories in Massachusetts for information on stone structures, he stumbled upon remarkable accounts of anomalous human skeletons being discovered. According to the reports from the time, the skeletons ranged from 7 to 11 feet tall and had skulls which sported double rows of teeth. "There are thousands of these accounts," Vieira said, "by doctors, scientists, anthropologists, archaeologists, farmers and over decades and decades of time all around the country." These skeletons, he added, were often found within the mysterious stone mounds and, sometimes, were sometimes buried amongst great treasures.

"Vieira attributed the suppression of information on the ancient American giants to the Smithsonian Institute, specifically their first director of anthropology Ales Hrdlicka. Described by Vieira as a "pre-Nazi eugenicist," Hrdlicka allegedly censored reports of giants and marginalized them from the historic record in order to depict Native Americans as "unsophisticated and uninspiring." Additionally, Vieira reported that there are many accounts of Smithsonian representatives traveling around the country to where these anomalous remains were discovered and "taking the giant skeletons away, never to be seen again." Ultimately, he contended that the cover up continues to this day and claimed that a video presentation on his findings was pulled
from the Internet because it threatened the scientific orthodoxy.”]

12/18/12 Occultist on GZ; “Ragnarok machine.”
[Guest was Rex Church.]

12/23/12 Bigfoot DNA paper: Genome of entirely new species w/ human mitochondrial DNA from relatively modern period, suggesting cross-breeding or etc. [Guest was Dr. Melba S. Ketchum.]

12/27/12 Facebook disabling A&E911's account, WhatReallyHappened.com-related accounts, accounts related to InfoWars, accounts supporting gun rights, etc., in an app. political purging, requiring government ID information to be sent in, etc.

01/01/13 Psychics, astrologers, etc. 800seeself.com
[This was the New Year's show featuring several psychics making predictions about the upcoming year.]

02/03/13 Virginia intuitive, Raymon Grace.

26 Called the “Ragnarok Engine” by Rex Church, this is a magical device of some sort that summons demons into the world. According to Rex Church, the Nazis were experimenting with similar things.

27 For more information on Dr. Ketchum's work, see the “Bigfoot DNA” section of the Internet notes.

28 A&E911, or AE911 is the organization “Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth,” and consists of many professional engineers, architects, and professionals from other fields demanding re-investigation into the “terrorist” attacks of September 11th, 2001.

29 Infowars.com is a website maintained by Alex Jones, a well-known Texas radio host who denounces NWO agendas and discusses related subjects.
02/13/13 John Gray. Oratic acid & related minerals: potassium orate, etc.; egg yolks are “pure[ly] stem cells” & do not by themselves raise cholesterol build-up; pasteurized milk resulting in sterile cats by 4th generation or so in experiments, & pasteurized milk is not easily digested. Very high levels of vitamin C for fighting illness. Methods for heavy-metal cleansing. Epsom salt baths for better blood oxidation, at least 40-minute bath.

02/16/13 Joseph Meyer. 11 states have more ppl on welfare than employed (incl. NY, CA, MS, AL, KY, OH); real unemployment level (by 1980 standard) at 20%; top 1% of earners own 84% of wealth; GDP shrinking by 2%. Then 2nd guest, Paul Stamets, fungi.com. Lion's mane, turkey tail mushrooms for fighting diseases [ie cancer], among other mushroom species. [Guest also mentioned how Russian scientists noticed after Chernobyl that mushrooms were accumulating radiation from the environment and concentrating it, effectively acting as clean-up for the surrounding organisms.]

03/02/13 (Saturday) Art Bell replay, guest Greg Braden from Aug. 24 2001; “Greater Isaiah Scroll” of Dead Sea Scrolls; George Delaware's [sp?] WW2-era holographic machine; “DNA Phantom Effect”; DNA in a vacuum causes photons to organize after double-helix; energy signals travel from body to removed tissue instantly for at least 50 miles (farthest distance tested); emotion changes shape of DNA:
positive emotions (gratitude, etc.) relax DNA strands until they almost separate, neg.
emotions cause tightening & knotting (HeartMath).

[On the live C2C show from this date, Brad Barker of HALO Corporation,\(^{30}\) based in California and providing security services, discussed human trafficking and emergency preparedness. He said that the currency used in the online game “Second Life” is used for money-laundering and sex-slave transactions, as an example of the Internet being used to facilitate human trafficking and illegal transactions.]

03/07/13 Split show: 1) Creativity, the amygdala, etc. [Guest was Neil Slade. Book: *Brain Magic 2*] 2) Giants in the past: 15 ft.-tall skeletons unearthed in Athens, etc. 2\(^{nd}\) guest also author of “How to Talk to Balls of Light” or etc. (UFOs). [Guest was Paola Harris.\(^{31}\)]

Un- recorded Date App. unrecorded show date: Elevated iridium layers in arctic core samples, every \(\sim 3600\) years, indicating elevated meteor impacts or etc. Also another unrecorded date, Genesis opening w/ story representing 2 blood-lines: reptilian & purely human. One of Adam & Eve's children of serpent, the other really

\(^{30}\) The website for this HALO corporation is no longer active and the corporation itself may be experiencing difficulties. The corporation was founded by former special operations, national security and intelligence personnel.

\(^{31}\) This guest was also on the Conspiracy Show with Richard Syrett; see the notes for 09/01/13.
Adam & Eve's. Jesus traced back to Adam through pure line: Why else trace back to Adam, if everyone is his & Noah's descendent anyway?

03/19/13 Tues. Pastor for the elite: Elitists have a “code of ethics” that requires them to notify the public in some way of what they are doing, before they do it. Elitists fear the masses, especially America. [Guest was ordained Baptist minister Lindsey Williams. The guest said the current timeline for implementing a crash of the dollar and discarding of the US Constitution was in 4 years, or around 2017.]

03/21/13 Magnesium – Required for ~80% of body processes. Natural laxative effect prevents overdose of this essential mineral, & does not affect prescription medicines unless to make them obsolete: deficiency symptoms include “charlie horses” (cramp-like pains in legs, etc.), feeling no energy. [Also insomnia, migraines, depression, impaired memory, and hyperactivity in children.] Is virtually ignored by mainstream medicine despite crucial role in body. Sources include nuts, whole grain, kelp/seaweed. Cooking removes it from food. [Guest was medical doctor and naturopath Carolyn Dean. Antacids, antibiotics, antidepressants, anti-inflammatory medications and statins all deplete magnesium from the body.]

[Also, first guest on this show, researcher Frank Joseph Hoff, discussed his
theory that Atlantis was located near Indonesia under the South China Sea. He believes Lemuria was damaged around 74,000 years ago and was redeveloped into what we now call the Atlantean civilization over the next 60,000 years.]

03/15/13 Guest says that according to Mayan tradition, the Pleiadians came to the aid of mankind after the war between “Enki” & “Enlil.” [Guest for this show was William Warwick, followed by open lines, though it is not clear if this is the proper date of the show for the notes recorded. Warwick discussed chevron- or

32 Compare this to Inca tradition, which relates that a being named Viracocha, along with his messengers, came to the ancient Peruvian people during a time of chaos, healed the sick, taught love and compassion and helped them rebuild their civilization. This period was remembered as a kind of ancient “golden age” by the Inca people by the time the Spanish arrived. See the book notes for part II, “Foam of the Sea,” of Fingerprints of the Gods for more information.

33 Compare this note to the notes for “Temples, Creator-Gods, and the Transfiguration of the Soul” in the book notes for Lost Civilizations & Secrets of the Past. There it is noted that the Andeans have a tradition that after a great cataclysm, which has been associated with events occurring shortly after 10,000 BC, the “Huari,” a white-skinned, bearded people came to help the Andeans rebuild their civilization. It is not clear if the “war between Enki and Enlil” was a part of this cataclysm, or one that happened later, some time around 4000 BC and which was associated with Noah's flood, or if the beings that the Mayans say came from the Pleiades were equivalent to what otherwise seem to be typical “Nordic”-type ET descriptions, and/or Anunnaki. For more information on the Sumerian pantheon to which Enlil and Enki belong, as well as related ancient pantheons, see the book notes for The Twelfth Planet.
boomerang-shaped UFOs, and the same chevron/boomerang shape being associated with cyphers used by the Knights Templar, as well as a tomb thought to have belonged to the “family of Jesus.”]

03/25/13 The Catholic Church/Jesuits are associated w/ the Mt. Graham observatory, currently the most advanced of its kind on Earth. One telescope called “Lucifer.” [A contrived acronym.] Mt. Graham is one of the 4 holiest mountains to the Native Americans in the area, associated with creation epics & regarded as having “portals”/”stargates”; in one myth a bearded man descended on it in a giant disc, then later a “man who was not a man.” A race of giants in the area was destroyed by the “Father Sun” with a fireball from the sky in what the natives called the “Valley of the Sun.” Catholics preparing doctrine to make ETs into saviors. “Chariot” in OT = merkabim, or merkabah, a flying craft. [The first guest, discussing the Vatican potentially preparing for

34 Mount Graham is called “Dzil Nchaa Si An” in Western Apache, meaning “big seated mountain.” It is located in southeastern Arizona, in the Coronado National Forest, and is the highest peak in the Pinaleño Mountains. It is over 10,000 ft. tall and home to many species in its higher elevations which have been isolated there since the ancient past and are now threatened, such as the Mount Graham red squirrel. International observatories were built on the mountain despite protests from Native American groups who consider the mountain sacred, as well as environment groups concerned with preserving the mountain ecosystem. A peace-time Congressional waiver of US environment laws allowed the observatories to be built in the area.
ET disclosure and the similar topics noted above, was Tom Horn. This guest said that his own brother-in-law worked for Los Alamos and said one night, under the influence of alcohol, that Los Alamos was involved with an “alien agenda.” After this incident the man disappeared and has not been seen or heard from since. A second guest, Joel Garbon, described his experiences with the suppression of “free energy” developments.]

03/26/13 The numbers lady. 6 essential #’s to a person’s chart. One is taken from the entire birthdate. Another # can be derived from first vowel in the name. A=1, type-A competitor for superiority, does well w/ extra responsibility to prove themselves; E=5, “never a dull moment”; I=9, natural leader; Y=7, spiritual number. More on her website. [Guest was Glynis McCants.]

04/01/13 Reptilians. [Guest was Scott Roberts, discussing the “Reptilian Mythos.” He noted important religious and/or mythological references to serpents going back to our earliest recorded histories, and the fact that they seem to be both revered and feared at the same time.]

04/04/13 Delores Cannon. Older psychic lady/hypno-therapist.

05/02/13 Bruce Lipton.35 Conscious mind can learn all

35 Bruce Lipton is an American developmental biologist who is famous for his books such as The Biology of Belief, which helped popularize the science of epigenetics, ie that we can have
number of ways, b/c it is conscious, but subconscious/unconscious mind must learn through force of habit, programming or hypnosis, etc., because “no one is 'in there.'” People that don't love themselves may think others who love them are also unworthy, & have trouble accepting them.

05/05/13 Canadian “Conspiracy Show” discussed lost tribes of Israel. England's coronation throne on a “stone of scone,” supposedly a biblical stone; “Jack,” as in “Union Jack,” derived from “Jacob” (ie Israel), & “Yankee” possibly derived from the Yiddish for “Jacob.” [Guests were Nelson Thall and Jane Steele.]

05/11/13 Josh Reeves, investigations of ancient history. The “Native American” found at Bat Creek w/ the Hebrew-inscribed stone under his skull was 1) a giant, & 2) of a haplogroup (X) matching Amalites (sp?) at the Sea of Galilee ~1000 AD. (~0 CE?).

– Rock Wall, TX → 20k-200k-year-old wall buried several feet (see book notes). Area has magnetic field app. stronger than poles. Water trapped in wall in places, app. from flooding in

conscious control over how our genetics are activated, and our genetics are not pre-programmed by our DNA.

36 For further information on the Bat Creek stone, see the notes for “Anomalous North American Artifacts” in the Internet notes section, and supplementary information can be found in the notes for “Archaeological Scandals” from the book Lost Civilizations & Secrets of the Past, and the notes for chapter 3 of the book Lost Worlds of Ancient America.

37 For more information on the structures found at Rock Wall, Texas, see the C2C radio notes for , and also the Internet notes for
the past, w/ shark teeth & a starfish w/ “fresh meat.” Coin found in 200k year-old strata in Illinois had a symbol (hieroglyph?) matching an engraving on a 2-ton stone at Rock Wall. Reference to myth of 432,000-year rule by “Annunaki” in the past, & 8 global cities. Wall features crystal, etc.
– N.A. myths of dark-haired cannibal giants in N.A. before “red Indians,” then red-haired giants arrived & helped defeat the cannibals. App. exodus of Mid-Easterners (Phoenicians, Hebrews, etc.) to N.A. Circa 1000-1200 AD; population explosion in N.A. around same time period in tribes who structures mimicked those of the Israelites.

05/27/13 C2C: Stephen Quayle.
– “Werewolf” in French, loup garou, similar to SW American Native word for sasquatch/bigfoot, which sounds like “oogaroo.”
– Jer. ch. 4 [?] mentions a flood preceding Noah's.38
– Gilgamesh was a Rephaim.39
– ~9,000 ancient native burial mounds attempted destroyed by authorities.
– Caller: ancient anchor stones40 in Tampa, Fl.,

38 Jeremiah 4:23-28 mentions God's anger and seems to imply the destruction of cities before mankind was even created.
39 The Rephaim were a nation or race of giants mentioned in the Old Testament of the Bible. Because they are described in the OT as being of great stature, they are associated with other tribes of giants mentioned in the Bible and also the Nephilim who are mentioned in Genesis as procreating with the daughters of men.
40 For more information on ancient mooring/anchor stones in
inland, he thinks b/c of an enormous wave in the past; some anchoring stones as heavy as a dump truck w/ 3-ft. Diameter holes. Ponce de Leon encountered giants in Florida during his voyage.
– Obama was in Norway for the Nobel Prize during the Norway Spiral.
– Reference to Melba Ketchum's work on “bigfoot” DNA, noting her discovery of human mitochondrial (female) DNA but unknown nuclear (joint w/ male) DNA, mirroring the Genesis account.
– genesis6giants.com
– The Annunaki of Sitchin are the biblical Nephilim/fallen angels.
– “72 gates of demons” often coinciding w/ HAARP-like facilities or sites sacred to natives, at least assuming Native American sites to be “stargates.” Man in Puerto Rice plagued by voices who had sold his soul to Satan (story covered by Joshua P. Warren in 2nd half hour of show) lives within a few miles of a HAARP-like facility on Puerto Rico.
– Quayle talked of the “Book of Enoch” simply being fragments from the Dead Sea Scrolls. I had just talked to Kevin earlier the same evening & he told me he had printed it & would send it to me.41

05/20/13 Jim Sparks on C2C talking about his life of abduction experiences, described in his book

Florida, see notes for chapter 8, “Prehistoric Mooring Stones of Florida,” in the book notes for Lost Worlds of Ancient America.
41 This last sentence relates a personal synchronicity of mine. – BSB
The Keepers. The ETs were “grays,” app. teaching him their alphabet. He said one type of “gray” seemed like a “worker bee” created for the others.

06/05/13 C2C. Guest speaks of ancient Egyptian structure at Dendera w/ Zodiac wheel on the ceiling\(^\text{42}\) pointing to a date, 13,360 BC, app. a meteor impact which caused massive cataclysms & lengthened the solar year & shifted the poles by 14°, sank Atlantis.

06/09/13 The Conspiracy Show w/ Richard Syrett. Rt. 55 in W. Va.\(^\text{43}\) near Seneca Falls famous for paranormal experiences.

06/13/13 Intuitive healer.

[From Coast to Coast website: “In the first half, Linda Freud, a medical intuitive who channels spirits and angels to help clients, and her husband, author and spiritual researcher David Freud spoke about her healing process.

\(^{42}\) The famous ancient Zodiac wheel from the temple complex at Dendera was removed and relocated to the Louvre Museum in Paris. The temples at Dendera feature ancient foundations dating back at least to around 2500 BC, and which were later rebuilt upon with Greek and Roman-style temples. The entire complex of temples at Dendera is over 40 square kilometers.

\(^{43}\) The Seneca Falls or Seneca Rocks area of Route 55 is in Pendleton County, West Virginia. Seneca Rocks is the only “true peak” (accessible only using technical climbing techniques) on the East Coast. The US military has used the site for training purposes. Route 55 crosses from Virginia to West Virginia near Devil's Backbone State Forest, and also near the town of Strasbourg. C2C guest David Paulides 06/24/12 noted that place names with the word “devil” in them tend to have higher rates of the types of anomalous disappearances which he researches.
She receives specific information about a person's nutritional deficiencies and energetic imbalances, and then channels the appropriate natural remedies or detoxification protocols. The Freuds have concluded that many people suffer from the toxic effects of mercury (typically from dental amalgam or vaccines) accumulated in the body. The mercury contributes to chronic or degenerative conditions, but these effects can be lessened through chelation therapy, David remarked.

“Linda described angels as messengers of God, and said she communicates with a number of the archangels, as well as her clients' guardian angels and spirit guides. "Sometimes the room can feel very crowded depending on how much consciousness a person has, and how connected they are," she said of her counseling sessions. Interestingly, Linda noted that she's also in touch with the spirit of Sigmund Freud (a distant relative of David's), who has expressed interest in trying to refashion the field of psychology for the 21st century via her channeling. Linda also channels a more modern day celebrity – the spirit of Michael Jackson, who has informed her that his soul has not been able to ascend to the light, due to psychic damage from the propofol injections, and the fact that his body wasn't buried in a timely manner.”

[...]

“In the latter half, Dr. Eric Pearl shared his perspective on how to reconnect with the
unlimited Universal energy that enables us to heal, as well as access higher states of being. His methodology of "reconnective healing" transcends specific energy healing techniques. "Scientists are recognizing and discovering when they study reconnective healing that we are accessing levels of light and information that they say they've simply not seen on the planet prior to now," he commented, adding that the current generation is anchoring in the next level of human evolution.

“In his new work, Pearl presents the wisdom of a multidimensional intelligence named Solomon who is channeled by Frederick Ponzlov. Solomon speaks about reconnective healing, as well as accessing deeper levels and understanding of who we are. Solomon is giving us the insight to reveal our souls to ourselves – a discovery process of the greater self emerging, Pearl explained. "The manifestation of this physical form...is an expression that we have chosen, not unlike a mask of sorts that we choose to wear in this plane. We give it a deeper inner expression as we connect our soul to the greater universe," he quoted from the Solomon channeling.”

06/17/13 Guest saw bigfoot, said its face was like gargoyle from 70's movie “Gargoyle” or etc. [Guest was Alex Hearn.]

06/18/13 News story that tornado had touched down on Denver International Airport runway.

06/24/13 C2C news story of Egyptian statue in museum
caught moving very slowly on time-lapse photography. 2\textsuperscript{nd} guest, Kecksburg Incident;\textsuperscript{44} Bigfoot. Poss. biggest string of Bigfoot sightings occurring in SW PA starting around 1974. Chestnut Ridge, 100 mi. or so mtn. Ridge from Preston W. Va. into PA, many Bigfoot sightings. Strong sulfur smell associated w/ both Kecksburg & Bigfoot sightings. Simultaneous Bigfoot & UFO sighting around a rural field in PA investigated by state police, investigation caused investigator in field to see vision of grim-reaper-type figure warning that mankind must change its way. At original sighting 2 bigfoots were shot at to no effect after being seen in field w/ glowing object. [2\textsuperscript{nd} guest was paranormal investigation Stan Gordon. He also described sightings of other strange creatures around Pennsylvania.]

\textbf{06/25/13} Christine Day, the Pleiadians. christinedayonline.com. Energy work, etc.

\textbf{06/29/13} Donna Good Higbee – Art Bell replay from 5/23/02. People app. becoming invisible around others by app. adjusting their

\hspace{1cm}  \\
\hspace{1cm} \textsuperscript{44} The Kecksburg Incident is a famous UFO crash incident that occurred at Kecksburg, Pennsylvania on December 9, 1965. The fireball preceding the crash is believed to have been seen by thousands of people across six states, and the associated crash was also witnessed by many people, as well as the police/government/military response to the event. Various theories have been proposed as to what exactly happened, from experimental military craft based on Nazi technology (the description of the object is reminiscent of the alleged Nazi program known as “Die Glocke”), to a fallen Soviet satellite, to an extraterrestrial craft.
“vibration” relative to others. Heartmath study that meditators can re-establish the Schumann resonance\textsuperscript{45} at a location after an electrical storm by lowering their brainwaves to around where the Sch. res. should be. Sch. res. is rising. Will & intention common to invis. cases.

07/10/13 C2C “Weather Wars” – Ancient sites stabilizing weather under attack. Reptilian & mammalian lifeforms being “incompatible” biologically. [Guest was meteorologist Scott Stevens. Later guest was bigfoot investigator Cliff Barackman.]

07/11/13 Everyday miracles.

07/14/13 Punnett's last show. “Smiley face killer” (sic) cases: 28 states, 280+ cases; white, young, athletic and/or college-attending males abducted, ie from bars after appearing drugged & leaving alone. Disappearing near security cameras. DEA agent says he has identified responsible factions but cannot get federal task force; does not state factions. [Guests on the “smiley face murders” were Bill Szostak and DEA agent Kelly Snider.] Then “Ratline” guest. [This was Peter Levenda.] Then interview suggesting rival factions of John the Baptist & Jesus followers in early church days that led to rewriting of gospel narratives,

\textsuperscript{45} The Schumann Resonances are “global electromagnetic resonances” according to Wikipedia, supposed to be “excited” by lightning discharges. The Schumann Resonance phenomenon was predicted by physicist Winfried Otto Schummann in 1952.
including the addition of John & Jesus' mothers knowing each other, etc. Early version of a text app. having Jesus refer to John the Baptist as the savior. [This last part featured Lynn Picknett and Clive Prince.]

07/17/13 Man who composed “Onward Christian Soldier” also wrote a book about werewolves in history.46

07/19/13 Orange fireballs (UFOs) seen off South Carolinian coast regularly. [Joshua P. Warren was the guest, followed by open lines.]

07/22/13 Man w/ invention that photographs/measures aura fields. [Guest was Guy Coggins.] With 2 people comfortable w/ each other in close proximity, their auras merge. Auras seem to push away w/ people uncomfortable w/ each other. Auras disappear before onset of illness or death. Mention of Kirlian photography. Then a guest about the Bermuda Triangle, Devil's Sea & other odd disappearances. [This guest was Robert M. Stanley.] Story of a Dr. Ray Brown & a pyramid underwater in the Bahama area w/ a statue inside w/ a crystal ball in its hand. Edgar Rice Burroughs' Mars book(s) that the “John Carter” movie was based on mentions portal keepers or etc. who are compared on C2C to gnostic archons, b/c in

46 This is a reference to Sabine Baring-Gould, an English Anglican priest, eclectic scholar and author of various books. The one implied by the guest here is likely The Book of Were-Wolves, being an account of a terrible superstition, from 1865. He also wrote books on ghosts, “strange events,” and other eclectic subjects.
the book they are said to feed off the destruction of worlds.  

07/23/13 **Ground Zero:** Cell towers used as weapons; inhibit immune systems, encourage allergies, migraines, autism, etc., & cause environmental effects. (Reich/orgone device solution?). stopthecrime.net. *New World Order Exposed* book. Warfare on the American people/depopulation. Small mechanical “pathogens” that can be dispersed as aerosols by planes & be breathed into lungs, capable of “consuming” flesh and also plant matter (compare to Morgellons). “Svali” interview on stopthecrime.net.  

**C2C:** TWA 800 was flying near naval exercises, was struck by a non-shoulder-fired incendiary missile which was both captured on radar & left a visible path of destruction in the wreckage. The 3rd engine was blown up & through the plane. Also residues were left on seats, etc., & multiple witnesses described seeing the missile hit precisely in the same area. Missile probably fired from either the “Seawolf” or “Albuquerque” subs. A French pharmaceutical company family was on board TWA 800, & also a former Mossad agent & other potential political targets. A 2nd missile likely went off 8 seconds or so after the first & took off the nose. There was another plane filled w/ Israeli officials that was scheduled to take off ahead of Flight 800, but 800 came

47 Compare this to what Richard C. Hoagland says in the C2C notes for 04/02/12.
ahead & took off first.

During news intro on C2C, it was noted that multiple studies across decades have shown that giving blood reduces chances of heart problems, app. from helping w/ excess iron [in blood] & etc.

07/25/13 Linda Moulton Howe. 50k-80k-year-old cypresses, some 6 ft. wide, found 60 ft. underwater off Gulf Coast, exposed from under sand & mud by Katrina. Were extremely well-preserved beneath sand, but everything above had rotted away, everything below intact, even smelled of fresh cypress when cut. Studied by LSU. Saltwater kills cypresses, so whatever covered them must have been a sudden event [they would not have grown on the coast]. Later, about crop circles, stone & crop circles are 2D in appearance on the ground but are 3D spherical energy fields, half above & half below ground, on ley lines. Grain flows w/ ley line energy; energy field change is discernible between 1 inch outside circle and 1 inch inside it.

07/26/13 [Ground Zero:] Mention of 2012 Olympic opening ceremony as “revelation of method” or etc. ritual on GZ. Princess Diana died on Merovingian sacrifice site, the “Bridge of Souls” in France.

C2C Open Lines: the “River Styx” as a “river” in the Atlantic Ocean beyond the Pillars of Hercules [Gibraltar] (Sargasso Sea?). Tea made w/ Brazilian pepper tree & honey cleans
out the body. Temple at Luxor as an homage to the Greek “Eden.” Area 51 as a dimensional wormhole location, & TPTB working w/ Nephilim-type beings. The Bible as a “holographic” matrix of information. 70's movie “Billy Jack” highest-grossing independent film, app. since quashed.

07/29/13 C2C, Anunnaki, Michael Tellinger. Guest suggests ~430,000 years ago, Anunnaki arrived, that Nibiru may be a star system, poss. centered around a brown dwarf, rather than a planet. From ~4000 to ~10,000,000 stone ruins in South Africa of ancient, unknown origin. Consist of stones that ring “like bells,” & run in channels & rings/circles along the ground almost like grapes on a vine. The stones generate sound energy resonating w/ the Earth that can be converted to EM energy, poss. for gold mining, as Sitchin suggested. Gold has light-absorbing properties (ie white powder of gold), & its creation may even have something to do w/ sunlight. The guest believes this may have been used to conceal activities. Anunnaki (non-hybrid) as poss. multi-dimensional beings, sometimes associated w/ Nordics/Blondes by their calling themselves “Elohim” during app. abduction experiences.48 A story is related of a farmer in the U.S. (mid-west?) who had ET activity on his property being investigated by certain authorities. One investigator there told him to

48 For more notes connecting the “Nordics” to the Anunnaki, see C2C notes for 08/29/13.
ask these beings, who he was app. in contact w/, about the Anunnaki, & the man wrote down the word & soon came back & said he was told that the Anunnaki had caused great sin on the Earth & had been removed from the “Book of Life.” The main stone circle/app. “centerpiece” in Africa is called Adam's Calendar, & has built-in calendar. Guest says that African shamanic tradition holds that mankind was created here by a being called “En-kai.” Egyptians, Phoenicians, “Druvidic” Hindus in Southern India, Mayans, etc., all have cultural artifacts tying them to southern Africa. Guest suggests Atlanteans may have been Anunnaki. To this day, when gold is mined in Africa, people in charge at the mines say it is nearly impossible to track it after it is shipped out (I seem to remember an earlier guest, poss the one discussing Greek/Israeli oil disputes, saying something about gold shipped out on airplanes, ie maybe that some was going missing or not being reported to markets, etc.).

When “Great Zimbabwe” was first explored by Europeans, an ancient site was found w/ sphinxes & an unknown script on a lintel that subsequently went missing. This area, Giza, & Adam's Calendar (where another sphinx was found) all on 31° latitude line? In Sumerian texts, gold came from the “Apsu.” There may be millions of ancient gold mines in southern Africa. “Sound laser” or “saser” technology as possible tool for their creation. Doughnut-shaped stones found in these areas could have
been used to focus sound frequencies to create sasers. Guest shares Greer's conviction that “free energy” systems, or rather their suppression, is the lynchpin of the ability of TPTB to commit abuses. White powder of gold is monatomic gold. Around 700-800 C, monatomic gold seems to disappear, related to its unusual light properties. In the OT, when Moses destroys the Golden Calf, he doesn't just melt it, but app. renders it as monatomic gold & makes the Israelites drink it. Ed Leedskalnin (of Coral Castle)49 was allegedly seen by 2 schoolboys manipulating stones w/ “ice cream cones,” ie pyramid-shaped tools similar to the “doughnut”-shaped tools found in Southern Africa & Egypt. Guest also speaks of stories of men similar to what was allegedly told to Van Tassel or etc., see ancient civs. book notes. Ancient Sumerians as sources of both money/interest & kingship.

08/04/13 Richard Syrett: Vic[tor] Beck, NWO & the government as trustees, etc.; then UFO cover-up after WWII: weapons development people (ie the same people over the Manhattan Project) put UFO remains research 2 levels of classification above the bomb, an international

---

49 Ed Leedskalnin, 1887 – 1951, was a diminutive Latvian immigrant to the United States who single-handedly constructed the site now known as “Coral Castle,” constructed out of over 1,100 tons of stone. He refused to divulge his technique for moving the large stones and reportedly once said that he knew the secret of how the Pyramids of Giza were constructed. Leedskalnin also published pamphlets explaining his theories of electromagnetism, which conflict with currently-held theories.
group of researchers led by undisclosed U.S. “officials.” Recall Eisenhower threatening to invade Area 51. Also MK-ULTRA\textsuperscript{50} was associated w/ UFO research b/c UFOs were associated w/ mental phenomena. MJ-12\textsuperscript{51} involved.

08/05/13 First hour C2C guest, acidity in human body leading to health problems. All conditions that end in “-itis” (ie, arthritis) are caused by acidic body environments, same for bags under eyes. Sodium bicarbonate & raw greens (for chlorophyll) help alkalize the body & restore balance. It's nearly impossible to “over-alkalize.”

08/07/13 Bruce Goldberg, story of a blond-haired, blue-eyed “doctor” visiting a terminal cancer patient in a hospital & telling her he was going to examine her one more time to see if she needed chemo or etc. He placed a red & blue laser over the affected area & left, & the woman was

\textsuperscript{50} MK Ultra was an illegal US military/intelligence program involving the experimental testing of various methods for psychologically manipulating individuals, including the use of psychoactive substances in situations designed to be traumatic, and psychological or even physical torture such as what the Nazis did to induce split personality disorder for further conditioning/programming of the separate personalities.

\textsuperscript{51} MJ-12, or the Majestic 12, were a group of US senior military officials believed to have been involved with investigation and apparent high-level decision-making regarding UFOs and/or extraterrestrial presence on Earth, and how the US military would interact with them. There is lots of literature available on the history of this group as revealed through various declassified documents.
subsequently cancer-free; the “doctor” could not at first be identified. The woman had an abduction experience within a few months, & later was regressed for it. The man at the hospital was app. a chrononaut from the “33\textsuperscript{rd} century” & had healed the woman as is app. sometimes done. Then advice for OBEs\textsuperscript{52}: a “37º technique” not really described, no red meat, tobac, alcohol, fasting preferred, 5-8 AM best, become accustomed to vibrations preceding OBE, tingling in chakras, etc.

08/14/13 Dean Radin, author & founder of the Global Consciousness Project. Random number generators & their deviations coinciding w/ major events affecting humanity. Dean says that this suggests not only these generators but the order/randomness of all reality is affected, ie the way information is structured. Man-made celebrations & disasters cause the greatest deviations, but natural disasters (earthquakes, etc.) also cause deviations. Yoga & meditation reduce stress & are thus effective at treating nearly every major modern health issue. Original purpose of the asanas was to condition the body to be able to sit for long periods of meditation. Reference to ancient treatise on siddhis acquired through meditation. In an experiment, a Yogi reportedly figured out how to interact w/ physical matter w/ his mind in a deep meditation; simultaneous w/ the Yogi “figuring out” how to do this (~15 min. into the

\textsuperscript{52} “OBE” is an acronym for “out of body experience,” also known as astral projection.
experiment), 3 scientist participants (including the guest) experienced a significant change in their own states of consciousness, which guest described as “spacey.” The idea of the experiment was to psychically interact w/ a beam of light in another room.

08/15/13 **Ground Zero:** Cattle mutilations; taking blood from cattle for analysis or various other purposes, ie for growing viruses, etc. **C2C:** 1st hour, the Billy Meier case, publishing data (from Pleiadians) in 1976 that was not shown by traditional sources until recently (the expansion of Mercury's core). Meier also wrote of a Russian invasion of N.A. from Alaska/Canada, & last year (2012) a number of Russian troops were moved in that direction. 2 civil wars in U.S. separating the U.S. into 5 territories; by 2020, at current pace, U.S. will be in anarchy.

08/17/13 Art Bell replay: Richard Hoagland says Nibiru is Mars. Then John B. Wells' guest on electrical pollution & affects on health. Says using a cellphone is like putting a microwave to the head. Grounded electricity can cause illnesses in animals, causing cows to produce less milk, etc. Wifi emission can also cause illness. EM pollution contributes to cancers, ADHD, general stress reactions. Dr. Samuel Milham, guest has books for more detailed information.

08/10/13 John Wells was going to have John Coleman on, but technical difficulties prevented it.
Author, Committee of 300.

08/19/13 Ground Zero, author of “Inside the Real Area 51.” Guest says many astronauts were quietly/secretly trained at Area 51 and/or Wright-Patterson AFB, & we were in orbit (the U.S. military) long before it was publicly announced. A WW2 Ace told his 5 sons that he personally witnessed a being that survived Roswell at Wright-Patterson AFB. He was also a colonel, & his testimony matched that of several other people involved. Phil Corso was “muddying waters” on some things, but not all.

08/21/13 Katherine Albrecht, privacy consultant/etc. For electronics, has her own search engine, startpage.com or etc. Google, Bing, Yahoo, & others all cooperate directly w/ NSA, etc.

Then 2nd guest, Nibiru & Anunnaki (Gerald Clark, author of book, The Anunnaki of Nibiru: Mankind's Forgotten Creators, Enslavers, Saviors, and Hidden Architects of the New World Order. Mosques in Middle East resemble UFOs & rockets w/ their domes & spires. White powder of gold (colloidal/ORME) used for prolonging life & enhancing spirit body; used by Anunnaki and/or their offspring.

Igigi under Enlil's command for mining operations revolted, replaced by man,

53 It has been noted by various individuals that pure gold does not rust or tarnish (ie, in the presence of oxygen), and these properties may be related to its use as a longevity aid in the body.

54 For more information on Enlil, Enki, and other deities of the Sumerian pantheon, see the book notes for The Twelfth Planet.
created by Enki. Enki & his family typically “creators,” Enlil & his family “destroyers.” Guest says their families take turns possessing kingship over Earth based on zodiacal ages. Upcoming age, of Aquarius, an age of Enki (the water-bearer a symbol of Enki, known to Greeks as Poseidon, god of water). Noah was Enki's son according to guest, 50% Anunnaki by birth.

Sodom & Gomorrah were advanced/developed ppl app. loyal to Enki, destroyed by forces of Enlil's family. Ur was destroyed 3 times. The 3rd time, the prayers in their texts refer to Enlil as “Yahweh.” Enlil tries to suppress the development of human consciousness, while Enki aided & taught mankind, along w/ his family. Enki was the “serpent” in Eden (Sumerian “Edin,” in Eridu) who encouraged mankind to eat of the tree of knowledge against Enlil's command. Enlil's center of worship app. later moved from the M.E. to Pergamon in Greece. Enlil was Zeus to the Greeks, & his son Ninurta was Apollo. The Book of Revelation refers to Pergamon as the “seat of Satan.” Zeus' center of worship later moved again, to Berlin.  

Cayce also had an interpretation of Revelation, app. corroborating this guest. Hermes = Thoth = Enoch =

55 The “Great Altar of Pergamon,” stairs and all, was moved to the Pergamonmuseum in Berlin and put on display there.
56 Famous American psychic from Kentucky and founder of the Association for Research and Enlightenment in Virginia Beach, 1877-1945.
Ningushita/Ninshita (sp?), a son of Enki, also = Jesus. Recurring theme of “the Word” incarnating, also of raising the dead, healing, etc. Jesus' return will be the end of Enlil's family's reign, & the judgment of their works.

The Magi were sent from Persia b/c Enlil controlled Rome. Also Constantine significantly modified Christianity. Allah = Enlil's son, Nannar, also represented by the crescent Moon. Enki ruled over ancient Atlantis, w/ his son Atlas. U.S. is the “new Atlantis.” Pyramid on dollar → Egypt, Enki's historical domain. Enki controlled Africa while Enlil controlled Mesopotamia. Thoth built the pyramids during the age of Leo, put his own face upon the Sphinx.

Jews created Genesis account while in Babylonian captivity using ancient tablets as sources, condensing the multiple deities into one representing Enlil.

Anunnaki considered one a “son of (the) god(s)” when the lateral ventricles of the brain are activated. Caduceus of Hermes a symbol of the kundalini/chakra system. The

---

57 Possibly Ningishzida, depicted as a horned serpent in Sumerian Mythology and given the epithet of “great snake,” possibly the inspiration for the “serpent” in the Garden of Eden. Horned serpents were also widespread in Native American cultures and in ancient Europe. See also the notes for The Lost Worlds of Ancient America, for chapter 25, in the book notes section.

58 The magi (not numbered in the scripture, but assumed to have been three because of their three gifts) who came to baby Jesus, mentioned in Matthew chapter 2.

59 The terms “kundalini” and “chakra” are eastern terms, associated with vital energy centers near major organs in the body and
Ark (Noah's) was a genetic bank of lifeforms.

Ref. to another book (not guest's), *Isis, Osiris and Planet X*. White gold created using antimony, heating/cooling process. Nibiru having a 36k-year orbit. Variations in ancient pantheons result from Enki & Enlil ruling different areas (ie, changing who was regarded as supreme), & from successions over time.

08/23/13 1\textsuperscript{st} hour guest, atlantisgo.com. “Ingress,” game concerning “exotic matter,” portals, etc. played in real, physical locations w/ phone app using phone’s sensors to find “portals.” A “conspiracy” called “alignment” relates this game, an interest of Google & others, to the guest's series of novels about relations of site such as Washington DC & Rome to stars, etc.

2\textsuperscript{nd} hour guest, man claiming to have been child participant in Pegasus chrononaut program & later a Mars program. [Guest's name is Andrew Basiago.]

The same ppl ascending and descending around the spine. The Caduceus of Hermes is often associated with the spinal column, and the serpents often shown intertwining it are symbols of the energy that flows around the spine through the major energy centers. The symbol is also reminiscent of the DNA double-helix.

Aside from Mr. Basiago there are at least three other whistle-blowers testifying to the US being actively involved on Mars: former US serviceman Michael Relfe, “who spent 20 years as a member of the permanent security staff of a U.S. facility on Mars,” former DoD scientist Arthur Neumann, who also testifies to teleporting to Mars on behalf of the DoD, and Laura Magdalene Eisenhower, great-granddaughter of President Dwight Eisenhower, who testifies to having refused a recruiting attempt in 2007 to relocate her to a secret US colony on Mars.
behind the Manhattan Project also ran Pegasus according to guest, & by 1970's were training children to participate. Former CEO of Lockheed\textsuperscript{61} said the U.S. now has the capability to “take ET home.” Guest says he read his own 2008 paper in 1971, sponsored by the CIA, regarding Mars. 1980-1984 he was involved in the “Mars Jump Room program.” He would get into an “elevator” on Earth in a facility owned by Howard Hughes,\textsuperscript{62} & 15+


61 Lockheed Corporation (originally Loughead Aircraft Manufacturing Company) was an American aircraft company, a part of the US military-industrial complex and estimated to have produced 6% of the total aircraft production during WW2. As a private company, it is not subject to government laws such as the Freedom of Information Act, making it ideal for hiding advanced technologies from the public and simultaneously creating great risk for corruption and abuse of power. The Lockheed “Skunkworks” program, (in)famous for its creativity and secrecy, was developing technology for the US military by 1943. Lockheed was also involved in bribery scandals from the 1950s to the 1970s, for bribing government officials for government production contracts. Lockheed merged with Martin Marietta in 1995, forming Lockheed Martin.

62 Howard Robard Hughes, Jr., an American businessman, investor, aviator, aerospace engineer, philanthropist and Hollywood filmmaker. His mother was descended from Tudors and his father worked with the oil industry, inventing a drill bit which facilitated further oil drilling. He expanded Trans World Airlines, which then later merged with American Airlines. Hughes made illegal loans to the Nixon family that were partially exposed before the 1960 presidential election, and may have later contributed to the Watergate scandal by causing Nixon to worry that the Democrats were again going to expose these dealings. Hughes is also known
minutes later, after anomalous activity in the elevator, he would get off on Mars. He says trips to Mars began in the 1970's.


One of guest's colleagues, according to guest, suggested that Jump Room technology was a gift to the U.S. by “grays.” Caller (Bernard Mendez, familiar to guest) then said the entire program was run by grays. Guest also mentions Courtney Hunt, William Stillings, & Obama as involved w/ program (in 2011 also claimed Ed Dames64 was involved to have been approached by the CIA to attempt to recover a sunken Soviet submarine near Hawaii, which was eventually recovered with 2 nuclear-tipped torpedoes and cryptographic materials. This information gathered from his Wikipedia article.

63 Nosferatu is the “Dracula” character in the famous 1922 German film of the same name.
64 Ed Dames has been a regular guest on C2C since the Art Bell days, offering himself as a remote viewing instructor, and has
[as an instructor], who is now spreading disinfo). Guest says one of their (the U.S.'s [military faction]) objectives was to “acclimate” native Martians to their presence. Wilcock claims that U.S. colonization complexes on Mars now house ~550,000 ppl. Laura Eisenhower (great-granddaughter of president Eisenhower) claimed she was solicited to move w/ her family to Mars. Skulls/masks/faces/etc. are a main form of Martian art, & are used to indicate the type of being dwelling in a structure.

made such ridiculous predictions over and over, that are proven not to occur shortly after he makes them, that not only is he difficult to take seriously, but one may easily be led to believe that he is likely one of the DoD's paid disinformation agents, actively working to discredit the RV subject. He was formerly in the US Army, and says he was involved in military remove viewing programs, which may very well be true (the US army admittedly was running such a program around the same time). He regularly makes claims such as that solar flares will destroy the Earth, and gives specific periods of time which invariably pass without incident. He claimed that the world would be destroyed by alien fungus spores in 1998. His radio “demeanor” is dispassionate and closed, and even defensive and guilty when pressed on his past statements. He even once called in to C2C during an interview with Basiago to dispute his claims, which is not typical behavior of C2C guests. Note that when it is recorded in the notes above that Ed Dames “is now spreading disinfo,” this is a record of the opinions of the guest on C2C, and not only a reflection of the views of this editor.

65 Also named as participating in this program at the time was Regina Dugan, future director of DARPA.

66 Two more important initiatives were stated by Basiago to have been to “establish a defense regime” and to also “establish a legal basis for the U.S. to assert a claim of territorial sovereignty over Mars.”
Mars suffered a major catastrophe in 3500 BC or so, flooding, impact of massive chunks of rock, loss of much of the atmosphere (guest compares oxygen levels to 14,000 ft. altitude on Earth, poss. to breathe w/o respirator but dangerous), vast areas turned into mud fields, etc. Earth was struck simultaneously w/ a flood for same impact reasons.

The face of an ancient Egyptian pharaoh found on Mars. These catastrophes (whether ~11,500 years ago, or ~3500 BC, or both) ended the “1st civilization” on Earth, which was connected to Martian culture. Red-haired phenotype/“Celtic” ppl may be of Martian descent, come here before a catastrophe. (Comp. to Anunnaki theories; Hoagland considers Mars to be Nibiru.) Sept. 1995 issue of Nat. Geo. shows an area of Mars, the size of Texas, green w/ vegetation still. After guest's Nov. 2011 appearance, White House National Security Council's spokesperson responded to guest's claim of Obama being on Jump Room program, rebutting it. Relative closeness of Mar's surface gravity to Earth's suggests that Earth is not totally solid. Guest says he visited Dulce.

---

67 There are various theories from various sources that the different races of human beings have different (pre-)historical origins.
68 Tommy Vietor.
69 A hit-job was also done on Basiago by the Colbert Report, Oct. 11, 2012.
70 Dulce, New Mexico, the tribal headquarters of the Jicarilla Apache Reservation, populated almost entirely by Native Americans
base as a child, in 1971, & there were maybe 150 empty floors. He was told these were for a future catastrophe. Projectmarts.net.

08/24/13 Art Bell 1/5/99 replay. William Henry, guest. Guest believed crisis in the summer of '99 would mark the return of the “King of Terror” & act as a catalyst to humanity, that we are off course (comp. to 9/11, two years later). Jerusalem means “city of peace” & was adopted by the Jews, etc. from city names in other lands, ie India, etc. Pillar of Osiris/Casket of Osiris/a gold pillar, worked on a dimensional level like a transmitter/receiver & may have been related to bodily incarnation. Was moved around historically. Orig. Greek for “cross” in NT is Greek for “pillar” according to guest, & the Rosicrucians were app. onto this. Great Seal on U.S. dollar is a symbol of Osiris. John White's bio of Henry A. Wallace, who worked under FDR, claims that Wallace/FDR were looking for Jesus in Mongolia during WW2. One Foot in Atlantis, book, occult history of WW2. Francis Bacon's New Atlantis or etc., inspiration to founding fathers.

08/29/13 Linda Moulton Howe. Cattle mutilations: hot spots in Colorado, other places. Spikes occur along same latitudes & longitudes in cycles. One farmer in Colorado interviewed on recent (Apache), but also widely rumored to be home to a covert underground US military base and the site of various related anomalous events and experiences. The area is considered sacred to the local people.
cattle mut.'s. Multiple pregnant cows, blood drained, certain parts of body “surgically” removed (actually, by lab analysis, removed by unknown technology, burning like a laser for incision w/o leaving carbon residue of burning), dropped from a height to the ground. At least 2 dropped so that the head went into a small hole in the field. Military copters in the area around same time. Farmer went to show s.o. his farm on Google maps, realized A) his farm had been recently photo'd for the service, B) his cows were visible in the same part of the farm where they were taken from. The cows were of different genetic stock. The fetuses were removed.

Then another man interviewed (Tyler Joe?), DeKalb County, AL, north of Gadsden. Rash of mutilations & UFO sightings there in 1993. Reports of red/orange lights, this witness saw a red/white/green light, rotating. He was abducted, by his own account, w/ his brother, in a field where mut.'s had occurred, by a ~7 ft.-tall, blond, “Swedish”-looking man, a typical “Nordic”-type description. The man communicated to him telepathically / w/ visions. He was shown that this race of beings came to Earth long ago & terraformed it in some way, & later developed mankind, [which] caused conflict between the Nordics,71 & they

71 This suggests that the Anunnaki and the “Nordics” are the same group of beings. This account fits very closely with the stories in the ancient Mesopotamian epics as translated by Zecharia Sitchin, for example. See the books notes for The Twelfth Planet notes on this ancient epics.
decided to return to their home (witness was shown 2 “home galaxies” or etc. w/ a 3D star map, could not recognize them) & leave the Earth to mankind. A break-away group enlisted the help of another advanced (& app. malignant) race of our galaxy, the reptilians. It was these reptilians who were shown in a vision taking cattle, using small gray helpers (app. several ET races use small grays, “androids,” as genetically engineering workers).

Witness also described a vision of a great meeting of the Nordics w/ 7 in the center, discussing, app., mankind, of mining operations sending materials up to craft, of laborers (human?) building the site at Giza (Sphinx had a lion's head) & other monoliths, step pyramids & a “rounded block” as if “melted.” Also craft of assorted shapes & sizes: triangular, disc, etc. Was shown a vision of 12 men in 1940s/1950s-style clothing meeting w/ 7 Nordics. Was told that the primary diff. between the Nordics & men is in the brain, & its functioning. (Comp. to 8/21/13 C2C.) Nordics app. trying to adjust our genetics in some way, also trying to demonstrate that a less developed species can be engineered to reach the level of themselves. Nordics app. “glow,” comp. to OT “shining ones,” poss. synonymous with Elohim.  

For other notes connecting the “Nordics” to Anunnaki (ie, ancient beings involved in the creation of modern man), see C2C notes for 07/29/13.
Rept.'s app. take cattle for food and/or gray “android” production. Witness had a vision of the Nordic break-away leader being captured at some past time & “sent away.”

08/30/13 FlorEssence tea, developed by professionals for stimulation of eliminatory organs (ie skin, lungs, bowels, etc.). Toxin-removing feet pads. Combination of these helped cure a very young girl of rheumatoid arthritis. String Bean Coffee in Galax; George urges listeners to start a C2C club there. Salt (Morton's) for removing spirits from an area.

09/01/13 Richard Syrett: Paola Harris, How Does One Speak to a Ball of Light?; Whitley Strieber Roswell book said to be accurate [by high-ranking military official in confidence].

09/06/13 Professor Griff [Richard Griffin] from the rap group Public Enemy. 10th Roman Legion that took Jerusalem in 70 AD was of Syrians. Assyria in end-times prophecy. War between Northern (Syria?) & Southern (Egypt) kingdoms. Ufodc.com (credentialed photographer). Caravantomidnight.com. Caller says W. Va. college MB (“Cavaliers”) app. did NWO-like show. [The caller was probably referring to the Cavaliers DCI drum and bugle corps, whose 2013 program was called “Secret Society.” The Cavaliers are based in Rosemont, Illinois.]

09/07/13 Movies featuring US military equipment app require DoD approval of their scripts. Skull & Bones as “American Illuminati,” endorsed by
Bavarian Illuminati.

09/08/13 **Richard Syrett:** author of “Larceny Games”: event-fixing in NFL, NHL, MLB, NBA, NASCAR, etc.

**C2C:** Russia & China allowing US to make itself a clear bully, earning global condemnation, while buying time to build up their militaries.

09/12/13 Some planets will go retrograde together within a 2-week period in Mar. 2014. (This [astronomical] event has similarities to similar events in 1776.) Dragon's tail (astrological event). Void Moon. [Guests were astrologers Mark Lerner and Mitchell Lewis.]

09/14/13 Woman who inspired the Terminator & Matrix movies w/ her fiction. John Connor (JC) = Neo. Her books are a single story-line in regards to these 2 sets of movies. Caller mentions orgonite busting chemtrails. Many open-line calls about chemtrails. [Guest was Sophia Stewart.]

09/16/13 C2C 1st hour guest: EM & nuclear radiation have same resulting effect upon cellular structure.

Then Steve Quayle: 24 ft.-tall giant found in Ecuador, at a place called “Cemetery of the Gods” in the local language. DoD issued report on Native American “stargates”/“portals,” citing Cherokee, Cheyenne, others, saying their importance will increase in the future. Guest ref.’s Mel's Hole as an example of gov.'t seizure/etc. Guest says an active-duty
4-star gen. told him that aborted fetal tissues were added to Pepsi & other foods to change our appetites to suit cannabalism, etc. Also says that a Spec. Forces gen told him that “hives” of giants were in “suspended animation” under the ruins at Baalbak. Nov. power outage “test” may be actual opportunity for foreign cyber/electrical attack. Book: True Legends, Native American lore, sasquatch, etc.

09/18/13 NPR: Charles Manson used popular 50's book, Dale Carnegie’s How to Win Friends, along w/ isolation, acid & abuse to brainwash his followers. He also used Scientology tactics.

C2C: Mu sank in 3 stages: ~50k years ago, ~26k y.a. (or BC?), & ~12k y.a. (or BC?), the last areas of N.&S. America (incl. California, NM, AZ, Yucatan, Oregon) colonized by Mu, Eastern areas of the 2 continents colonized by Atlantis. Mu author/researcher Churchward ref.'d. [Guest was Dr. George Schwimmer.]

09/20/13 Tablets (clay) found in Glozel, France, w/ an unknown lang. Found w/ Neolithic arrowheads. Oak Island as a poss. Templar

73 See Internet notes for “Mel's Hole.”
74 Oak Island, Nova Scotia, Canada, is a small, tree-covered island upon which a mysterious pit was famously found in 1795. Man-made artifacts are known to have been recovered from it, that were over at least 100 feet deep in the ground. In the initial discovery and excavation attempts, made by 18-year-old Daniel McGinnis after observing lights coming from the island and hoping to discover left-behind treasure, found layers of logs that were found in intervals of every 10 feet until he stopped digging around a depth of 30 feet. Many later attempts at excavating the pit have
site.

[From Wikipedia, on the Glozel artifacts: “Glass found at Glozel was dated spectrographically in the 1920s, and again in the 1990s at the SLOWPOKE reactor at the University of Toronto by neutron activation analysis. Both analyses place the glass fragments in the medieval period. Alice and Sam Gerard together with Robert Liris in 1995 managed to have two bone tubes found in Tomb II C-14 dated at the AMS C-14 laboratory at the University of Arizona, finding a 13th-century date.

“Thermoluminescence dating of Glozel pottery in 1974 confirmed that the pottery was not produced recently. By 1979, 39 TL dates on 27 artifacts separated the artifacts into three groups: the first between 300 BC and 300 AD (Celtic and Roman Gaul), the second medieval, centered on the 13th century, and the third recent. TL datings of 1983 performed in Oxford range from the 4th century to the medieval period.

“Carbon-14 datings of bone fragments

been made, but water was struck and has complicated the excavation process. In 1931 an axe, pick, and other artifacts were recovered from the pit, but it's unclear if they are from the original builders, or earlier excavation attempts. Author Barry Fell received a transcript allegedly from a cipher stone fell at the site, which was reported as consisting of characters similar to Coptic. In 1971, a 235-foot shaft was excavated by Triton Alliance, which reportedly discovered human remains and chests through the use of remote-controlled cameras lowered into the pit. However, the pit collapsed again. The island was later purchased by “American businessmen in the drilling industry ,” according to Wikipedia.
range from the 13th to the 20th century. Three C-14 analyses performed in Oxford in 1984 dated a piece of charcoal to the 11th to 13th century, and a fragment of an ivory ring to the 15th century. A human femur was dated to the 5th century. Some archaeologists dated the rune stones on a fantastic age (about 8000 BC). This was displayed by experts such as Dr. Lois Capitan as clumsy forgery. The reason is that ca. 8000 BC no meaningful civilization could have existed.”

On the language on the tablets, from the same Wikipedia article:

“Some 100 ceramic tablets bearing inscriptions are among the artifacts found at Glozel. The inscriptions are, on average, on six or seven lines, mostly on a single side, although some specimens are inscribed on both faces.

“The symbols on the tablets are reminiscent of the Phoenician alphabet, but they have not been conclusively deciphered. There were numerous claims of decipherment, including identification of the language of the inscriptions as Basque, Chaldean, Eteocretan, Hebrew, Iberian, Latin, Berber, Ligurian, Phoenician and Turkic.

“In 1982, Hans-Rudolf Hitz suggested a Celtic origin for the inscriptions, and dated them to between the 3rd century BC and the 1st century AD, suggesting a Gaulish dialect. He counts 25 signs, augmented by some 60 variations and ligatures. Hitz hypothesizes that
the alphabet was influenced by the Lepontic alphabet of Lugano, itself descended from the Etruscan alphabet, reading some Lepontic proper names like Setu (Lepontic Setu-pokios), Attec (Lepontic Ati, Atecua), Uenit (Lepontic Uenia), Tepu (Lepontic Atepu). Hitz even claims discovery of the toponym Glozel itself, as nemu chlausei "in the sacred place of Glozel" (comparing nemu to Gaulish nemeton).”

“If we human beings want to feel humility, there is no need to look at the starred infinity above. It suffices to turn our gaze upon the world cultures that existed thousands of years before us, achieved greatness before us, and perished before us.”

– C.W. Ceram, *Gods, Graves, & Scholars*
Notes Taken from Books

These notes are taken from books which all deal with mysterious or controversial aspects of ancient history, with the possible exception of *There Is a River*, which is a biography of Edgar Cayce, the famous American trance medium who helped treat thousands of Americans for a very diverse range of diseases over the course of decades during the early 1900's. But even the content of some of his readings concerns an ancient Atlantean civilization, which is primarily why it is also included here.

As with the notes taken from radio programs, notes recorded here as statements of fact are according to the source of the material for which the notes are being taken. These notes were also originally written upon a number of front-and-back pages of notebook paper. The editing during the transcription of these pages has generally been greater than the editing done for the radio notes, principally because more effort was put into the original recording of these notes in the first place.
Lost Knowledge of the Ancients: A Graham Hancock Reader
Edited by Glenn Kreisberg

These notes represent information from a selection of the fourteen contributions from different authors that make up this book.

• “The Egypt Code” – Robert Bauval

Orion (Osiris/Asar to the Egyptians) & Sirius appear on the eastern horizon in late June, when the Nile should begin to flood, & also around the summer solstice, their new year's day & “Birth of Ra.” Rituals were app. developed to ensure a flooding of Nile & thus fertile soil.


NASA was created as a part of the defense establishment & is obligated to classify anything deemed a threat to national security. Hoagland describes 3 power groups behind NASA, including many foreigners, that he describes as the “magicians,” “masons” & “Nazis.” He says that he witnessed the head of press relations at JPL planting the first story of a faked Moon landing in the heads of reporters while the first landing mission was still ongoing, app. as a back-up cover story for actually going & coming back w/ ancient artifacts from a vanished, technologically-superior civilization.
• “History and Celestial Time” – Walter Cruttenden

Ancients viewed time as cyclical, two cycles (ascension & descension) through various levels of consciousness, fitting into the “Great Year” of a complete procession of the equinox (~26,000 years). Ancient Mithraic temples suggest that the ascension & descension revolve around the age of Cautes & Cautopates.⁷⁵

Vedic/Hindu Yuga Cycle: Kali (material/gross), Dwapara, Treta, & Satya (“golden age”) Yugas. According to Swami Sri Yukteswar, we are currently moving from the Kali Yuga into the Dwapara Yuga, the latter represented by electrical & atomic energy. The Treta Yuga/Silver Age was described by the Greeks as the “age of the demi-gods,” & by ancient Indians as the age of “magnetism and the mind.” Before the tower of Babel (pre-~3100 BC), app. in the descending age of the Treta Yuga, mankind app. spoke one language, possibly telepathically, & more open/freely communed w/ nature. According to the same Swami, ~3100 BC was when

---

⁷⁵ According to Wikipedia, “Cautes and Cautopates are torch-bearers depicted attending the god Mithras in the icons of ancient Roman cult of Mithraism, known as Tauroctony. Cautes holds his torch raised up, and Cautopates holds his torch downward. … In Mithraic images Mithras either represents the sun, or is a close friend of the sun god Helios or Sol Invictus (Latin: the invincible sun) with whom Mithras dines. So attendants Cautes and Cautopates are supposed to either represent the stations of sunrise and sunset respectively, or perhaps the spring and autumn equinoxes.” In the context of this article, Cruttenden suggests that these two “attendants” are representative of a much larger cycle than the yearly equinoxes. According to tertullian.org, neither of these two “attendants” are recorded in surviving literary works, but survive engraved upon monuments associated with the Mithraic cult.
mankind lost its collective powers of clairvoyance & telepathy. Paramahansa Yogananda says ~4100 CE is when we will enter the Treta Yuga from the Dwapara Yuga in the ascending cycle, when there will be “wizards” by today's standards of consciousness.

- **“The Orion Key” – Scott Creighton**

  The three main pyramids at Giza are patterned after the stars of the belt of Orion. The 2 sets of 3 “queen's pyramids” mark the same stars' extreme positions on the horizon as they appear to move w/ the precession of the equinox. The last alignment on the horizon w/ these pyramids was in ~10,500 BC, & the belt stars of Orion will reach their opposite position in alignment w/ the other 3 queen's pyramids around 2500 AD. ~10,500 BC corresponds to the end of the last ice age, mass extinctions & possibly other global changes/cataclysms.

- **“The Cygnus Mystery” – Andrew Collins**

  Cygnus X-3 is a source of very high-energy, neutral-charged cosmic radiation that strikes the Earth & penetrates into the ground. There is app. a jet of superheated plasma from there, aimed straight at the solar system. In ancient times Cygnus was associated w/ a swan or other large bird (vulture in Egypt) which carried souls to and/or from Earth upon birth/death. The stork also derives from this. Ancients seemed fascinated w/ this part of the sky & it is suspected by some that the elevated levels of cosmic radiation from this region may have contributed to the evolution of modern man.
• “The Gulf of Kambhat” – S. Badrinaryan

Ancient ruins off the coast of India, more than 100 ft. below water in places & over 12 miles from the modern coast. Miles of geometric shapes picked up on sonar scans, & retrieved artifacts, including fossilized human bone, cover the enormous range of ~3000 BC to ~31,000 BC (the latter date given for a piece of pottery).

• “The Orion Zone” – Gary A. David

Native Americans of the SW app. built sites creating a map of the constellation Orion (which they say was taught to them when they first arrived) in Arizona. The Hopi believed an entrance to the underworld is in the Grand Canyon. The word “zone” refers to the belt of Orion.

• “On the Possibility of Instantaneous Shifts of the Poles” – Flavio Barbiero

The poles were app. centered over Greenland, extending as ~2-mile-thick ice sheets as far as London, Berlin & NY, around 50,000-12,000 years ago. Siberia was not covered in ice, & was inhabited. Shifts have occurred in a matter of days, possibly due to celestial impacts.
200-lb. Sandstone w/ medieval Swedish runic script found on the top & one side, explaining that “Eight Götalanders and twenty-two Norwegians on [this] reclaiming/acquisition journey far west from Vinland,” in Solem, Minnesota. It explained that at this spot, after returning from a day's journey North, the men discovered ten (of their own?) dead & bloody. It then continued, “Ave Maria. Save from evil.” It was dated 1362. It also said that 10 men kept their ships, 14 days' journey away. The script matches 14th century tombstone engravings from the island of Götland, off the coast of Sweden, including a “dotted R” rune that was not discovered by modern scholars until 1935 (the stone was discovered in 1898), & testing showed it was approx. 500 years old.

Another anomalous stone carving was found near the mouth of Bat Creek in Tennessee on Feb. 14th, 1889, ~40 mi. south of Knoxville. The inscription was found in a Native American burial mound dated to around 100 AD, along w/ copper bracelets (zinc-copper alloy commonly used in the Roman Empire from ~45 BC to ~200 AD), &
consisted of a paleo-Hebrew inscription of the word “Judea” (“LYHWD”) w/ characters also dating back to the 2nd century, approx. 70-135 AD. The burial mound itself, one of three at the site, was 28 ft. across, 5 ft. high, & contained 9 human skeletons. Wood fragments found w/ it were carbon-dated in 1988 to between 32 and 769 AD.

A baked clay tablet w/ cuneiform characters, app a receipt for a sacrificial lamb to celebrate the promotion of “Enmahgalanna” to a priestess of the Moon god Nanna, was found along w/ other symbolic items in the medicine bag of Chief Joseph of a band of Nez Perce natives upon his surrender to U.S. cavalry on Oct. 5th, 1877. The tablet was ~1” square, & the script was of an ancient Mid-East culture, the Sumerians, dating back to approx. 2042 BC. Chief Joseph explained that the item had been passed on for many generations from white ancestors who had arrived in ancient times & taught his people many things.

A 1978 recreation of an ancient Sumerian reed boat proved sea-worthy enough to last at least 5 months on ocean voyages from the Persian Gulf to Pakistan, & the Red Sea.

Another Sumerian tablet was found in Lexington, Georgia near “ancient stone projectile points,” & the tablet was connected to Ur-Nammuk, Iraq, around the year 2040 BC.

Yet another record of a Sumerian tablet found in

---

76 Compare with Coast to Coast radio notes from 05/11/13. Josh Reeves states that the skeletons found in this burial mound at Bat Creek were of giants, and that their genetics belonged to the haplogroup “X.” For further information on the Bat Creek stone, see the notes for “Anomalous North American Artifacts” in the Internet notes section, and supplementary information can also be found in the notes for chapter 3 of the book _Lost Worlds of Ancient America_.
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Georgia, by a Mrs. Joe Hearn, near the Chatahoochee River in NW Georgia, contained a cuneiform receipt of the sale of sheep & goats, app. transported overseas to America, identifying the 37th or 38th year of the reign of King Sulgi of Ur, ~2040 BC. The sheep & goats appeared to be for ritual sacrifice to the Sun god Utu & the goddess Lama Lugal. This king's reign (properly 2029 BC-1982 BC) represents what is possibly the peak of Sumerian international commerce, & the king is known for his expansionist policies, & would be the most likely to have reached GA.

Another Sumerian cuneiform tablet was discovered among ancient Native American arrowheads, ~2 ft. below ground, in Quaker City, Ohio, in 1978. It made references, in ancient cuneiform, to the elevation of the ruler Karzida, ~2030 BC.

A fired ceramic bowl was dug up near the pre-Incan ruins of Tiahuanaco, Peru, & contained both ancient Sumerian cuneiform on the inner rim, & an unknown script. It also depicted animals & anthropomorphic figures. This bowl was discovered in 1959, & in Dec. 2001 a 350-lb., 5-ft. tall & 2-ft. wide statue was discovered nearby, of a man in a loin cloth, also w/ ancient Sumerian cuneiform along the back. A translation of either has app. not been completed.

Similarities between ancient Sumerian & Peruvians: belief in a twin-peaked mountain where the Sun rested at night: “Mashu” in Sumerian & “Machu Picchu” to the Incans; “Great lord” in Sumerian, “Enki,” is also the meaning of “Inca”; both built step-pyramids of sun-dried brick.

Discovery of ancient burial mounds on the island of Shemya in the Aleutian Semichi chain containing skulls measuring 22-24 in. from base to crown, app. from the
Incan/Pharaonic practice of elongating skulls to display royalty, in 1942. There were “hundreds” of skulls, also featuring surgical holes.

G. E. Kincaid's discovery of an ancient “barracks” w/ edged weapons, shields, breastplates, tools & ornaments in a cavern system in the Grand Canyon, as well as app. shrine w/ a Buddha-like statue, walls adorned w/ hieroglyphic script, in 1908. The Smithsonian dispatched S. A. Jordan w/ a team that carted out loads of artifacts & sealed the cave w/ an iron gate.

A Harvard-sponsored archaeological project in the mid-1970's in Hueyatlaco, Mexico (~70 mi. SE of Mexico City) found evidence of man-made fire that was dated back about a quarter of a million years. All fossils & artifacts recovered at the site were promptly seized by the Mexican gov.'t, & a Mexican member of the team banned from any further field work.

Yates, Donald N. “Anomalous Mitochondrial DNA Lineages in the Cherokee”: The DNA of people of the Hills of Galilee, in Israel, 2000 years ago, is related to “pure-blooded” Cherokee Native Americans.

• “Paradises Lost” – Oberon Zell

Up until ~10,500 years ago, much of the Earth's water was trapped in miles-thick sheets of ice, & sea levels were hundreds of feet lower than today. This is believed to have been the case for ~59,000 years, known as the Würm Glaciation.

Humans tend to build cities at the mouths of rivers, meaning any such cities present during the Würm Glaciation would most likely now be under hundreds of feet of water and/or silt deposits.
**Eden:** Genesis 2:10-14 describes a river flowing into Eden that, farther inland, divided into 4 headwaters: the rivers Pishon, Gihon, Tigris & Euphrates. The last two are known by those same names today. The Pishon was probably now-dry ravines that run toward the Persian Gulf from Saudi Arabia, known as Wadi Rimah & Wadi Batin, & the Gihon may be the Karun River from Iran that was diverted in 1765 into the Haffar Channel, which was dug in 986. The Biblical Eden would then have been where these rivers joined before entering the gulf, & may now be submerged if older than 4000 BC, which seems to be around when water levels stopped rising from melting glaciers.

**Dilmun:** A land of paradise described in the Sumerian epic “Enki and Ninhursag,” also mentioned in the Epic of Gilgamesh, & may have been on the Saudi coast of the Persian Gulf, a large portion of which was also submerged, app. between 6000 & 4000 BC.

**“The Deluge”:** The oldest account of the biblical flood may be the “Eridu Genesis” surviving on fragments of cuneiform tablets dated to ~1600 BC, the first Babylonian dynasty, or a ~1700 BC Akkadian epic named after the protagonist Atrahasis. In the latter, the flood is described as lasting 7 days. In the Biblical account it rained for “forty days and forty nights,” & the waters rose for 150 days. King Gilgamesh of Uruk is believed to have reigned around 2700 BC, when this flood was already an old legend. At Atrahasis' home city of Ubara-Tutu, modern-day Tell Fara, Iraq, flood deposits from an ancient event were radiocarbon dated to ~2900 BC, which fits w/ histories of Sumerian kings. Evidence of this flood was found as far north as Kish, exactly the city where the Atrahasis epic describes the kings arriving from heaven to re-establish rule.
William Ryan & Walter Pitman of Columbia University have proposed the explanation that the flooding was caused around 5600 BC by ten cubic miles of water per day (~200x the volume of Niagara Falls) pouring from the Mediterranean into the previously-isolated Black Sea through the Bosporus, raising it hundreds of feet, connecting it to saltwater oceans & submerging ~60,000 sq. mi. of farmland. The replacement of freshwater molluscs in the Black Sea (dating to 15,500-7640 years ago) w/ saltwater molluscs (6820-2800 years old) supports this, but it may just be another example of world-wide rises in sea level that ended around 4000 BC, & that were a distinct event from the sudden inundation in Mesopotamia that the ~2900 BC dating implies. However, Eden & Dilmun may have already been submerged from rising sea levels before the later flood.

Bruce Masse of Los Alamos has suggested an impact of a ~3-mile-wide celestial body off the coast of Madagascar between 3000 & 2800 BC, creating the 18-mile-diameter crater called Burcle Crater, 12,500 ft. below the surface. Masse believes it would have created a 600-ft. tsunami, spawned superhurricanes on the other side of the Earth, caused global darkness, & killed ~80% of the global population. In the Epic of Gilgamesh, Utnapishtim saw a pillar of black smoke on the horizon before the sky went dark for a week, & then a cyclone flooded the land. A Chinese flood myth dates to the reign of Empress Nu Wa,\(^77\) ca. 2807 BC (May 10\(^{\text{th}}\), according to astronomical

\(^{77}\) From the Wikipedia article on “Nuwa”: “There was a quarrel between two of the more powerful gods, Gong Gong, the God of Water and Zhu Rong, the God of Fire, and they decided to settle it with a fight. They fought all the way from heaven to earth, wreaking havoc everywhere. When the God of Water Gong Gong saw that he was losing, he smashed his head against Mount
Doggerland: Another ancient land now submerged, consisting of the continental shelf extending between/under Ireland, Great Britain, & mainland Europe, made it possible to walk from Ireland to Germany or Sweden. The exposed land was approx. the same area as modern Great Britain, mostly from the English Channel, north to the North Sea & east beyond Denmark. Artifacts have already been dredged from the North Sea, proving ancient habitation. The area is believed to have been submerged around 6200 BC, at least partially as a result of the Storegga Landslide off the coast of Norway.

Buzhou (不周山), a mythical peak supposed to be northwest of the Kunlun range in southern Xinjiang which was said to be a pillar holding up the sky. The pillar collapsed, half the sky fell in, the earth cracked open, forests went up in flames, flood waters sprouted from beneath the earth and dragons, snakes and fierce animals leaped out at the people. Many people were drowned and more were burned or devoured. …

“The Nüwa flood stories share common elements with other global deluge traditions, such as:
- global flood or calamity (Gong Gongs destruction)
- destruction of humanity and animals (explicitly described)
- select pair survives calamity (Fuxi & Nuwa in most Chinese versions)
- select pair survives in a boat or gourd (Zhuang version)
- similarity of names (Nuwa, Noah, Nu, Manu, Oannes, etc.)
- rebuilding humanity after devastation (explicitly described)
- colorful heavenly object (5 colored pillar, rainbow)

“Similarly, aspects of the Nuwa creation myths, such as the creation of humans from mud, the Fuxi-Nuwa brother-sister pair, the half-snake element, and survival of a flood, resemble creation myths from other cultures. Nuwa and Fuxi resemble the Japanese brother-and-sister deities Amaterasu and Susanoo.”

From the Wikipedia article on “Storegga Slide”: The three Storegga Slides are considered to be amongst the largest known landslides. They occurred under water, at the edge of Norway's
**Lemuria**: Another landmass submerged after the last ice age, in the regions of India & especially the continental shelf around Indonesia. The name “Lemuria” was coined by Philip Sclater in 1864 to explain how lemurs had spread throughout a number of geographically isolated (ie islands separated by expanses of water) places. Some attribute ancient activities around Mt. Shasta in California to the Lemurians.

**Mu**: A landmass hypothesized to exist in the Pacific Ocean (no submerged shelves are known to exist there) to explain cultural similarities between widely-scattered people, such as the Hawaiians, Easter Islanders, etc.

**Atlantis**: Made famous by Plato & widely debated. Supposedly it passed to Plato from his great-grandfather, who got the story from the Greek statesman Solon (638-558 BC), who got it from Egyptian priests. Two of many possibilities are the Azores Plateau now submerged under the Atlantic Ocean a few hundred miles west of Portugal & comparable in area to France (above water ~10,500 years ago), & the island of Thera in the Mediterranean, continental shelf (Storegga is Norwegian for "the Great Edge"), in the Norwegian Sea, 100 km (62 mi) north-west of the Møre coast, causing a very large tsunami in the North Atlantic Ocean. This collapse involved an estimated 290 km (180 mi) length of coastal shelf, with a total volume of 3,500 km³ (840 cu mi) of debris. This would be the equivalent volume to an area the size of Iceland covered to a depth of 3 m (112 ft).

Based on carbon dating of plant material recovered from sediment deposited by the tsunami, the latest incident occurred around 6100 BCE. In Scotland, traces of the subsequent tsunami have been recorded, with deposited sediment being discovered in Montrose Basin, the Firth of Forth, up to 80 km (50 mi) inland and 4 m (13 ft) above current normal tide levels.
which was also larger in ancient times & was app. destroyed by a volcanic eruption around 1628 BC & which the Egyptians would have known about b/c of the size of the blast.

Ancient South America: Much of Western South America was app. covered by a huge “inland sea,” & remains of cultures in the area have been dated back to ~12,000 years ago. In addition to the Sumerian cuneiform mentioned in the previous article, papyrus reeds grow in profusion around Lake Titicaca – the only place in the world they grow wild besides Egypt, & the S.A. locals still make boats from them as the ancient Egyptians did.

- “Atlantis: The Lost Walhalla” – Philip Coppens

The Belgian historian Marcel Mestdagh has published work showing a pattern to the Viking invasion of NW Europe between the 8th & 11th centuries: after initial skirmishes had landed, large land armies were formed, first in England, then in France, that roamed ancient megalithic sites that fell along concentric circles of roads, based around Nottingham in England & Sens in France. The only town the Vikings did not take by attack was Sens, which was taken w/ a passive ~6 month siege. These towns were both focal points of arrangements of megalithic structures that were constructed by an unknown ancient people. The Vikings had a legend of a lost home island called Walhalla, similar to the Celts, who called their lost island Avalon, & the Portuguese, who called theirs Antilia. The Dutch word for island, “eiland,” literally means “eggland,” ie “egg-shaped land,” & the region surrounding Sens to this day is known as the Île-
de-France, literally the “Island of France.” Sens was also the stronghold of the ancient Celtic tribe “Senones” (“elders”), & when the Romans invaded, Caesar made it his HQ.

The most striking thing about Sens is the network of roads & canals of pre-historic origin, in concentric rings around it, along which also lie all number of the major surrounding cities: Paris, Orléans, Meaux, Châtillon-sur-Seine (Oval I), Vernon, Vendôme, Blois, Bourges, Château-Chinon (Oval II), Amiens, Rouen, Alençon, le Mans, Château-du-Loir, Tours, Châteauroux, Moulins, Chalon-sur-Saône, Dole, Metz (Oval III), le Havre, Caen, Angers, Saumur, Vichy, Mâcon, Trier, Dinant, and Escautpont (Oval IV). The inner oval has a circumference of ~400 mi., & the outer of ~1,106 mi.

This network of ancient megalithic roads, canals & monuments match Plato's description of Atlantis: the “island” of Atlantis was 3,000 stadia (333 miles), while the center oval around Sens (ie, the Île-de-France region) can be precisely inscribed inside a diamond w/ sides of 333 mi. each. Like Atlantis, the entire network within the 4 ovals is situated between mountains (the Alps) & the sea, & also on flat land between the two. Plato described Atlantis as 222 miles from the sea – the precise distance between the diamond's southern point & the Mediterranean. Plato described 10 kingdoms of Atlantis, & within this ancient network, ancient Celtic tribes were known to mark their separate territories w/ megalithic stone monuments/markers, & many towns in the area have a word for “marker” in their names to this day (ie “Marc-” or “Merc-”). Another Greek philosopher, Proclus, made a reference to the middle kingdom of Atlantis being 1000 stadia (~111 mi.), which is the width of the central oval. Also within the central oval is a town named Avalon,
matching the Celtic legend.

Megalithic structures in Britain, Ireland & Brittany are found to have made use of a common use of measure. The megalithic sites of Stonehenge & Avebury are also connected by an oval road that forms a similar network to the one in France, but smaller in scale (this oval measures 1/10th of oval II in France). It is also app. that the ancient builders were able to locate the geographic center of Britain.

The author contends that, being untouched by Roman conquests, the Viking culture still kept enough knowledge of its heritage to allow the Vikings to navigate the ancient megalithic sites in Britain & France, somehow knowing precisely where they were looking & possibly able to still interpret the ancient stone markers on the system of roads.

Wim Zitman has noticed mathematical similarities between the Atlantean dimensions & the star Sirius, which was also sacred to the Egyptians.

A collection of ancient towns deriving their names from the word “Eleusis” was found by Xavier Guichard in the 1930's to form a pattern aligning w/ solstices & equinoxes of ~12,000 years ago. These places span Poland, Spain, Egypt, & Greece, but are primarily in France. A lack of sites named from “Eleusis” in Britain makes sense w/ this time frame, since Britain would have

79 The implication here is that the Roman Empire actively eradicated the culture of conquered peoples, or at least any remnants of knowledge of a great ancestor civilization. It would make sense in the interests of public order to install elements of Roman culture and Roman law, but if the Roman Empire was influenced or governed ultimately by remnants of Anunnaki as some have suggested (for example, see C2C notes, 8/21/13 & 8/29/13), then one might expect an active cover-up of anything indicative of that at that time, perhaps similar to today.
been largely covered in ice at this time.\textsuperscript{80}

The author suggests that the original civilization in these areas dates to \textasciitilde 12,000 years ago, but after some app. disaster, was replaced w/ succeeding peoples, including what may have been the creators of the concentric megalithic network between \textasciitilde 4500 & 1200 BC.

- “Temples, Creator-Gods, and the Transfiguration of the Soul” – Freddy Silva

Ancient Egyptians considered Pharaoh Menes their first purely human ruler, ca. 3100 BC. The Egyptian “Building Texts” refer to an even earlier period they called the “Occasion of the First Time,” when the land was ruled by “Neteru” (“creator-gods”) until a global deluge\textsuperscript{81} ended their reign. These texts also mention that the “Ahau” (“gods who stand up”) were 9 cubits (15 feet) tall.

Jacob Roggeveen, of the western explorers to first discover Easter Island, described two distinct races living there at the time: the “short ears” (normal humans) & “long ears,” who he recorded as “averaging 12 feet in height.” The natives believed that the “long ears” were descendants of what they called the “masters of

\textsuperscript{80} This also corroborates with the idea, recurring throughout these notes in various forms, of an advanced, widespread civilization existing before the end of the last ice age, and possibly ending with the last ice age due to global cataclysms such as meteor impacts and/or floods, apparently as a separate incident from the flood at the time of Noah, which seems to have been several thousand years later. See the timeline section of this book for clarification of the chronology.

\textsuperscript{81} By comparison with other data, this time and event is more likely related to the flood known best through the story of Noah, a distinct event later than the event that ended the ice age. See the timeline section of this book for clarification of the chronology.
specialized knowledge,” who built the megalithic monuments on Easter Island using “mana,” app. a form of psychic energy. These giant men were still on the island in 1722, according to Roggeveen. According to the natives, “by words of mouths” the statues were moved into place.

There are at least 175 ancient global flood myths. Alexander Tollman of Australia has compared several of these myths that refer to “seven burning suns” coming down & striking the Earth before the flood came. Further comparison to ancient meteor impact sites yielded a date for these events ca. 10,000 BC, & in 2008 a group of Danish scientists settled on the year of 9703 BC, approximately the date given by Plato. At this time ash/soot was hurled into the atmosphere in massive amounts & amounts of carbon-14 were increased.

According to various cultures (Egypt, India, the Andes), after this catastrophe, seven sages/ “shining ones”/etc. 82 Came down to oversee the rebuilding process. According to the Andeans, who called these people the Huari, they were white-skinned, bearded giants. Many of the ancient sites attributed to them are used as spiritual initiation sites to this day.

Many mountains considered sacred by ancient cultures can be grouped into 3's to form right/isosceles/equilateral triangles to high degrees of

82 Compare to notes from Linda Moulton Howe's C2C reporting, 8/29/13. Nordic-type beings in that report are described as being able to “glow,” thus suggesting also the OT term “shining ones.” These are also associated with a faction of the Anunnaki who were sympathetic towards mankind in Howe's report.
accuracy. Ex: Mt. Kailas,\textsuperscript{83} hill of Gabbar,\textsuperscript{84} & Maa Sharda\textsuperscript{85} (form right triangle to within $1^\circ$ of error, & all associated w/ Shiva); Avebury, England, Kealkill, Ireland,\textsuperscript{86} & Machrie Moor in Scotland\textsuperscript{87} (form equilateral triangle).

The same rites, & ancient megalithic sites in general, tend to be geomagnetic hot spots &/or exhibit geomagnetic anomalies. This may be related to a desired effect upon the human body, ie to induce a trance or etc.

The Egyptian temple at Saqqara, for ex., contains alternating geomagnetic fields aligned w/ the geometry of the temple itself so as to interact w/ the human body upon approach to the temple. Such sites were considered by the ancients to be gateways to the heavens & a means for humans to reach “paradise,” etc.

Sacred geometry was applied at these sites, often

\textsuperscript{83} Also known as Mount Kailash, a peak in the Kailas Range in Tibet near the Indian border. It is considered sacred in the religions of Buddhism, Hinduism, Jainism and Bön. At the time of writing (Nov 2013), there are no records of ascent attempts.

\textsuperscript{84} Also known as Gabbar Hill, located about 5 km from a major Shakti temple in Ambaji, India. It is called the “center of cosmic power of India.” The name of the hill is derived from “Garbha deep,” meaning a lamp inside of an earthen pot, associated with a popular folk dance which was performed on top of this hill.

\textsuperscript{85} The Maa Sharda Temple, also commonly known as Sharda Devi after the goddess Sharda, is on the Trikuta hill of Maihar, near the city of Maihar, India. A myth explaining the origin of Maihar states that Vishnu sought to save mankind from wrathful fit of Shiva's by cutting Shiva's body into 52 pieces, and each place where a piece fell to the ground, a temple of “mother-worship” was created.

\textsuperscript{86} Kealkill, at the far SW end of Ireland, features a megalithic stone circle.

\textsuperscript{87} This location, on the Isle of Arran, also features megalithic stone formations.
making use of multiples/divisors & harmonics of numbers relating to the pentagram, golden ratio, tetrahedron & sphere, & the angle of 32.72 (or 33) degrees.

• “Our Sonic Past” – Marie D. Jones & Larry Flaxman

Swedish civil engineer Henry Kjelson writes of the account of a Dr. Jarl who saw Tibetans move stones using musical instruments, & being able to precisely place them this way. Another account, of an Austrian-filmmaker named “Linauer” in Tibet in the 1930's, similarly recounts musical instruments & some type of screen that reflected the sounds to move large stones.

Ancient sites being able to amplify or reverberate sounds within them in various ways.

• “Oppenheimer's Iron Thunderbolt” – Micah A. Hanks

Mention in the Mahabharata of an ancient weapon, a “blazing shaft” of “smokeless flame” that later blots out the Sun & causes survivors' hair & nails to fall out. It's also described as making food inedible & reducing two ancient races to ash.

Flying craft known as “vimanas” in the Vedas that are described as having engines in iron enclosures that utilized vortices of liquid mercury for propulsion.

Evidence in ancient coral deposits of higher amounts of radioactive uranium in the atmosphere, along

88 More detailed information on this can be found in an article at <http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/antigravityworldgrid/ciencia_antigravityworldgrid08.htm>.
w/ metal particles indicating ancient mining & smelting activities.

Evidence of Great Lakes region in the US being subjected to an ancient atomic blast, generally attributed to a pulse from an ancient supernova or etc. Firestone, Richard B. & William Topping. “Terrestrial Evidence of a Nuclear Catastrophe in Paleoindian Times.”

89 From an article at Science Frontiers Online, No. 135: May-June 2001, first quoting the Firestone&Topping paper itself: “Our research indicates that the entire Great Lakes region (and beyond) was subjected to particle bombardment and a catastrophic nuclear irradiation that produced secondary thermal neutrons from cosmic ray interactions. The neutrons produced unusually large quantities of 239Pu and substantially altered the natural uranium abundances (235U/238U) in artifacts and in other exposed materials including cherts, sediments, and the entire landscape. These neutrons necessarily transmuted residual nitrogen (14N) in the dated charcoals to radiocarbon, thus explaining anomalous dates.” The online article then continues regarding this paper's claim: “Some North American dates may in consequence be as much as 10,000 years too young. So, we are not dealing with a trivial phenomenon!

“Supporting evidence. Four main categories of supporting evidence are claimed and presented in varying degrees of detail.

- Physical evidence of particle bombardment. Example: chert artifacts with high densities of particle-entrance wounds.
- Anomalous uranium and plutonium abundance ratios in the affected area.

“Tree-ring and marine sediment data.

“The authors claim that the burst of radiation from a nearby supernova, circa 12,500 years ago, not only reset radiocarbon clocks but also heated the planet's atmosphere, melted ice sheets, and led to biological extinctions.

“If verified, the claimed phenomenon would also "reset" archeological models of the settlement of North and South America. To illustrate, we may have to add as many as 10,000 years to site
Excavations at the Mohenjo-Daro site in the Indus River Valley in Pakistan reveal a buried city, similar to Pompeii, w/ badly burned people lying dead in the streets. Also bricks melted on one side, facing an epicenter of melted sand at the center. Everything within the 150-ft. Epicenter was “crystallized, fused or melted.” This happened “more than” 3000 years ago. The site was still radioactive [at the time of excavation].

- “From the Pyramids to the Pentagon” – Nick Redfern

A man named George Wellington Van Tassel in August 1953, near Yucca Valley, California, claimed to have been woken up in the middle of the night by an extraterrestrial that gave him a tour of its “scout” spacecraft, told Van Tassel of mankind's history, & warned

---

sites in much of North America! … Thus we add another potential cause of an often-hypothesized, 12,500-BP catastrophe that is said to have changed the world's history. Competing theories involve asteroid impact, volcanism, a Venusian side-swipe, etc.”

Sites which appear to have been affected by this event in the United States and Canada include the modern-day areas of Gainey, MI; Butler & Leavitt, MI; Taylor, IL; Alton, IN; Shoop, PA; Potts, NY; Thedford & Zander, Ontario; Grant Lake, Nunavut; and Baker, NM.


90 “Mohenjo-Daro” means “Mound of the Dead,” referring to the archaeological discovery, and is located in the province of Sindh, in southern Pakistan. The layout of the ancient city, as well as its brickwork seem very professional and comparable to the work of the Romans, including covered drains for waste-water from houses and public baths. It may have had a population of 40,000 at one time.
against nuclear annihilation. He later claimed to have met with other ETs as well, including “Numa of Uni; Ah-Ming of Tarr; Rondolla of the Fourth Density; and Zolton, the Highest Authority in the Sector System of Vela.” Van Tassel began giving public lectures regarding these experiences, gathering as many as 12,000 people or more at the height of his popularity in the 1950's. He gave alternative accounts of biblical stories, as being in relation to ancient ET encounters with humans. For example, he said ancient animals with body temperatures of 105 degrees died after the last ice age & were replaced with modern animals by ETs, & that this was behind the story of every animal of the Earth being loaded into Noah's Ark to survive the flood. He also said that Adam was not a man but a race introduced by ETs that was all-male. They then began mating with women of a more primitive race of men, resulting in the fall. Van Tassel said he was told that after this happened, the “space people” would no longer land, but continued to watch over mankind because of their involvement in his creation. He said these “space people” were also responsible for the 10 Commandments, Mary & Jesus, & also Native American legends about corn & potatoes being given from a flaming canoe. The FBI kept surveillance of Van Tassel in the 1950's.

According to Van Tassel, this ET was from Venus and both verbally and telepathically transmitted to him techniques for rejuvenating the human body. In 1954 Van Tassel and others began to develop a structure they called the “Integratron,” for experimental study of physics and extending human life based on what had been communicated to Van Tassel by ETs as well as the work of Tesla and Lakhovsky. The domed structure, 35 ft. high and 55 ft. in diameter, featuring a rotating metal apparatus which generated electricity, was based on the design of Moses' tabernacle in the OT. The structure was funded partially by Howard Hughes. Compare with C2C notes, 08/23/13, referencing Howard Hughes.
Abu al-Hasan Ali al-Mas'udi (“the Herodotus of the Arabs”) wrote in the 10th century of an Arabic legend implying the Pyramids were built using levitation technology.

An expert on Djinn lore, Philip Imbrogno, claimed to have learned of a covert US attempt to use Djinn as a weapon in Arabia in 1995.

- “Race, Interrupted” – Scott Alan Roberts

The author suggests that the scene in the Garden of Eden in Genesis may have been symbolic of the creation of a dual bloodline of mankind, one of which had been intermingled with the face of the “serpent,” & that Cain & Abel, if not historical facts, were symbolic of the Adamic & “serpent” bloodlines. Note is made of all the language in the original Hebrew that is consistent with sexual innuendos. Note is also made of the apparent fact that when Cain was cast out of Eden & went East, 1) he was afraid of someone finding him & killing him as he wandered (who else was there but Adam & Eve?), & 2) he found a wife after going East, despite no mention of a daughter by Adam & Eve. Jehovah is also described as having his presence in Eden in particular, since when Cain leaves to go East, he is “out from the LORD's presence.” Enoch was the son of Cain & his wife.

The Hebrew word for the serpent is “nachash” (pronounced 'naw-kawsh'), meaning “magician, enchanter; a spellbinder; to illuminate, shine.” One interpretation is “a shining being with the power to enchant.”

92 In Genesis 4:25, Adam & Eve's next offspring is described as a son, Seth, and it is made clear that Cain has already slain Abel at this point and presumably been banished from Eden.
93 For other references to “shining” beings in these notes, see C2C.
• “Clash of the Giants” – Pat Chouinard

Giants from Hindu, Greek & Norse mythologies are compared. In the Hindu “Vishnu Purana” & “Mahabharata” they are the Daitya & associated w/ water & a sunken city; in Greek, the Gigantes & the Titans, both of whom made war on the Olympian gods (& the Titans were defeated by the Olympians only w/ the help of Heracles); in Norse mythology, there are the children of Thrud, descended from the front giant Ymir, & the children of Bor, including the Aesir. The Norse giants engaged in protracted battle that ended when the death of Ymir, who was killed by Odin, Vili, & Ve, who are Aesir, caused a global flood.

Gigantopithecus: an ancient race of giants known to scientists, standing around 9½ ft. tall.

Biblical references: Job 25:5-6; Genesis 6:4; “Nephilim” from the Hebrew verb “nafol,” meaning “to fall”; the Book of Enoch & a portion of it known as the

notes for 08/29/13, and also the notes for “Temples, Creator-Gods, and the Transfiguration of the Soul” from this same collection of notes for the book Lost Civilizations & Secrets of the Past. These notes together imply that the “serpent” in the Garden of Eden may have been an Anunnaki and/or “Nordic,” possibly of the house of Enki, acting contrary to the house of Enlil and on behalf of mankind.

94 The Wikipedia article on “Gigantopithecus” explains the word as representing a genus of extinct apes. Individuals of the Gigantopithecus blacki species stood up to 9.8 ft. tall and weighed up to 1,190 lbs., according to the article. No leg bones have ever been found and it is debated as to whether they moved on all four limbs or were bipedal like modern man. They are described as having lived from approximately 9 million years ago until approximately one hundred thousand years ago, in the regions of China, India and Vietnam, placing them in the same time and place as some hominin species, according to current science.
“Book of Giants”; the Rephaim, first appearing in Genesis 14:5, who were defeated in an expedition that ultimately conquered Sodom & Gomorrah, in Genesis 14:10; Deuteronomy 3:11; II Samuel 21:20; Samuel 7:1-4; 1 Chronicles 20:3-8.

The Paiute tribe of modern-day Nevada tell of the Si-Te-Cah: giant, red-haired Caucasians who inhabited their lands before they arrived there. Skeletons in the dry Humboldt lake bed near Lovelock, NV, 2 mummified giants, one 8½ ft. tall, the other 10 ft. tall.

Magellan, Francis Drake, De Soto & Commodore Byron all reported coming across living giants in N.A. Magellan found a red-haired giant near the harbor of San Julian, Mexico, ~10 ft. w/ a “voice like a bull.”

• “The AB Intervention Hypothesis” – Paul Von Ward

Deuteronomy 10:17, “For Yahweh...is God of the Elohim.”

B-type blood [is believed to have] appeared ~11,500 BC, & is most concentrated near Turkey & Mesopotamia.

95 I’ve come across many references to anomalies recorded in the personal journals of early explorers such as Columbus and Magellan. These journals may prove to be rich in important historical data. – BSB

96 The suggestion in this article is that Yahweh is being stated here as supreme over the Elohim (ie, Anunnaki). The KJV translation reads “For the LORD your God is God of gods, and Lord of lords, a great God, a mighty, and a terrible, which regardeth not persons, nor taketh reward.” By the Hebrew words for the deities, this verse reads “For Yehovah your Elohim is Elohim of the Elohim...”

97 The date and time given here correspond to anomalous archaeological sites such as Gobekli Tepe in Turkey. The time is

- “The Micmac and the Picts” – Steven Sora

Similarities & other coincidences regarding the natives of North America & the Picts of Scotland:

- A Frenchman (Lescarbot) in 1606 described the language of the Micmac of present-day Canada as “half-Basque.”
- DNA of N.A. natives of the same region (haploid group “X”) are also related to the Basque region between France & Spain.
- Sir Walter Raleigh called the Algonquin speakers in Virginia “Picts.”
- Scots called the Picts “wee dark men.”
- The Micmac & Picts both tattooed themselves in blue.
- The Picts kept northern Britain unconquered by the Romans, who feared them. The Picts fought nude & covered in blue paint. They eventually ran the Romans out of Britain, but their culture & language were later assimilated by Christian culture & the Scots-Gaelic language. The Pict language largely remains unknown to this day, though it shows similarities to the Algonquin group of languages, for ex. the Algonquin “wigwam” & the Pictish “weegamme.” Also, Gaelic shows some similarities w/ Algonquin: Algonquin “monad” (mountain) & Gaelic “monadh” (mountain); “nock” (hill) & “cnoc”; “merrimack” (deep fishing) & “merriomack” (of

also close to the estimated end of the last ice age, and the global cataclysms which are theorized to have ended it.
great depth).

➢ The writer Gildas, in 570 AD, claimed the Picts originally came from another land across the ocean.

➢ Micmac & Picts were both matriarchal. The Picts were the only matriarchal society on the British Isles.\(^9\)

➢ Micmac & Picts were both organized into clans.

➢ Micmac clans used decorated loincloths to distinguish themselves from each other; the Picts wore what became kilts [integrated into Scottish culture].

➢ Both elected their spiritual & tribal leaders, & chieftains were determined by women.

➢ Both wore feathered headdresses, & were known for ceremonial dances.

There are at least a handful of historical incidences of foreign people matching Native American description arriving in various places in Europe by boat in pre-Columbian times.

\(^9\) The ancient Jewish tribes were also matriarchal. This, and associations between some Native American groups (such as the Algonquin, Sioux & “pure-blood” Cherokee) with people from the ancient Galilee region (and the modern-day Druze societies) through the genetic haploid group “X,” along with other anomalous connections (Los Lunas Decalogue, Bat Creek stone, etc.) have led to theories of some lost historical connection between Native Americans and ancient peoples in the Middle East.
• “A Symbolic Landscape” – Thomas G. Brophy

Ceremonial sites in the Egyptian desert dating from ~12,000 to ~6,000 years ago, when the area was not an arid desert, marking solstices & movements of certain stars, ie Sirius and/or Orion's Belt.

• “The Time Machines” – Erich von Däniken

The Great Pyramid is aligned w/ the cardinal directions, lies at the center of Earth's land masses, is aligned in a perfect 3:4:5 Pythagorean triangle w/ the other pyramids, acts as a sundial, measures 365.342 Egyptian cubits (exact # of days in a solar year) on each side at the base, & is the same distance from the North Pole as from the center of the Earth.
This book consists of 45 short essays or scholarly articles regarding various anomalous features of the ancient history of the Americas, by various authors.

• Ch. 1: California's Buried Altar and Monument to the Great Flood – Frank Joseph

A 3.4 ft. tall, 228 lb. Statue found in California of app. ancient Phoenician origin (the goddess Ashtart), ~2000 years old. Also an ancient engraving of a maze onto a boulder (Hemet Maze Stone) possibly signifying the great deluge.

• Ch. 2: Ancient Roman Figurine in New Jersey Waters & Roman Coins Found in Kentucky – Wayne May & Lee Pennington (respectively)

Roman “fertility image” from Roman Egypt ca. 200 AD found by Nelson Jecas off N.J. coast in 2003. Roman coins mostly dating to 337-383 AD, but also from other times & places (ie Phoenicia, Greece, Judea) found along tributaries of the Mississippi & other bodies of water all over the East Coast. Roman swords also found
in St. Paul, Minnesota, St. Louis, Missouri, near Nashville on the Cumberland, & near Paducah, Kentucky. Coins found also in Gloucester Co., VA.

- Ch. 3: Tennessee's Ancient Hebrew Inscription – Scott Wolter

Microscopic analysis of the Bat Creek Stone.\textsuperscript{99} John W. Emmert discovered the stone in a burial mound, along w/ other artifacts, in 1889. He suspected the inscription was paleo-Cherokee. The assertion that the inscription is ancient Hebrew was first made by Cyrus Gordon\textsuperscript{100} in 1971. Gordon translated it as “for Judah” & dated it 70-135 AD\textsuperscript{101} based on the script. The stone was not controversial until Gordon's claims, at which point “skeptics” began claiming that the stone was a hoax by Emmert.\textsuperscript{102}

\textsuperscript{99} For further information on the Bat Creek stone, see the notes for “Anomalous North American Artifacts” in the Internet notes section, and supplementary information can be found in the C2C notes for the 05/11/13 interview with Josh Reeves, and also the notes for “Archaeological Scandals” from the book \textit{Lost Civilizations & Secrets of the Past}.

\textsuperscript{100}From his Wikipedia article, Cyrus Herzl Gordon was an American scholar of Near Eastern cultures and ancient languages. He proposed that the Greek and Hebrew languages stemmed commonly from an ancient culture that spanned from Greece to Palestine along the Mediterranean, and also that the ancient Jews and Phoenicians managed to cross the Atlantic to North America, based partly upon the Bat Creek artifact.

\textsuperscript{101}70-135 AD marks precisely the period when the 2\textsuperscript{nd} temple was destroyed in Jerusalem and the Jews living there were forced by the Roman Empire to disperse into many other lands.

\textsuperscript{102}For further information on the Bat Creek stone, see the notes for “Anomalous North American Artifacts” in the Internet notes section, and supplementary information can be found in the C2C
• Ch. 4: A Fox's Tale of Ancient Romans in Peru – Frank Joseph

Artifacts evidencing a lunar cult in a South American seafaring people (the Moche) w/ “were-foxes” mirroring similar cults in Greece & Rome, & also employing the swastika. A Roman shipwreck was found off of Rio de Janeiro, rumors abounded of a lost Roman city in S.A. when the Spanish first arrived, & the Mayan city of Comalcalco was found w/ bricks stamped w/ Roman mason marks, & terra-cotta plumbing like in Roman-occupied Israel. It is suggested that the Roman name for South America was Cattigara.103

• Ch. 5: A Controversial Symbol's Original Meaning – John J. White, III

Swastikas have been found in ancient cultures all

103The website of Spanish journalist and Christopher Columbus researcher Nito Verdera features an article discussing the complications of locating the geographical location that the Romans called Cattigara or Catigara. He mentions 13 separate hypotheses that place Cattigara at different places in Asia, while others have placed it on the South American continent. The confusion traces back to contradictory ancient maps, copied by one scholar from another, centuries apart from each other (ie Ptolemy, Martellus, Behaim, al-Khwarizmi). Mr. Verdera concludes that South America “was better known in Baghdad in 833 than in Florence in 1489,” but what the ancient Romans knew or wrote of it is not clear.
<http://www.cristobalcolondeibiza.com/2eng/2eng14.htm>
over the world, from North & South America to Australia, China, & Europe, dating back to at least 10,000 BC, & possibly to 17,000 BC at one site, Mezin, near Kiev. The symbol is described as originally representing the Mother Earth as the equal-legged cross (+), & then also the Father Earth when spirals are added to that cross. The word “swastika” is translated from “EMSL” as “the father [and] the Earth.”

- Ch. 6: Thousands of 6th-Century Tablets in Michigan? – David Allen Deal

Beginning in the 1840's, a “prodigious” number of ancient stone tablets were unearthed in Michigan, at least some of which is incorporated as the “Soper-Savage Collection” which is now on display at the Michigan Historical Center. It is estimated that about 3,000 or more of such tablets are in existence. The tablets seem to show a 4th-century, cuneiform-style Hebrew alphabet which details what would later (starting in the 1850's, through the late 1800's) be recognized as Gnostic Coptic Christian mythology probably dating to around the 2nd half of the 200's AD based on similar European texts.

The Michigan tablet script is unique, but also contains often-crude pictographs & has been deciphered as detailing a supreme deity, “YHW,” who had 2 children, one good & one evil, both “messiahs,” who are in mortal combat w/ each other for the fate of the globe & mankind. OT stories of Adam & Eve, the flood, the Ten Commandments, etc. are also depicted, as well as at least one camel & what appear to be the Egyptian pyramids.
• Ch. 7: Canada's Viking “Hammer of Thor”  
– Frank Joseph

Evidence of the Norse/Vikings in Newfoundland & Quebec that even the Native Americans considered ancient & pre-dating their people, though tribes such as the Micmac show evidence of Scandinavian influences, & genetics.

• Ch. 8: Prehistoric Mooring Stones of Florida\textsuperscript{104} – Archie Eschborn

Ancient mooring stones & at least monument w/ carvings (faces) & 2 bored holes, suggesting the coasts of Florida were used for resupplying or etc. for naval expeditions as much as 3,000-5,000 years ago, when half a billion tons of ore was mined in modern-day Michigan by people that native oral tradition describes as “marine men” & being light-skinned.\textsuperscript{105} Such mining operations could have been supported by transport down the Mississippi, & then to Florida before departing back to Europe, for example. This period in the past also corresponds to the Bronze Age which was flourishing on the other side of the Earth.

\textsuperscript{104}These ancient mooring stones in Florida were also mentioned by a caller on C2C when Steve Quayle was the guest; see the C2C notes for 05/27/13.

\textsuperscript{105}These massive mining operations by a mysterious culture from a past is the subject of the episode “Great Lakes Copper Heist” from the TV series \textit{America Unearthed}. Notes from this show are included in the documentary notes section. Evidence was found that the last pre-Columbian mining operations in that area could have been carried out by Minoans, or a culture associated with the Minoan seafarers.
• Ch. 9: Ice Mummy of the Andes – Patrick C. Chouinard

Incan mummies reveal Caucasian genetic influences, & the Incas apparently differentiated between a light-skinned aristocratic/royal class, & dark-skinned proletariats.

• Ch. 10: Ancient Egyptians Sailed to America for Corn – Wayne May

Ancient Egyptian art depicts New World foods such as corn & pineapples. It is suggested that the Egyptians knew of some place in the Americas & referred to it as the land of “Punt,” which they wrote was a 3-year voyage. Boats of that era have been recreated & proven capable of making a transatlantic voyage.

• Ch. 11: A Map of Pre-Columbian America – Lee Pennington

Burrows Cave in SE Illinois was discovered w/ a trove of ancient artifacts of Roman engravings, Egyptian hieroglyphics, Semitic texts, etc., all carved on stones. One of the stones app. shows a map of the Mississippi River, north to where it branches out into its many tributaries, many of which are also mapped & marked/lined w/ dots that may represent an average day's journey along the routes shown. The Great Lakes are also shown & the Michigan peninsulas. The waterways depicted appear to be, aside from the Mississippi, the Missouri, the Ohio, Illinois, Black, Wisconsin, Wabash,
either the Scioto or Muskingum, the Tennessee, the Kanawha (New) & Monongahela rivers. The St. Lawrence is also shown by the Great Lakes, which are depicted as one body, as they are believed by geologists to have actually been until about 100 BC.

Another map stone in possession of a John White shows 7 panels on the front side w/ letters/numbers, from 3 to 11 characters per panel, & the characters were app. Borrowed (at least some of them) from ancient Hebrew, Phoenician, Etruscan, Greek & old British scripts. Welsh historians Alan Wilson & Baram Blackett have argued that these languages are all derived from a common ancient tongue they call “Coelbren,” belonging to the Khumry/Cymry, which the Welsh call their ancestors. Other ancient inscriptions on stones have been found in West Virginia (Grave Creek stone\(^\text{106}\)), New Mexico (Los Lunas boulder\(^\text{107}\)), & Tennessee (Bat Creek stone\(^\text{108}\)). All of these inscriptions share letters w/ the script found in the Burrows Cave. Another stone, called the Brandenburg Stone, & believed by Alan Wilson to be Coelbren script, also shares some characters w/ these.

\(^\text{106}\)Discovered on the Ohio River in Moundsville, West Virginia, in 1838 during the excavation of the Grave Creek Mound. See the notes for “Anomalous North American Artifacts” in the Internet notes section for more information.

\(^\text{107}\)Also known as the Los Lunas Decalogue Stone, Los Lunas Mystery Stone or Commandment Rock. See the notes for “Anomalous North American Artifacts” in the Internet notes section for more information.

\(^\text{108}\)For further information on the Bat Creek stone, see the notes for “Anomalous North American Artifacts” in the Internet notes section, and supplementary information can be found in the C2C notes for the 05/11/13 interview with Josh Reeves, and also the notes for “Archaeological Scandals” from the book Lost Civilizations & Secrets of the Past, and the notes for chapter 3 of the book Lost Worlds of Ancient America.
• Ch. 12: Light on the Aagard Lamp – Charles F. Herberger

Small lamps carved into alabaster w/ quincunx\textsuperscript{109} symbols on them, similar to lamps created in the Old World. Local natives are not known for creating such lamps. The quincunx represents yearly solar movements, the two upper dots forming a line that the Sun traces across the sky on the summer solstice, the bottom 2 representing the winter solstice line similarly, & the middle representing the equinoxes. It is also associated w/ the loom.

• Ch. 13: Minoan Pendant Unearthed in Ohio – Frank Joseph

Bronze pendant of ancient Minoan civilization of the Mediterranean found in fill dirt on a high school football field in Ohio in Oct. 2006, dating probably from 2700-1450 BC. The fill dirt was probably taken from a nearby riverbank. Further evidence of Minoan influence in the Pima natives in Arizona.

• Ch. 14: An Ancient Semitic Goddess Leaves Her Mark in New York – Zena Halpern

App. depiction of ancient Menorah associated w/ both the Jews & the goddess Asherah found on a stone in

\textsuperscript{109}The quincunx is a symbol identical to the representation of the number five as it appears on dice, ie four dots forming a square, with a fifth dot in the center of the square.
the Catskill Mtns. in 2000. The menorah w/ a triangular base was common from ~1200 BC to the destruction of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} temple, though often suppressed as idolatry.

- **Ch. 15 Great Serpents from Kansas to Scotland – Frank Joseph**

  Serpent effigy in Ohio aligned w/ Draco & situated on the outside of a 4-mile-wide impact site created ~4000-5000 years ago by a ~200 ft. object traveling ~45,000 mph. Another serpent effigy in Kansas, & a 3\textsuperscript{rd} in Scotland on the shore of Loch Nell. Such sites have only been found in N.A. & Scotland.

- **Ch. 16: Stone Fangs of the Great Serpent – Ross Hamilton**

  Regarding the same Ohio serpent effigy mentioned above, the Great Serpent Mound near Locust Grove, a telluric (silica-based) current was discovered there in 1995 by John Burke & Kaj Halberg, & the site also features gravitational & magnetic anomalies, & is struck by lightning at an unusual rate. A stone megalith resembling British menhir dating to 3500-1500 BC was also found there, & the site itself may date to 3000 BC.

- **Ch. 17: Colossal Earthworks of the Middle West – Frank Joseph**

  Ohio's Newark earthworks covers over 200 acres, features a 6+ -mile-long parallel wall, & massively wide mounds of earth, at least some of which giving
astronomical information on solar & lunar eclipses, positions of Venus, the Pleiades, etc. The site was supposedly built by a “Hopewell Culture” between 200 BC & 400 AD.

- Ch. 18: A Templar Tower in Rhode Island – Scott Wolter

A stone tower resembling constructions of the Knights Templar, circa 1128 AD & beyond. The tower has windows & other markers indicating solstices, & Venus alignments.

- Ch. 19: Indiana's 12th-Century Welsh Fortress – Rick Osmon

A Dr. Barry Fell in 1968 was directed to an ancient stone inscription at Clifty Falls, at the mouth of the Clifty Creek where it joins the Ohio, which he translated as, “I, Owen ap Zurinch, in the year of our Lord 1170, did bring to this place...,” followed by lists of persons, animals & equipment, app. in Welsh. Natives of the region had traditions of white people formerly inhabiting these lands, w/ arts of which the Indians knew nothing, until the Indian tribes came together & exterminated them in a series of bloody conflicts around the Ohio River. Welsh artifacts (ie a helmet & chain mail dated 310-379 AD) & app. ancient forts, supposedly forming a line w/ 1-mile gaps between, have also been found in the region.  

110The dating of these Welsh artifacts places them at the end of the period associated with the “Hopewell Culture,” also coinciding with the period in which the Celts were building very similar earthen fortifications in Europe, as described in the notes for the
• Ch. 20: Prehistoric Forts or Observatories? – Victor Kachur

The Newark earthworks\textsuperscript{111} resembling, along w/ other N.A. mound & ditch sites, earthworks of the Kelts\textsuperscript{112} circa 1 AD called “oppida,” which Julius Caesar also described in [Commentarii de] Bello Gallico, & dating to around the same time.

• Ch. 21: Libyans' 3\textsuperscript{rd}-Century Eclipse in Kentucky – David Feldman

An app Libyan stone inscription found in 1994 in Kentucky, near Drip Rock, which app commemorates a total solar eclipse witnessed there on April 23, 255 AD.

• Ch. 22: A Dragon in Rock Lake – Archie Eschborn

Ancient megaliths, pyramids, etc., partially buried & underwater at Rock Lake, Wisconsin.

• Ch. 23: The Walls of Poseidon – William Donato

A case for Atlantis in the Caribbean, where a subduction zone is sucking in an ancient surface of

\textsuperscript{111} Located in Newark and Heath, Ohio, near the geographical center of the state.
\textsuperscript{112} Celts.
continental rock (granitic), & on June 7, 1692, the Jamaican city of Port Royal & its 3,000 citizens fell into the sea. Local Indians (the Lucayans) believe the Bahamas were once much larger, & the Cherokee & Yuchi of Tennessee both claim to have come from the Atlantic, the Yuchi claiming that two of their “gens” (the Cat & Fish) specifically came from the island Andros. The Bahamas also formerly featured geology matching Plato's description of concentric rings, now underwater & covered w/ coral growth, & also would have featured a massive, deep-water bay, & would have easily supported a seafaring people.

- Ch. 24: Bolivia's Antlantean Canals – J.M. Allen

A case for Atlantis in Bolivia based on ancient canals & presence of precious metals.

- Ch. 25: American and Japanese Dragons: Related or Coincidence? – Professor Nobuhiro Yoshida

Myths & depictions of a bearded dragon w/ deer antlers & a long tail, common to N.A. & Japan.113

113 The N.A. depiction was found on a rock at Piasa, Illinois, above the Mississippi River near present-day Alton, Illinois. It was first recorded by Father Jacques Marquette in 1673, and no longer exists in its original form (though recreations have been made). The Yuchi, Muscogee Creek, Cherokee, Sioux and Alabama tribes of Native Americans, among several others, are known to have had stories of horned dragons. Ningishzida of Sumerian mythology is also depicted as a serpent with horns, and was given the epithet ushumgal, or “great snake,” and may have been the basis for the
• Ch. 26: Ecuador, Point of Contact – Bruce Scofield, Ph.D.

The Guayas River bay on the Pacific Coast of S.A. in modern-day Ecuador shows evidence of being inhabited by successive civilizations dating back to 3000 BC, & of ancient trade relations with Asia and Babylon.

• Ch. 27: The Stone Towers of Japan & Easter Island – Professor Nobuhiro Yoshido

Ancient domed stone temples on both Japanese islands & the S.A. continent, dating to a common period & associated w/ common words & mythic figures.

• Ch. 28: Peru's Lost City of the “Cloud People” – Beverley H. Moseley, Jr.

An ancient city once belonging to white-skinned “giants” discovered in the Amazon.

• Ch. 29: Pennsylvania's Stone Sepulchers – Wayne May

Ancient stone burial mounds of the Cherokee and/or Delaware [Indians] in SE Pennsylvania.

biblical “serpent” in the Garden of Eden.
• Ch. 30: The Great Walls of Texas and Iowa – Frank Joseph

Ancient stone walls found in Rockwall, Texas, buried deep underground (first found ~30 ft. deep) run at least 10 miles in length & are sometimes 40 ft. high. The walls share some commonalities w/ ancient Mid-Eastern cultures, including similar masonry work done by Romans and/or ancient Egyptians, & could be 2000 years old. Similarly ancient masonry found surrounding bodies of water in Iowa, ie Little Wall Lake.

• Ch. 31: Prehistoric Aviators of the Andes – Frank Joseph

Evidence of ancient natives of Nazca having the equivalent of hot-air balloons using smoke [instead of helium].

• Ch. 32: West Virginia's Ancient Highway to Nowhere – David Cain

An ancient road of crushed mussel shells, clay & stone, 9 ft. wide & 14 inches thick, 12 miles long, from the Monongahela to Marion County, in W. Va.

• Ch. 33: The Incas, More Advanced than Imagined – Dr. Arlan Andrews

The ancient Incas modeling water flow in their provinces using 3D stone models that used mercury to accurately scale down & model physical properties of
water. The ancient Chinese did the same.

• Ch. 34: Did the Pre-Columbian Americans Master Electricity? – Larry Brian Radka

A “large, non-flaming light in good working order” found at the El Gran Moxo ruins near the sources of the Rio Paraguay in Brazil in 1601.114 Evidence of similar tech in ancient Jerusalem & Egypt.

• Ch. 35: The Mystery in the Sphere – Frank Joseph

Some 330 stone spheres found within half a decade of the first, beginning in the mid-1930's. The first was 6.5 ft. in diameter & weighed 16 tons, found buried in the Costa Rican jungle. Some of the largest show only 0.2% irregularity in diameter & may have been used in an ancient, yet advanced system of using piezoelectric properties for earthquake prediction.

• Ch. 36: Genetics Rewrites American History Textbooks – Patrick C. Chouinard

Skeletons w/ Caucasian features on the Californian coast dating to 10,000 BC, also the Kennewick man115

114 Originally written about by Barco Centenera. The quoted words are Lowell Bair's translation of Robert Charroux's words, which continues regarding the lamp, “It was certainly not powered by batteries, but it gave light uninterruptedly and there is reason to believe that the source of the light was chemical and electrical.”
115 “The Kennewick man” is the named given to well-preserved skeletal remains of a man found near Kennewick, Washington
(~9,000-year-old Caucasian North American) & other evidence of white people in diverse places before they should have been according to modern history.

- Ch. 37: Anasazi Chocolate – David Allen Deal

The Anasazi, who were app. also the Huari of Peru, possessing chocolate in 1000-1125 AD New Mexico.

- Ch. 38: Genocide in Ancient Kentucky – William Conner

Shawnees telling representatives of Gov. Dunmore of Virginia in 1773 that the “Can-tuc-kee” lands were not theirs to give permission to settle on, but belonged to the ghosts of white people who once dwelt there but were exterminated by other tribes.¹¹⁷

¹¹⁶ John Murray, ⁴ᵗʰ Earl of Dunmore, the last British governor of the colony of Virginia.

¹¹⁷ The white people that these Native Americans claimed to have killed were also referred to as the “Allegwi” or “Allegheny,” from which the mountains derive their name. See the notes for chapters 19, 20 and 43, respectively “Indiana's ¹²ᵗʰ-Century Welsh
Fortress,” “Prehistoric Forts or Observatories?” and “Kelts in Pre-Columbian Ohio,” of this same book.

118 “Native Americans” are known to have mined in modern-day Michigan, on the upper peninsula, at least as far back as between 5000 and 1200 BC. Native Americans of more recent history have no recollection of who mined in the region before they arrived. Estimates for the amount of copper removed go as high as 1.5 billion pounds, but it has not been determined where all of this copper went after it was mined. Various theories have been proposed that the metal was carried down the Mississippi River by boat, across the Gulf of Mexico to Florida (see the notes for this same book, chapter 8, on the ancient mooring stones of Florida; also see the C2C notes for 05/27/13), and then onto somewhere in the Eastern hemisphere.
• Ch. 42: Earliest Americans and Mayas, Older than Imagined – Fred Rydholm

Evidence of human habitation of present-day Brazil 56,000 years ago using a new “wet oxidation technique” to test charcoal from a camp site. Similar dating in Australia & Siberia.

• Ch. 43: Kelts in Pre-Columbian Ohio – Fritz Zimmermann

Evidence that the “Adena” people, aka “Allegwi” or “Allegheny,” were actually Kelts from Western Europe, settling in the Ohio Valley. They made similar structures, metalwork, & had similar bone structures, ie in the skull.\(^{119}\)

• Ch. 44: Werewolves in the Ancient Old World and Pre-Columbian America – Frank Joseph

Commonalities in wolf-cults & wolf-related myths & rituals from ancient Egypt, to Rome, to North American cultures. The wolf was app. a war deity to the Egyptians & Romans at least, & its spirit summoned to give warriors strength.

\(^{119}\) Compare to the notes for chapters 19, 20 and 38 for this same book.
Ch. 45: Who Were the First Americans? – Patrick C. Chouinard

Further mention of the Kennewick man found in the Columbia River in Washington & haplogroup X, & the idea that ancient man reached the Americas not only by the land bridge w/ Asia, but possibly by a European land/sea bridge or by boat, etc.  

During the last ice age, when sea levels were lower and a “land bridge” would have been present linking Asia and North America where the Bering Strait is today, miles-thick glaciation extending from the North Pole down into modern-day New York and the British Isles may have provided another way to travel to America by foot from another continent, possibly explaining many cultural similarities and anomalous historical events implicating peoples from the two continents.

Egyptian word “wdb,” translated as “pure”; “S-wdb”: to make pure; origin of the words “swab” & also “soap.”

Scroll of unknown language found at Dunhuang in the Gobi Desert in 1900.¹²¹

An “Osirian” civilization pre-dating ancient Egypt theorized to exist in the Mediterranean basin, which was then a fertile valley.¹²² The Nile flowed through & would eventually empty into the Atlantic (possibly at the Straits of Gibraltar), matching Edgar Cayce's reading.¹²³ Would also fit description of ancient Greeks, [which was] already

¹²¹ Probably a reference to what are known as the Dunhuang scrolls or manuscripts, found in the “Library Cave” of the Magao Caves in Dunhuang, at an important religious and cultural crossroads along the Silk Road, located on the site of an ancient kingdom about which relatively little is known. These scrolls were on a variety of subjects and in a variety of languages, and are now scattered throughout the world in various museums. Included amongst them were religious texts from Buddhism, Taoism, Nestorian Christianity, and Judaism, as well as musical notation, writings on everyday living, and legal writings.

¹²² Presumably during the last ice age.

¹²³ See the book notes for There Is a River, specifically on page 147 of this book. In one of Cayce's readings it was suggested that the Nile emptied directly into the Atlantic at some point in time.
ancient in Plato's day, according to Solon/Plato, & could have existed simultaneous to, & warred with, Atlantis. Associated with Greek legends of ancient, giant “cyclops” race & “cyclopean” construction of huge size.

Stones at Ba'albek weighing up to and/or beyond 1,000 tons each, & one still at quarry half a mile away, weighing up to 2,000 tons. The site mentioned in the Book of Kings in the Bible, & according to ancient Arabic writings was built by a “tribe of giants” at the order of King Nimrod. The site may actually date to 12,000 BC or older.

Coso artifact: app. spark-plug-like artifact, encased in a “geode” that may be either petrified wood or severely oxidized iron, w/ ceramic & copper components.

Ancient aluminum belt buckles found in China, though modern aluminum production was only developed in the 1800's & requires electricity (“Revue de l'Aluminum,” Issue 283, published in 1961).

---

124 Or, alternatively, have been a part of Atlantean culture itself.
125 The ruin at Ba'albek are a UNESCO world heritage site, located in the Baalbek district of modern-day Lebanon. The Romans attempted to build a temple to Jupiter over the ruins, but were never able to complete it, and were apparently not able to move the massive slabs of stone which were already there. Possibly the world's strongest crane today, the Liebherr LTM 11200-9.1, has a lifting capacity of 2,645,000 pounds (1323 tons) at a radius of 8 feet. Even this crane would be unable to lift the nearly 2000 ton stones at the Baalbek site, and yet an ancient culture was able to carry these stones over hills from the quarry to the temple site and place them with extreme precision.
126 This artifact was found near Olancha, California, in February 1961.
127 The Nanjing Belt was discovered in 1952 in the tomb of an ancient Chinese man, whose obituary put his death in 297 AD, who died fighting the Tibetans. It consisted of almost pure aluminum. More can be found at this website:
Iron pillar of Delhi,\textsuperscript{128} made of solid, pure iron (produced today only by electrolysis), has resisted rust for centuries, manufactured at unknown time.

“Who Shot Rhodesian Man?,” ancient man w/ app. gunshot wound.\textsuperscript{129}

Casper, Wyoming mummy:\textsuperscript{130} 14 inches tall, found inside a pocket (or small room) of granite rock, while Cecil Mayne and Frank Carr blasted the through the rock following a large vein of gold. Was X-rayed, estimated at 65 years old at time of death.

Ancient automatons: Legend of Daedalus as reported by Plato; Gerbert d'Aurillac (Pope Sylvester II),\textsuperscript{131} Albertus Magnus & Thomas Aquinas.

“Tombs of the Genii” in Siberia, now app. lost.\textsuperscript{132}

\textsuperscript{128} This is a 23 ft. tall pillar in the Qutb Complex at Delhi, India. The rust-resistant properties are believed to result from an even layer of crystalline iron hydrogen phosphate on the outer surface of the column. A Sanskrit inscription on the pillar dedicates it to Vishnu, and it may take back as far as 912 BC.

\textsuperscript{129} Also known as the Broken Hill Skull or Kabwe Cranium. This skeleton was found in 1921 in Kabwe, Zambia, by Tom Zwiglaar.

\textsuperscript{130} Also known as the San Pedro Mountains Mummy.

\textsuperscript{131} Gerbert d'Aurillac, aka Pope Sylvester II, lived from about 946 AD to 1003 and was the first French Pope. He was a scholar, was said to have studied magical arts at various Islamic cities, and to have built a device called the “brazen head” which could answer questions with either a “yes” or “no.” Other figures believed to have owned brazen heads in history include Roger Bacon, Virgil, Albertus Magnus, Arnaldus de Villa Nova, Johann Georg Faust, Boethius and Enrique de Villena.

\textsuperscript{132} In \textit{Travels in the Upper and Lower Amoor} by Thomas Witlam Atkinson, one of these monoliths is described with the dimensions of 23.1m by 7.31m by 5.79m, or 75.8 by 24.0 by 19.0 feet, and likely weighing over 2000 tons. It is described as being somewhere near the Kora River Valley in Siberia.
“Baghdad battery”; electroplating ~2000 years ago; ancient Indian text *Agastya Samhita* explains battery construction & mentions Mitra-Varuna\(^{133}\) energy.

Speculation that the Ark of the Covenant was not manufactured by the Jews, but was removed from Egypt, & that the “nested box” construction associated with the Ark was common to Egypt.

The pyramids at Meroë in the Sudan.\(^{134}\)

Alexander the Great's invasion of India was stopped at the Indus River by the appearance of “flying shields” which spooked his elephants. India (ie the various states of the Indian subcontinent) may at that time have been the richest & most civilized part of the world.

App. historical accounts of space travel & trips to the Moon, ie in the Book of Enoch, the Chinese Hou Yih or Chih Chiang Tzu-Yu\(^{135}\) describing a trip to the Moon on a “celestial bird” circa 2309 BC,\(^{136}\) & the Greek author Lucian in *Vera Historia* (“True Story”) discusses trips to

---

133 Compared to “positive-negative,” and possibly referring to electromagnetism.

134 Also called the Nubian Pyramids, these pyramids, more than 200 of them, are located on the eastern bank of the Nile River in the Sudan, near Shendi. Their construction is in many ways comparable to the pyramids at Giza, though they are not as large. Meroë was the capital of the Nepata/ Meroitic kingdom, from about 800 BC to 350 AD. It was famous for its great production of iron and traded with ancient India and China. The characters in its language appear to have been developed directly from simplifications of Egyptian hieroglyphics.

135 Also known as Shen Yi.

136 This story begins with the emperor Yao seeing a streak of light go across the sky, which he then goes to investigate. His investigation takes him on a journey in which he is rewarded with immortality by the “Queen Mother of the West,” Hsi Wang Mu, and the story goes on to describe flights on a celestial bird or rooster.
the far reaches of the universe and other unusual places, such as the insides of whales\(^\text{137}\) and the Elysian fields.\(^\text{138}\) Also the Babylonian *Epic of Etana*.\(^\text{139}\)

The Indian book *Samarangana Sutradhara*\(^\text{140}\) says that in the distant past, “heavenly beings” came down from the sky, & humans flew through the air in craft. Old Sanskrit writings also tell of Nāgas\(^\text{141}\) (serpent gods) “who go on long voyages in the sky.”

Babylonian, Arabic & Coptic writings describing ancient people having the ability to move huge masses of stone with sound.\(^\text{142}\) The OT story of the walls of Jericho being brought down with sound may be related.\(^\text{143}\)

The Indian *Samara Sutradhara* is a text minutely detailing care, use, etc. of vimanas,\(^\text{144}\) ie ancient Indian

---

137 Compare to the Biblical story of Jonah.
138 This was a form of an after-life paradise in Greek mythology.
139 Also known as the *Etana Epic*, the *Legend of Etana* or *Myth of Etana*. It was an ancient story concerning the question of dynastic succession, and involving the ruler Etana, who is believed to have been a ruler somewhere around 3000 to 2500 BC. In one fragment of the text, Etana flies to heaven and prostrates himself before the gods. Another fragment says that he did not make it to the heavens, but became dizzy and fell to the ground.
140 This text is described as “an encyclopedic work on classical Indian architecture” by Wikipedia, dating to 1000-1055 AD.
141 According to Wikipedia, the Nāga is either a deity or class of deities taking the form of a very large snake or, specifically, a king cobra, found in Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism. The *Mahabharata* describes the nagas as having human characteristics, sometimes depicted as evil as sometimes as good in relation to human affairs. The giant “eagle-king” in the *Mahabharata*, the Garuda, is the arch nemesis of the nagas.
142 Compare with the anecdotes of musical instruments being used to move objects in Tibet in the book notes for the chapter “Our Sonic Past” under the book *Lost Civilizations & Secrets of the Past*.
143 Joshua 6:20.
144 Entire books of commentary could be written on the texts
flying machines.

An undeciphered script found on Easter Island has also been found at the ancient Indian sites of Mohenjo-Daro\textsuperscript{145} and Harappa.\textsuperscript{146}

The caduceus as originally being a symbol of flight via a mercury-vortex engine. Ancient Indian texts describe mercury engines in vimanas, & the Greek god Mercury (fast messenger of the gods) carried the caduceus. Ed Fouche\textsuperscript{147} claimed in 1998 that the US had developed aircraft using mercury-vortex engines, specifically the “TR-3B”\textsuperscript{148} developed at S4.\textsuperscript{149}

---

describing vimanas alone. From the ancient accounts, they are described very similarly to modern saucer- or bell-shaped craft.

\textsuperscript{145} For more information on this intriguing ancient site, see the notes for the chapter “Oppenheimer's Thunderbolt” from the book notes for \textit{Lost Civilizations & Secrets of the Past}.

\textsuperscript{146} Harappa is an archaeological site in eastern Pakistan, in Punjab, near Sahiwal, dating back at least over 5000 years ago by radiocarbon dating. The civilization in this area (the “Indus Valley” civilization) is believed to have existed from before 3000 BC, and ended some time between 1900-1500 BC.

\textsuperscript{147} Ed Fouche claims to have been an employee at the “Area 51” test site in Nevada, and has given presentations on technology he claims to have worked on, such as the TR-3B, which are currently available on YouTube.

\textsuperscript{148} The TR-3B is described as a triangular-shaped craft such as what is commonly witnessed in various parts of the world. Ed Fouche describes the craft in great detail in presentations that were filmed and are now available online.

\textsuperscript{149} S4 is a secret US military test site in the Nevada desert associated with Area 51 and first described by Bob Lazar, who claims to have worked there in the 1980's. Lazar says that there are several hangars at the site, which are built into a mountainside and house craft created from extraterrestrial technology. Award-winning journalist George Knapp has investigated Bob Lazar's story since breaking his first story in 1989, and has found enough evidence to satisfy him that Lazar's story has merit.
A Dweller on Two Planets\(^{150}\) – oddity of “fiction” describing ancient civilizations through past lives, showing cigar-shaped UFOs & referring to (& offering explanation for) real archaeological mysteries.

Sand fused into green glass (trinitite), as from nuclear blasts, has been uncovered at ancient archaeological sites from around the world, along with fused brick, vitrified forts, etc.

Scotland is home to a number of pre-historic stone fortresses\(^{151}\) that were vitrified.\(^{152}\) One prehistoric fortress in Scotland (Maiden Castle\(^{153}\)) covers 120 acres with a circumference/perimeter of \(~1.5\) miles, & is estimated to have required 250,000 people to defend.

\(^{150}\) Also known as The Dividing of the Way, written by Frederick S. Oliver. The book was finished in 1886 but not published until 1905. Oliver presents the book in its preface as a true account that he channeled with automatic writing, and gives its true author as “Phylos the Thibetan,” also called “Yol Gorro.”

\(^{151}\) These fortresses are “pre-historic” in the sense that there are no records as to who constructed them or when. It would have obviously taken a large amount of organized labor to construct and utilize such fortifications.

\(^{152}\) To “vitrify” a substance, such as sand, or in this case, stone, is defined as turning it to glass. Such a process would obviously require a great amount of heat as well as high temperatures.

\(^{153}\) There are at least four or five sites known as “Maiden Castle” in Britain: one in Durham, England, one in Dorset, England, one in Cheshire, England, one in North Yorkshire, England, and Castellum Puellarum, or “Castle of the Maidens,” an alternative name for Edinburgh Castle in Edinburgh, Scotland. All of these sites have been dated back at least to the Iron Age, and were constructed by unknown peoples. At least two of them are currently overgrown with plants and trees and are hardly distinguishable from the surrounding countryside. The name “maiden” is thought to possibly originate from the idea that these forts were “impregnable” or never taken in battle, although their vitrification may attest otherwise.
The Hittites\textsuperscript{154} are first mentioned in Genesis 23 when Abraham acquires from them a burial place for his wife. The Hittites are traditionally believed to have appeared around 1500 BC, but this Biblical episode dates to the time of Abraham, believed to have been 2000-1800 BC. In Numbers 13:29-30 it is stated that the Hittites founded Jerusalem.\textsuperscript{155} The wailing wall & temple at Ba'labek both feature massive foundation stones mined & transported by unknown methods, & the Hittites are also associated with jig-saw-like construction using massive polygonal stones, fitted perfectly together, such as what was also found at megalithic sites in the Andes. The implication is that the Hittites, like the Egyptians, were inheritors of older technology & culture from an advanced civilization (Atlantis, “Osiris” [advanced pre-historic civilization hypothesized to exist in the Mediterranean

\textsuperscript{154} The Hittites have also been identified in modern times with the “Indo-European” culture from which the Indo-European languages commonly derive, and they have also been identified as the ancient Anatolian Empire. The destruction of this empire, believe to have taken place somewhere around 1500 BC, resulted in a dispersion of people who variously became known as the Aryans in ancient India, the Celts or Kelts in northern Europe, and also seemed to have played a role in the founding of the Greek and Roman cultures and civilizations, leading to the common linguistic heritage of Romance, Greek, Germanic and Indian languages.

\textsuperscript{155} That the Hittites founded Jerusalem is not apparent in the English translation of these passages. Chapter 13 of Numbers describes the Israelite spies going forth into Canaanite to scout the area. Part of the report is verse 29, “The Amalekites dwell in the land of the south: and the Hittites, and the Jebusites, and the Amorites, dwell in the mountains: and the Canaanites dwell by the sea, and by the coast of Jordan.” Verse 30 simply states, “And Caleb stilled the people before Moses, and said, Let us go up at once, and possess it; for we are well able to overcome it.” It is not clear where the author concluded that it is suggested that the Hittites founded Jerusalem from these passages.
area, when water levels were apparently lower] or “Rama” [ancient India]), & their language was also very similar to Egyptian hieroglyphics. The Hittites also built stone sphinxes.

An architect named Kallinikos provided the Byzantine Emperor Constantine IV with a formula for an incendiary material used in naval battles that was crucial to lifting the Arab siege of 674-676 & 715-718, & also defeating the Russians in 941 & 1043. In 716, the incendiary mixture, pumped from a machine on board the Byzantine ships, destroyed nearly all of ~800 Arab ships in combat. The composition of this material was never discovered from the Byzantines.\(^{156}\)

Ruins of an ancient civilization occupying the Death Valley in California were discovered by Captain Ives William Walker in 1850, & natives in the area were also said to have known of it. The remaining structures showed vitrification. In the Nevada paper *Hot Citizen*, August 5, 1947, a story was ran of mummies (8-9 ft. tall) discovered in California caverns, along with lots of gold, technological artifacts & app. various preserved animals.\(^{157}\)

According to some tests carried out in the King's Chamber of the Great Pyramid, its parallel granite slabs resonate to the F# chord, which is often said to be the natural resonant frequency of the Earth itself. The coffer of the King's Chamber is said to resonate at 438 Hz, the

\(^{156}\)The importance of keeping this technology secret for military purposes is obvious.

\(^{157}\)A related story was ran in the August 4, 1947 edition of the *San Diego Union*. These two articles are given in full along with related information in the “Suppressed History” section of the Internet notes, under “Ancient Civilizations, Giants, Tunnels Beneath Southern California?”
musical note of 'A.' Paul Horn recorded this resonance, & it can be heard at the start of the album *Inside the Great Pyramid*, Mushroom Records, Inc.

Edgar Cayce giving readings regarding “Atlantean land or Poseidia,” where the “nightside of life” was used as a means for mechanical power & also as a destructive force. Cayce told of an exodus from these ancient lands, including modern-day Yucatan & the Pyrenees, & Egypt, ahead of foretold destruction, & of flying machines equivalent to Ezekiel's vision used at this time. Power channeled through crystals is credited for accidentally causing an energy disturbance that caused the splitting of isles & later of further destruction. Around this time, a division of the people had occurred between “Sons of Belial” & “children of the Law of One.” Bimini, off the

---

158 The modern frequency assigned to the musical note of 'A' is 440 Hz. Historically, from ancient cultures throughout the world through the classical and romantic periods in western musical history when composers such as Mozart and Beethoven were alive, the note of 'A' was tuned to 432 Hz. Artists such as Jimi Hendrix have also recorded in A=432 Hz more recently, but generally a shift has been made in the last hundred years or so to, for whatever reason, shift the tuning of the note of 'A' to 440 Hz.

159 The name “Belial” comes from the Hebrew בליע, formed from the words “beli-” (“without”) and “ya'al” (“value”). It occurs 27 times in the Masoretic text. Of those 27 times, 15 of them are in the form of the phrase “sons of Belial,” given to mean idolators (Deut. 13:13), the men of Gibeah (Judges 19:22 & 20:13), and the sons of Eli (1 Sam. 2:12), and others. Belial is also the leader of the “Sons of Darkness” in the Dead Sea Scroll text known as *The War of the Sons of Light Against the Sons of Darkness*. In other parts of the Dead Sea Scrolls, the “Angel of Light” is defined as God himself, while the “Angel of Darkness” is Belial, and Belial is also described as a “watcher” who contested over Amram, father of Moses, in a dream. The “watchers” are associated with the fallen angels in the Book of Enoch.
coast of Florida, is said to be near sunken temples of Atlantis which are now covered in sea slime. Cayce predicted that the first portion of Atlantis would be discovered in 1968 or 1969. The Bimini Wall was discovered in 1968 by Dr. J. Manson Valentine.
This book is a biography of Edgar Cayce. It chronicles his life from a young child, and how he discovered his gift of trance mediumship as a means for diagnosing and treating others of all sorts of ailments, all the way to his death in 1945. While the book is primarily about Cayce himself and the work he did as a healer in his own right, it does touch on channeling Cayce did, guided by others, on subjects about which he knew nothing in his normal waking state (as with his medical sessions), regarding reincarnation, ancient history, and other metaphysical subjects. It is on these subjects that I have recorded notes from this book, and those notes now follow.

The Solar System “is a cycle of experiences for the soul.” The planets “represent focal points for the… environments in which the dimensions can express and materialize themselves.” This, the 3rd dimension's focal point (Earth), is a “laboratory” for the “whole system” because free will is only completely dominant here. Elsewhere, the soul has a more direct influence in our experiences.

The subconscious serves as a memory or record of all our life experiences. The conscious mind is the record of the experiences of this current life. Thoughts go from the conscious mind “to the imaginative, or introspective, mind, which is seated in the pineal gland.” There, they are compared to what has been experienced previously, then
passed on to “the subconscious, or soul mind, which is seated, with its spirit, just above the heart.” This definition of subconscious is different than Carl Jung's, which defines “subconscious” as anything which is not a part of the conscious awareness.\textsuperscript{160}

Stars represent soul patterns, not experiences; “They are like the races – patterns of temperament, personality, etc.” Even moreso, how the individual soul's life experiences have related to the constellations & the patterns they represent. Arcturus as the next stop on the soul's journey after our Solar System.

References to: Enneads of Plotinus;\textsuperscript{161} mysteries of Eleusis, Bacchus, Mithras & Osiris;\textsuperscript{162} “lost keys” of

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{160} This observation is not made in There Is a River itself, but is this editor's observation.
\textsuperscript{161} The Six Enneads, or often just The Enneads, are a collection of writings by the Greco-Egyptian Plotinus (c. 204-270) and edited by Porphyry. They discuss topics such as virtue, nature, the source of evil, quality/substance, the movement of heaven, how distant objects appear small, love, the immortality of the soul, the unity of all souls, numbers, intellect, etc. The work was very influential on early Christian and Muslim thinkers alike, and is considered a work of Neoplatonism.
\textsuperscript{162} These mysteries were all associated with initiation ceremonies revolving around various ancient cults. The Eleusinian Mysteries (aka the Mysteries of Demeter and Kore) were initiation ceremonies held for the cult of Demeter every year, and centered around the city of Eleusis. The cult of Demeter is believed to go back to 1500 BC. From Wikipedia, “The mysteries represented the myth of the abduction of Persephone from her mother Demeter by the king of the underworld Hades, in a cycle with three phases, the "descent" (loss), the "search" and the "ascent", with the main theme the "ascent" of Persephone and the reunion with her mother. It was a major festival during the Hellenic era, and later spread to Rome. The name of the town, Eleusis seems to be Pre-Greek and it is probably a counterpart with Elysium and the goddess Eileithyia.” The ceremonies and beliefs associated with this cult
\end{flushleft}
Freemasonry;\textsuperscript{163} Hindu samadhi;\textsuperscript{164} Saracen mathematics;\textsuperscript{165} the Tetragrammaton.\textsuperscript{166} Reincarnation was expunged by the early church.\textsuperscript{167}

Fence rail laid on the wane of the Moon will sink into the ground, & bacon from a hog killed during the wane will shrivel as it's fried. The Moon being known for other subtle effects.

were kept secret. Bacchus is the Roman name for the Greek Dionysus, and the associated Dionysian mysteries were also kept secret but are believed to have involved ritualized use of substances induced altered states of consciousness, as well as ritualized dancing and other activities meant to lower inhibitions and render the individual back to state closer to nature. As they progressed, the Dionysian mysteries shifted toward a more transcendental or mystical emphasis. The Mithraic mysteries, apparently centered in Rome but involving a deity that exists in several ancient cultures, seem to have had a complex system of seven initiatory grades involving ritualized meals and possibly bull-killing, similar to Jewish practices of sacrificing bulls. The initiates referred to themselves as syndexioi, or those “united by the handshake.” The Osirian mysteries may have had very close ties with Christian teachings, including the Holy Trinity and the resurrection of the principle deity.

\textsuperscript{163} Manly P. Hall's book \textit{The Lost Keys of Freemasonry} may shed light on this subject. The book deals with the heavy symbolism associated with freemasonic practices. It will be noted that Hall himself became a 33\textsuperscript{rd} degree mason after publishing this book.

\textsuperscript{164} This is a mystical state of consciousness outside the realms of duality, described as a death-like state, when the individual consciousness is absorbed back into source consciousness.

\textsuperscript{165} “Saracen” was a term used for Muslims in the medieval period in Europe, and in the earlier Roman/Greek period it was a term for a people living near the Roman province of Arabia who were distinct from the Arabs themselves. Between 622 and 1600 AD, mathematics flourished in the Arab world under the Muslim Caliphate. While much of this work is still unstudied, it is known that the study of algebra was refined and standardized at this time, the decimal system was developed, and Greek geometry and
In the Jewish tradition, there is an inner teaching/theology taught to initiates in the priestly line (Kabbalah, etc.), & an outer teaching taught to the masses which is simplified. In the 3rd chapter of John, Jesus suggests that Nicodemus, a “master of Israel,” should already know his teachings.

Lying North-to-South (head lying North) facilitated Cayce's readings as a “matter of polarity.” Clairvoyance becomes more pronounced as awareness shifts away from the physical body (space-time) to the subconscious/superconscious.

Andrew Jackson Davis, the Poughkeepsie Seer,” was a sort of precursor to Cayce in America; he wrote the book, The Principles of Nature, Her Divine Revelation, and a Voice to Mankind.

A genesis given by the readings is similar in substance to Gnostic versions, ie the Emerald Tablet. trigonometry was built upon.

166 The Tetragrammaton stands for the four Hebrew letters for God (Yahweh), ie YHVH (Yod – Hey – Vav – Hey).

167 For more information on the transmigration of souls (ie reincarnation) being condemned at the Fifth Council of Constantinople in 553, also known as the Second Ecumenical Council, see the C2C notes for 04/07/12.

168 Like Cayce, this man also made medical diagnoses while in the trance state.

169 This is a book of trance revelations from Davis, an 800-page volume of “occult history, philosophy, science, and mysticism,” also includes descriptions of inhabitants of other planets and ideas on reincarnation.

170 The Emerald Tablet, also known as the Smaragdine Table, is a short Hermetica (Greco-Egyptian wisdom, circa 100-300 AD) text that was highly regarded by European alchemists and can be traced back to Arabia of the sixth to eighth centuries, although the text itself claims to be written by “Hermes Trismegistus.”
Souls were eventually propelled/ejected from identity with God to experience free will & develop over time until their actions again exactly mirrored God's will & they fully realized their unity with God & the rest of creation: that all is of God's spirit. The symbology of the crucifix is of submitting fully to God's will as an individual; of existing as God in an individual soul/body. The “revolt of the angels” was the process whereby all created souls eventually lost their awareness of being one with all & assumed individuality, in the very beginning. Souls roam through the cosmos as individuals separated from God. When they come into contact with solar systems, they can become entrapped by the allure of the various experiences until they learn to get along just as well with what they have desired as without it.\(^{171}\) This indicates a rediscovery of the richness of the soul itself & its direct connection to God.

In the case of our Solar System, there are 8 planets representing 8 dimensions into which spiritual energy focuses, representing the entire consciousness of our system. Earth represents the 3\(^{rd}\) dimension & was created as an expression of divine mind, complete with its own plan & evolution, plants, animals, and natural beauty. Souls expressed themselves through mixing with the seas, forests, plants & animals. The mingling with the animals

\(^{171}\) This is very similar to what was taught by Virginian out-of-body experience researcher Robert Monroe, who, after decades of controlled out-of-body experiences, claimed that souls are attracted to this region of consciousness and become entrapped in it for many lifetimes by their desires, pulling them down like a vortex, until they accumulate enough energy to achieve an “escape velocity” from the system. The channeled entity “Bashar” also compares the lifetimes on Earth to the drawing back of a rubber band, after which we are ejected with a force comparable to that which had “pulled us in” and entrapped us.
led to the creation of “thought forms” & imitations of the creator through “playing.” This resulted in a “stream of mind” drawing souls into its current & into physical bodies which had been created. There were strange mixtures of animals from which come fables of centaurs, cyclops, etc. Souls are androgynous but began incarnating as male & female in imitation of the animals in order to allow the isolation of positive & negative relations to energy exchanges of the soul (positive: initiating, impregnating, thrusting forward; negative: receiving, nourishing, ejecting). [Note that these are not judgmental terms, but simple descriptions of relative energy exchanges in the same way as the terms “positive” and “negative” are used in relation to electromagnetic forces. Such systematization can be found in many esoteric schools of thought.] The complete soul enjoys a balance of both. Souls then selected anthropoid apes for transformation into a physical vessel of the soul capable of the complexities of language, civilization, tool-making, etc. These apes were “influenced” externally by souls before they were ready to begin incarnating into their bodies as individuals. This seems to imply a group-soul amongst animal communities.

So souls were already once-removed from awareness of God/unity with the development of free will; now souls are twice-removed as they incarnate into physical bodies, with experiences filtered by the “conscious mind”/physical sensory inputs to the brain, in order to experience this physical realm. There are countless other ways of experiencing individuality throughout the rest of the cosmos; part of this “game” on Earth is feeling removed from other individual souls.

At the advent of humanity there were 5 “pure races”: the white race in the Caucasus, Carpathians &
Persia; the yellow race in the present-day Gobi Desert; the black race in the Sudan & upper west Africa; the red race in Atlantis; and the brown race in the Andes. At the time, the Pacific Coast of South America was the west coast of “Lemuria”; the Atlantic seaboard was the lowlands of Atlantis; Persia & the Caucasus were “rich” lands – the “Garden of Eden”; the Mississippi basin was part of the oceans; the Nile emptied into the Atlantic; the Sahara was fertile, & the poles “as we know them today” were tropical & sub-tropical.

“Only when the body was no longer a hindrance to the free expression of the soul would the cycle of earth be finished.” Each atom of the body is also a “world in itself,” & is influenced by (a “reflection” of) the “soul's pattern.” The story of Adam & Eve is explained as the point when “the serpent” introduced the knowledge that ended mankind's animal-like blissful ignorance in the physical form. When the conscious & “subconscious”172 merge, the atomic structure of the body can be controlled by the soul so that it's just as free in the body as out of it, & the soul can bring the “earth cycle” to a close & go on to new things. Perfection in the other dimensions of the system is also required for this. Christ, who “fostered” the human race, had completed such a cycle before returning to God as a co-creator. He incarnated “from time to time” to teach & lead mankind, as Enoch, Melchizedek, Joseph, Joshua, Jeshua (“the scribe of Enoch who rewrote the Bible”), & finally, Jesus.

Free will & predestination (karma) co-exist, as the ability to “draw the sword from the stone,” & as probabilities established by karmic debts, respectively.

172 Again this seems to understood as something different than Jung's definition of the subconscious, for example.
The Myths of the North American Indians
Lewis Spence

These notes represent oddities and curiosities taken from this book, which was first published in 1914.

Summary of Various Tribes

• The Iroquois

Tribes encompassed by the name “Iroquois” include the Huron, Tuscarora, Susquehannock & Nottoway tribes, amongst others, but the Iroquois Confederacy consisted of the Cayuga, Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga & Seneca tribes. The Cherokee are believed to have been an “early offshoot” of these people.173 Iroquois occupied land from the St. Lawrence to Roanoke rivers.

• The Algonquins

The Algonquin tribes covered a large swath of North America, surrounding the Iroquois tribes & extending from NE Canada & Maine to the Rocky Mountains in the west & to the south into Virginia, from along the Atlantic Coast to present-day Wisconsin.

173 The Cherokee themselves, according to at least one account, believe that they originally came from an island. For more information on this see, the book notes for Lost Worlds of Ancient America, under chapter 23, “The Walls of Poseidon.”
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, etc. They were generally considered “milder” than the Iroquois, but were also often enemies of the Iroquois in war. Unlike the Iroquois, the Algonquin tribes were friendly with the French & often at war with the English. They practiced agriculture & possessed some massive plantations in some areas, for ex. along the Maumee River to Lake Erie. They taught settlers to make hominy, maple sugar, succotash & johnny cakes.

- The Muskhogeans

These people, including the Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek, & Seminole tribes, occupied the Gulf states that are now Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, & portions of Tennessee. They were also agricultural, & practiced artificial skull deformation, leading to them being called “flat-heads.”

- The Sioux

The Santee, Yankton, Assiniboin & Teton tribes stretched from Saskatchewan to Louisiana. They were renowned for their courage, intellect & physical ability, & were commonly polygamous.

174 Also spelled “Muskogean.”
175 It is theorized by some that certain ancient cultural practices of manipulating the body were attempts to imitate entities considered divine in these cultures. According to some, ancient peoples are theorized to have practiced “skull deformation” when there is in reality no evidence of anything other than a naturally different skeletal structure. In this particular case it is not clear from these notes whether there is witness testimony, etc. of such a practice itself.
• The Caddoan Family

There are three geographic groups here: the Arikara in the north, the Pawnee Confederacy in the middle (around Nebraska), & the Caddo, Kichal & Wichita in the south, overall from North Dakota to Oklahoma. They were loosely confederated & practiced agriculture as well as hunting.

• The Shoshoneans

Meaning “snake” people, occupying modern-day Nevada, Utah & Idaho, these were the Root-Diggers Comanches & other tribes “of low culture.” Their language is apparently related to that of the Aztec.

• The Athapascans

These people spanned from the Pacific to the Hudson Bay, on the West Coast from Alaska through Oregon, California, New Mexico, to Mexico, east into Colorado, Utah, Kansas, & NW Canada. They include the Apache, Navaho [Navajo] & Lipon tribes. This is the most widely-distributed native linguistic family.

• An Indian Girl's Vigil

A story is related of a girl, Catherine Wabose, taking her symbolic vigil for passing into womanhood. This involved a fast of several days, & on the 5th day of fasting she heard a “superhuman voice,” which led her to meet an “Everlasting Standing Woman” that conferred a “supernatural” name upon the girl. Then she met the
“Little Man Spirit” who gave her the name of her future son. Then the “Bright Blue Sky” gave her “the gift of life,” after which she was “encircled by bright points of light and by sharp, painless instruments, but, mounting upon a fish-like animal, she swam through the air back to her lodge.” The story relates that this “vision” was repeated on the 6th day, & that on the 7th “she beheld a large round object like a stone descend from the sky and enter the lodge. It conferred upon her the gift of prophecy, and...she assumed the rank of a prophetess upon her return to the tribe.”

• Animism & Totemism

Natives generally viewed everything, from the wind, rocks & trees, even to abstract concepts like darkness, to be living things that possessed some degree of consciousness that may be interpreted by able men or women. They also generally considered themselves kin to the various animals & sometimes took clan distinctions from animals & considered a particular animal to be the grandfather of a particular tribe & be sacred to it. This clan distinction could be almost equivalent to a last name/family distinction & is similar to the customs of the ancient Scots (Picts).

• Serpents

Snakes are commonly symbols of wisdom to the natives. To the Algonquins & Dakotas the words “manito” & “wakan” designate both the supernatural, & the rattlesnake. Lightning was associated with the serpent, & since lightning storms occur most frequently during the
heat of the summer, the serpent is also associated with vegetation & the growth of crops. Pawnees called thunder the “hissing of the great snake.” Native “magicians” were familiar with the ability to entrance rattlesnakes with rhythmic sounds & handle them. The rattlesnake was appreciated for being slow to attack but extremely venomous.

• Pipes & Smoking

According to many tribes a certain “Pipe-stone Quarry” was designated specifically for acquiring stone from which to make pipes. Stone from this one region, near the “extreme source” of the “Big Sioux” which feeds into the Missouri, has been found by an explorer named Catlin to have been used by about 40 tribes, covering thousands of miles, & pilgrimages were often made to acquire this stone. Smoking is very sacred to the natives & is used to initiate & conclude treaty negotiations & etc.; it was according to some traditions given to man by one of the various great spiritual beings.

[Pages 125 & 126 are missing from this reproduced edition of the 1914 book itself. Maybe something interesting?]

Natives app. believed people can reincarnate after passing on if they so choose. They also believed in the ability to journey to the “other world” while still alive.

• Times & Festivals

Different tribes used different means of keeping
track of time. Annual celebrations marked seasonal changes, maturation of crops, etc. Most tribes made use of the Moon for recording time & counted 12 to 13, or even 12½ moons (lunar cycles) to a year, & named them based on significant events or characteristics of that time of year. The new year generally fell for them at the beginning of spring.

The Iroquois

• Hi'nun

Hi'nun is/was a thunder-god, brother of West Wind, & an ally of the Iroquois in the destruction of the Stone Giants & other enemies in ancient times. According to the Iroquois, man was first introduced with Hi'nun when a hunter was recruited by a group of apparent men, far off the ground, near the clouds, who wanted him to slay a serpent/dragon in the depths of a lake, & gave him special sight in order to do so from high above the ground. The chief of these “men” was Hi'nun.

• Hiawatha

Hiawatha is an apparent historical figure, the man who first initiated the negotiations between various tribes that resulted in the Iroquois Confederation, somewhere around the 1300's (according to native tradition) to the 1500's (app. according to European/Anglo-American analyses). Tribal representation in the confederacy (known as the “Silver Chain”) was passed on through
matrilineal heredity as with the Picts of Scotland.\textsuperscript{176} When Champlain arrived with the French in 1611 & befriended the Huron people, he simultaneously incurred the anger/antagonism of the Iroquois confederacy & seems to have sealed the fate of French/English colonial competition in North America. Nonetheless the Iroquois tribes were amongst the most peaceful in North America, practiced agriculture & were generally an advanced culture compared, for example, to many tribes farther west, etc.

- **Stone Giants**

  The Iroquois believed in an early race of giants, made of stone, who banded together & descended upon human tribes to destroy them in war, but were ambushed & destroyed by West Wind (brother of Hi'nun) when they met the natives in battle.

- **Pigmies**

  The Iroquois believed in a race of pigmies, resembling Teutonic gnomes. They were protectors of mankind & responsible for shaping natural landscapes, carving/sculpting cliffs, boulders, etc. An actual, historical race of “pigmies” app. existed & inhabited the Eastern part of North America before the “Red Man.”

\textsuperscript{176} For other similarities between the Native Americans and the Scottish Picts, see the book notes for \textit{Lost Civilizations & Secrets of the Past}, under the chapter “The Micmac and the Picts.” DNA studies also link “pure-blooded” Cherokee to ancient peoples in Europe and the Middle East. For more information on this, see the book notes for \textit{Lost Civilizations & Secrets of the Past}, under its first section, “Archaeological Scandals.”
• Great Head

The Great Head is a malevolent being that the Iroquois believed in, that was simply “an enormous head poised on slender legs.” He was said to live on a rugged rock, kill those he would espy from a distance, & apparently rode “on the wind,” for ex. during a great storm in at least one myth. He had a magician brother.

• The Boy Magician

A myth regarding a boy magician & his grandmother features a menacing being whose voice is finally traced to an enormous head sticking up from a lake, with a face on every side. When the lake is caused to dry up, the being is a large green frog.

• Natives as Jews

According to The Migration from Shinar by Capt. G. Palmer, first published in 1879, some unspecified tribe encountered by author celebrated the Jewish observance of First Fruits, singing “Halelu-Halelu-Haleluiah” & praising “Yo-He-Wah,” the latter of which at least is only spoken during their religious festivities.

• Welsh-Speaking Natives

According to legend, Madoc, the son of Welsh prince Owen Gwyneth, sailed due west across the Atlantic & landed “not far from Florida,” according to Sir Thomas Herbert in his Travels, in the year 1170. Examples are given of native words app. identical to Welsh words.
• Miscellaneous

Comparisons have often been made between Native Americans & the natives of Siberia, in appearance, customs, & even beliefs, & linguistic patterns. Remains of ancient natives have been found along mastodons, & at least one apparent “elephant's” tusks were found around 15-20 ft. underground alongside a man-made reed mat in Louisiana, at Petit Anse. Ancient mining operations have been found in California & near Lake Superior. A “clay image” was reportedly brought up by a sand-pump in Nampa, Idaho, from a depth of 320 ft. in alternating beds of clay & quicksand under a lava flow that dated to the Tertiary or early Glacial age. There is also ample evidence of Scandinavian peoples reaching North America at various times before Columbus.

Algonquin Myths & Legends

Algonquin myths share uncanny similarities with Scandinavian myths. They also share some linguistic similarities with a Scandinavian language, ie their respective words for “evil influence” are app. identical. The Algonquin deity Glooskap, like Odin, trained 2 birds to bring him news of the world. Glooskap exterminated many evil forces on the Earth for mankind, but eventually decided that it did no good & to quit the world, & is

177 Lake Superior borders the Upper Peninsula of Michigan to the north. Evidence for massive mining operations that took place here in the ancient past is also discussed in the documentary notes for the TV series America Unearthed, for the episode entitled “Great Lakes Copper Heist.”
expected to return in the future. Glooskap also app
parallels Quetzalcoatl of Mexican tradition. Both were
regarded as seeding humanity with arts & civilization,
teaching agriculture, etc. Glooskap is also associated
with a legend where he captures a personified Summer &
uses her to melt a personified Winter.

Sioux Myths & Legends

A common deity in Sioux myths, particularly of
the Iowa tribe, is Ictinike, a son of the Sun-god who was
expelled from heaven & is regarded as the “Father of
Lies.” He carries a bad reputation for deceit, & is
always up to no good in the various legends. The Sioux
also have myths about an evil race of giants that once
nearly wiped out a tribe of men, & a story relating man-
eating giants slain by a chief’s son.

Pawnee Myths & Legends

The selection of myths from this tribe show
interactions with personifications of animals, ie buffalo &
bear, that exhibit magical abilities.

178 Compare this with the account given in the Book of Enoch of the
fallen angels teaching mankind many various arts and
technologies.
179 Compare to the story of Satan as a fallen angel, also banished
from heaven in the Book of Enoch and called the “father of all
lies” elsewhere in the Bible.
Northwestern Myths & Legends

The Chinook tribe, which dwelt around the Columbia River, practiced cranial distortion, & were called “flat-headed.” Their chiefs were sent to sea in canoes when they died or were burned in them, similar to a Scandinavian rite. They also had at least one myth regarding a man-eating giant who harassed a group of brothers.

The Californian tribes were app. a conglomeration of different native cultures, with distinct languages & app. from different origins. Tribes on the coasts in Del Norte County, California, have myths “practically identical” with the myths of Russian river tribes. The Acagchemen tribes have a myth relating that they ate nothing but a kind of nourishing “white clay” until a powerful being/man named Ouiot was poisoned & died, saying he would return in the future. Then the natives were forced to begin eating meat & vegetables. Then “a marvellous [sic] thing appeared before them,” called Chinigchinich & whose abode was “above,” & he created man & woman from clay & made all the original tribe members supernatural beings, all later beings/men & women of the tribe being descendants of those made of clay. Other stories relate Chinigchinich describing himself as coming from the stars to instruct mankind of various things.

The Pericues of lower California have a myth of the great lord of heaven, Niparaya, & the goddess Anayicoyondi having three divine children, one of them named Quaayayp. According to the myth, Quaayayp

180 Note the similarities to Yahweh, Asherah (the equivalent of a female companion to Yahweh who was outlawed from Judaism as a Canaanite entity but nonetheless made appearances and was
was a real man born on Earth, in the Acaragui Mountains, & was eventually killed by the men he dwelt among as a teacher, & a crown of thorns was placed upon his head. His body continues to lie somewhere & does not decay, while blood constantly drips from his wounds, & an owl constantly speaks to him, though he himself can no longer speak.

---

associated with the menorah with a triangular base), and the Holy Trinity.

181 The similarities here between Quaayayp and Jesus, being killed by the people he came to help and being crowned with a crown of thorns, are obvious.

182 This also can be compared with Christian theology, for example Jesus also did not die, one could argue that the bleeding wounds represent his sacrifice which still exists for the sins of others, and owl could be interpreted as a symbol for the Holy Spirit. However the owl is also the symbol for the Canaanite deity Molech to which children were sacrificed, and which the Bohemian Grove ceremonies feature.
This is the famous first book of Zecharia Sitchin's *Earth Chronicles* series, which, along with the work of a small handful of other authors, such as Erich von Däniken, first brought “ancient astronaut” theories to the attention of wide audiences. Sitchin himself was a professional journalist and editor, with a firm understanding of ancient Jewish scripture, stemming from being raised in a Jewish family. He spoke several languages, specializing in Semitic languages, and taught himself to read Sumerian cuneiform, from which much of his work derives.

**These notes reflect only the material presented in the first several chapters of this book**, where ancient Middle-Eastern cultures are described and comparative mythologies are made. As of the creation of this present volume, notes for the rest of *The Twelfth Planet* have not yet been made. The first page of notes recorded from this book consisted of a diagram illustrating the similarities between Canaanite/Pheonician, Greek and Latin letters. This diagram is reproduced on the following page.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hebrew name</th>
<th>Canaanite</th>
<th>Early Greek</th>
<th>Later Greek</th>
<th>Greek name</th>
<th>Latin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aleph</td>
<td>א</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth</td>
<td>ב</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gimel</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daleth</td>
<td>ד</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>Delta</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>ה</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Epsilon</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vau</td>
<td>ו</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Vau</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zayin</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Zeta</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heth(1)</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>(H)eta</td>
<td>(H)eta</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teth</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>Theta</td>
<td>Theta</td>
<td>Theta</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yod</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Iota</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaph</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Kappa</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamed</td>
<td>ל</td>
<td>Lambda</td>
<td>Lambda</td>
<td>Lambda</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mem</td>
<td>מ</td>
<td>Mu</td>
<td>Mu</td>
<td>Mu</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nun</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>Nu</td>
<td>Nu</td>
<td>Nu</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samekh</td>
<td>ס</td>
<td>Xi</td>
<td>Xi</td>
<td>Xi</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayin</td>
<td>ע</td>
<td>O(nicron)</td>
<td>O(nicron)</td>
<td>O(nicron)</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pe</td>
<td>פ</td>
<td>Pi</td>
<td>Pi</td>
<td>Pi</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Šade(2)</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>San</td>
<td>San</td>
<td>San</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koph</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>Koppa</td>
<td>Koppa</td>
<td>Koppa</td>
<td>Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resh</td>
<td>ר</td>
<td>Rho</td>
<td>Rho</td>
<td>Rho</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin</td>
<td>ש</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tav</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>Tau</td>
<td>Tau</td>
<td>Tau</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1: Pronounced “ch” as in “loch.”
2: Pronounced “ts.”
Discovering Sumeria

Assyria & Babylonia came to prominence in Mesopotamia around 2000 BC, Assyria in the north & Babylonia in the south. They were rivals, but their cultures shared many dramatic similarities, including a common language: Akkadian. This suggested to early archaeologists that they shared a common ancestor civilization (as yet undiscovered). Akkadian is in the Semitic family of languages but predates all the others, including Hebrew, Aramaic, and Phoenician/Canaanite. The names Babylon (capital of Babylonia) & Nineveh (capital of Assyria), attributed to this language, suggested the city of Akkad, mentioned in Genesis as one of the cities of the beginning of Nimrod's kingdom, along with Babel (Babylon) & Erech (Uruk). Nimrod was also described as the founder of all Mesopotamian civilization, & his cities were all in the land of “Shi'nar” (Shumer/Sumeria).

Archaeologists discovered inscriptions recording the earlier civilization called Akkad, ruled by a “righteous ruler” (sharrukin), boasting of a kingdom stretching from a “Lower Sea” (Persian Gulf) to an “Upper Sea” (the Mediterranean?), & of ships mooring from many distant lands. Their king was called Sargon, who, the tablets explained, was an adviser to a kingdom of Kish before he became king of Akkad. Compare to Genesis: “And Kush begot Nimrod.” Sargon defeated Uruk (biblical “Erech,” from which the name “Iraq” is derived) & the inhabitants of Ur, & “the entire territory from Lagash as far as the sea.” The “Ur” mentioned is also the biblical Ur, the birthplace of Abraham. All this, of course, suggested even earlier civilizations than 3000 BC, since Sargon was
already conquering pre-existing kingdoms at this point in history.

Names of kings preceding Sargon of Akkad began to no longer fit Semitic language patterns or mean anything in any Semitic tongue. An even earlier pictographic language, more resembling Egyptian hieroglyphics, was discovered in dual-language tablets, & the ancients described it as the “language of Shumer.” Sir Austen Henry Layard's archaeological team removed some 25,000 tablets from an ancient library in Nineveh that was established the Ashurbanipal.¹⁸³ Many of these ancient tablets claimed to have been transcribed from older texts in the language of Sumer. One of them included a boast by Ashurbanipal himself that he could read the “intricate tablets in Shumerian” from “the days before the Flood.” Akkadian-Sumerian dictionaries/lexicons were uncovered, greatly facilitating the translation of Sumerian.

In 1877 the first excavation of a Sumerian city was begun: Lagash, which Sargon had conquered. In modern-day Iraq, tablets were found there describing 43 reigning “righteous kings” of Lagash from ~2900 BC to ~2250 BC (a nearly 650-year span). Agriculture, irrigation & commerce were described. A ruler named Eannatum¹⁸⁴ left a tablet mentioning other cities, or rather that he had

---

¹⁸³ Ashurbanipal was the last powerful ruler of the Neo-Assyrian Empire, circa 668-627 BC. He is famous for the library he amassed at Nineveh of ancient texts, known as the Library of Ashurbanipal, and historically comparable to the later Library at Alexandria.

¹⁸⁴ Eannatum's Amorite or Tidnu name was Lumma. He was grandson of Ur-Nanshe, also known as Ur-Nina, who is recorded as the first king of the First Dynasty of Lagash, circa 2500 BC. Eannatum conquered Ur, Nippur, Akshak, Larsa and Uruk, and annexed Kish.
conquered one, & explaining that one may only have assumed the throne with approval from the gods. Eannatum's successor described building a temple & lining/adorning it with gold & silver, building a fortress & watchtowers, & docks for ships. King Gudea of Lagash described obtaining rare materials from all over the Middle East, Africa, & geographic places not yet deciphered by scholars. He also describes employing some 216,000 people in constructing a temple as a “man that shone like the heaven” with a “divine bird” beside him, apparently the deity Ningirsu, had come to him & instructed him. A surviving 2D architectural plan was so densely-packed with information that, with just a floor plan for a single level, along with another series of lines, the whole structural design of a seven-layered ziggurat could be deciphered. Gudea says this plan was given to him by the deity & that he had to employ others to interpret it.

Sumerian tablets & Akkadian tablets based on Sumerian knowledge showed a great knowledge of metals & alloys, & the same area in modern-day Iraq was the premier site for fuels used for smelting throughout ancient times. Silver, the first shekel, was used for currency. Medical practices included therapy, surgery, “commands and incantations,” & the use of powders, oils, tinctures, etc. Tablets refer to removing a “shadow” from the eye (cataract?) & a law stated that any doctor who accidentally blinded his patient during surgery would lose his hand. There are also mentions of resurrection of the dead & of medical practices that modern scholars have difficulty

185 Compare this man “that shone like heaven” to the “shining” beings in the C2C notes for 08/29/13, and also the notes for “Temples, Creator-Gods, and the Transfiguration of the Soul” from the book notes for Lost Civilizations & Secrets of the Past. 186 “Ningirsu” may be an older form of the name of the god Ninurta.
In Joshua 7:21 a story is related of a person looting a garment of “Shin’ar” from the defeated city of Jericho, a testament to Sumerian textile quality, because the punishment for being caught looting was death. Both the toga & its etymological roots stem from Sumer, which exhibited elaborate fashion. Cuisine was also advanced, cooking meats with flour, herbs & spices, brewing wine & beer, & making both leavened & unleavened cakes, pastries, etc., & the origin of these practices, according to the Sumerians, was at the temples, to please the gods. They wrote of chefs dedicated to daily offerings of a variety of food & drink to these deities. Cherries & apricots seem to have originated in Mesopotamia.

105 terms for various kinds of ships according to their sizes, purposes, destinations, etc. were found on an Akkadian-Sumerian dictionary tablet. Another 69 terms were found on the construction & manning of ships, indicating an established Sumerian naval tradition.

Also attributed to the Sumerians are the first bicameral congress (which Gilgamesh app. had to consult in Erech/Uruk before going to war with Kish), the literary precursors to the biblical books of Job & Genesis (including the story of the flood), the first social reforms against corruption of state officials & the wealthy, & the first schools & codes of law. They attributed laws to their deities. They also had musical notation & app. the same diatonic scales as ancient Greece, which we still use today.

Nippur was the religious center of ancient Sumer. 30,000 texts were excavated there. Ancient texts named Eridu as the oldest city, and excavations there turned up a sequence of additional constructions on the foundation of a temple to Enki that were dated back to 2500 BC, 3000 BC, 3500 BC, & finally after a strata dated to 3800 BC,
there was undisturbed soil, indicating a date of ~3800 BC for the first Sumerian city.

Comparing the Gods

In Greek mythology, when Zeus led the revolt to overthrow his Titan father Cronos, a war ensued that ended with Zeus facing a serpent-like deity named Typhon at Mount Casius between Egypt & Arabia, & app. in the Sinai Peninsula. The Olympic gods appeared human at least some of the time, & could have children with humans. Compare Typhon to serpent cults in ancient Babylon & elsewhere.

After the Titans were defeated, the Olympian council of 12 gods was established.

Cronos
(Youngest Titan; castrated his father Uranus, usurped power with his sister Rhea)

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Zeus Poseidon Hades Hestia Demeter Hera

↓

with Metis: Athena, the only one to help Zeus fight Typhon.

with Demeter: Persephone (f.)

---

187 Also known as Ras Kouroun, on the Mediterranean coast of the Sinai Peninsula. The name “Casius” comes from one of Zeus's epithets, “Kasios,” and the mountain was associated with a shrine to Zeus. Another mountain called Casius for the same reason, in Syria, is better known as Mount Aqraa, also known as Zaphon in the Bible, Mount Hazzi to the Hurrians and Kel Dağı to the Turks. This mountain is also on the Mediterranean coast.
with Harmonia: Nine daughters.

with Leto: Artemis (f.) & Apollo: Apollo is his first son, feared of gods & men.

with Maia: Hermes (m.) (Mercury)

with Hera: Ares (m.) (Mars), Zeus' lieutenant, fought at Troy in the Trojan War; Hephaestus (m.) who struggles into the council of 12, of questioned parentage, marries Aphrodite. Eros was born to Ares & Aphrodite after an affair.

According to the poet Hesiod, Aphrodite came to Greece from Cyprus & claimed to be a sister of Cronos, born of Uranus & thus Zeus' aunt. She took a position on the Council of 12, replacing Hades.

Greek mythology dealt largely with Zeus' genealogy & his affairs along with the rest of the council of 12. Zeus (Jupiter) was associated with lightning & also the bull. By Greek tradition, Zeus had arrived on mainland Greece from Crete, after abducting Europa, the daughter of the king of the Phoenician city of Tyre. Crete is considered the birthplace of distinctly Greek culture.

Crete was also home to the Minoan civilization, ca. 2700 BC to 1400 BC (~1300 years). The Minoans held as sacred a minotaur, supposedly the offspring of a bull & Pasiphaë, wife of King Minos.188 In Minoan art a bull is often depicted with a cross, the cross being taken as a symbol of a planet or star or some celestial event taking place in the constellation of Taurus, or when the Sun rose in Taurus on the equinox (ca. 4000 BC).

188 In Greek mythology, Minos, king of Crete, was the son of Zeus and Europa. Every nine years, he had seven young boys and seven young girls sent to the labyrinth to be eaten by the Minotaur.
[The Age of Taurus lasted from ca. 4300 BC to ca. 2150 BC according to Neil Mann, ca. 4006 BC to ca. 2006 BC according to Patrick Burlingame, and from ca. 4525 BC to ca. 1875 BC according to Shephard Simpson. Within this period, bull-worship cults arose in Egypt, Assyria and Crete.]

When Cyrus Gordon deciphered the earliest Minoan script, he found it was a Semitic dialect from the eastern coast of the Mediterranean (where the Akkadian kingdom of Sargon/Nimrod had extended).

On the other side of the Middle East, a group that the Hindus called “Aryan” (“noble men”) arrived in India around 1500 BC, and brought with them the Vedas. The language that the Vedas were written in was an ancient Indo-European language that preceded Sanskrit, Greek & Latin, but app. contributed to the development of all three. Scholars believe that sometime in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} millennium BC a people that spoke this ancient Indo-European language began migrating out of somewhere around northern Iran or the Caucasus region, explaining the common ancestry of Sanskrit & European languages.

The Vedas themselves are very similar to Greek mythology in critical respects, and the Aryan people may also therefore explain both Greek & Indian religious beliefs in ancient times. The gods of the Vedas all belonged to one family, as with the Greek Olympian council, & the Vedic gods also had an organization of 12

189 “Veda” is Sanskrit for “knowledge.” Wikipedia describes the Vedas as large bodies of text originating in ancient India, and the oldest scriptures of Hinduism. According to tradition they are “not of human agency,” but attributed to the revelation of Brahma. The four canonical collections contained within the Vedas are the Rigveda, the Yajurveda, the Samaveda and the Atharvaveda.
called the Adityas,¹⁹⁰ headed by Kash-Yapa, who held the title Dyaus-Pitar ("shining father"¹⁹¹). To the Greeks, the word Dyaus became Zeus, & to the Romans, Dyaus-Pitar became Jupiter. Each of the 12 Adityas were also assigned a sign of the Zodiac. Though the gods that made up the Adityas changed, they remained numbered 12.

Eventually Kash-Yapa was succeeded by Varuna, God of the Heavenly Expanse. Vedic hymns in his praise read like biblical psalms: he was all-seeing, omnipresent, said to be creator of rivers & the sea, causing wind to blow & the Sun to shine, etc. His son Indra slayed him & became the next head of the 12 Adityas. Indra was called the Lord of Hosts,¹⁹² & lightning & thunder were his weapons. He had to share dominion with his two brothers, Vivashvat (creator of the first man [Poseidon/Enki?]), & Agni ("igniter," who brought fire to the Earth from the heavens for industrial use). Zeus was also known to the Greeks as “Master of the Celestial Fire.”

¹⁹⁰ According to Wikipedia, the Ādityas are named after Aditi, the mother of the gods, “from whose cosmic matrix the heavenly bodies were born.” In the Puranas, Aditi is the wife of Kashyapa.

¹⁹¹ Wikipedia translates Dyaus-Pita as “sky father.” It continues, “He is mainly considered in comparative philology as a last remnant of the chief god of Proto-Indo-European religion. The name Dyauṣ Pitā is exactly parallel to the Greek Zeus Pater etymologically, and closely related to Latin Ju Piter. Both Dyauṣ and Zeus reflect a Proto-Indo-European *Dyeus. Based on this reconstruction, the widespread opinion in scholarship since the 19th century has been that Indra had replaced Dyaus as the chief god of the early Indo-Aryans. While Prthivi survives as a Hindu goddess after the end of the Vedic period, Dyaus Patr became almost unknown already in antiquity.”

¹⁹² The epithet “Lord of Hosts” is also found in the Old Testament and in the Book of Enoch. According to different sources the term “hosts” in this case is a reference to armed forces.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Greek/Roman</th>
<th>Vedic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uranus</strong></td>
<td><strong>Kash-Yapa</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cronos</strong></td>
<td><strong>Varuna</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(castrated Uranus)</td>
<td>(same etymology as <em>Uranus</em>?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zeus</strong></td>
<td><strong>Indra</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(god of lightning, killed Cronos)</td>
<td>(god of lightning, killed Varnua)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeus rules with brothers Poseidon &amp; Hades</td>
<td>Indra rules with brothers Vivashvat &amp; Agni</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the people that the Hindus called “Aryan” migrated from somewhere out of northern Iran/Caucasus region, the same people were also migrating out of the same area into Europe, through Asia Minor into Greece & also around the Black Sea into northern Europe. In the OT, a people inhabiting Anatolia\(^{193}\) in the same time period were called the Hittites. The Hittites were considered allies of Israel & their reputation was such that the Syrian army was said in the OT to have fled when it learned that the Jews had alliances with the Hittites & Egyptians. Bathsheba was the wife of Uriah the Hittite, the officer in King David's army. King Solomon took the

---

\(^{193}\) According to Wikipedia, Anatolia is another name for Asia Minor. The Anatolian Peninsula is essentially the modern-day country of Turkey, or as much of it as is surrounded on three sides by water, ie the Black Sea, Aegean Sea, Marmara Sea and Mediterranean. The term “Anatolia” itself may apply to areas farther east towards northern Iran.
daughter of a Hittite king as a wife. Egyptian & Mesopotamian inscriptions referred to a powerful kingdom in Anatolia called the “Land of Hatti.”

Hittite cities were uncovered in Anatolia, revealing the same pattern of gods grouped in 12’s. Their gods appointed their human kings & instructed them in political matters. Hittite inscriptions included rocket-shaped objects with the divine symbol superimposed upon them. Hittite writings also detail a leading god, Teshub (associated with winds, thunder, lightning, & the bull), having to battle Yanka (“serpent”) before consolidating his power. Teshub was unable to defeat Yanka on his own & had to enlist the help of a goddess that got Yanka drunk at a party.

A Hittite epic tale called “Kingship in Heaven” also discusses a king in Heaven named Alalu. For “nine counted periods” he was King in Heaven, but during the ninth period, Anu, “first among the gods,” gave battle to Alalu & defeated him, & took the throne in his place while Alalu descended to Earth. Then for the same nine counted periods, Anu was king in Heaven, until Kumarbi (Anu's brother, “by some interpretations”) did battle with Anu, “bit his loins,” & then the “manhood” of Anu “combined” with Kumarbi's “insides,” “fused as bronze.” Anu's “manhood” caused several deities to form within Kumarbi, including the chief deity Teshub, who then had

194 According to Wikipedia, the Hurrian god Teshub is derived from the Hattian “Taru,” and his Hittite and Luwian name was “Tarhun.”

195 Compare this to the story of Zeus of Typhon. Zeus enlisted the help of the goddess Athena to slay Typhon, a serpent, and Teshub enlisted the help of a goddess also to defeat Yanka, meaning serpent. Zeus and Teshub both are also associated with thunder, lightning, & the bull.
to be released (comp. to Cronos in Greek mythology).

Learning of an heir set to take Anu's place in heaven (where he had returned after being castrated by Kumarbi), Kumarbi decided to raise a rival to the throne by leaving his abode in Ur-Kish to consort with the “Lady of the Great Mountain” & become father of Ulli-Kummi (“suppressor of the heavenly abode”). Ulli-Kummi was to “ascend to heaven” & war with Teshub, & “shoot down all the gods from the sky.”

The battles between Ulli-Kummi & Teshub proved indecisive, so that a council of gods was called, led by an “olden god” named Enlil, & another named Ea, who referred to “the old tablets with the words of destiny” to try to solve the dispute. This failed to resolve the issue, so Enlil called upon the “olden gods” to bring forth an “olden copper lance” to destroy Ulli-Kummi’s feet. The “olden gods” – Enlil, Ea, Anu, Antu, Ninlil, Ishkur – were deities taken from the older Sumerian mythology. Despite being based on Indo-European dialects, the Hittite language also made extensive use of Akkadian words & Sumerian pictographs, syllables & words. It turned out that Sumerian was studied at ancient Hittite schools that were unearthed. The Sumerian language (cuneiform) had been out of use in its birthplace for over a millennium when the Hittites reached Babylon ca. 1600 BC.

Scholars believe that a people known as the Hurrians (OT “Horites”: “free people”) seeded the Hittite kingdom. The Hurrians were Aryan/Indo-European, invoked some of their deities by Vedic names, & occupied the wide area between Sumer & Anatolia. They inhabited the “cedar lands” in the north, Iraqi oil fields in the east, &

---

196 According to Wikipedia, Ullikummi was a “giant stone monster son of Kumarbi and the sea god's daughter,” in Hurrian mythology.
their capital was app. on the Khabur River\textsuperscript{197} originally. The biblical city of Haran that Abraham passed through was a Hurrian trading city, on the Balikh River\textsuperscript{198}. The Hittites called the Hurrians “Hurri,” from which possibly derives the word “Aryan.” The Hittites inherited their literature & cosmology from these people. The Hurrians, in turn, derived names & words from Akkadian & used Sumerian names for deities, thus explaining how these names reached the Hittites.

It's established that the Hurrians were also part of the textile industry in Sumer in the 3\textsuperscript{rd} millennium BC, under the 3\textsuperscript{rd} Dynasty of Ur. At that time they were directly integrated with the Sumerian culture.

In the 13\textsuperscript{th} century BC (around the time the Israelites were pushing the Canaanites out of Canaan\textsuperscript{199}), the Hurrians/Horites pulled back to the northeastern part of their lands & established a new kingdom they called Urartu (from which “Ararat” derives) with a capital near Lake Van. There they worshiped a pantheon headed by Tesheba/Teshub (associated with the bull) & called their kingdom the “fortress of the valley of Anu.”

\textsuperscript{197} According to Wikipedia, the Khabur River “is the largest perennial tributary to the Euphrates in Syrian territory.” It is sometimes identified with the River Chebar in the OT, for example in Ezekiel, though the Shatt el-Nil is another candidate for the biblical river.

\textsuperscript{198} The Balikh River is the 2\textsuperscript{nd} largest tributary to the Euphrates in Syrian territory, after the Khabur.

\textsuperscript{199} Historians currently tend to think that the Canaanites, once they were driven out of their other lands into the northern, coastal area of modern-day Israel and Syria, became what we now call the Phoenicians, which was a very powerful seafaring culture. Evidence for their sailing even to the Americas is noted elsewhere in this volume, for example in the book notes for \textit{Lost Worlds of Ancient America}, “Ch. 1: California's Buried Altar and Monument to the Great Flood.”
Excavation of the ancient Canaanite city of Ugarit revealed a language called West Semitic (a family of Semitic languages also including modern-day Hebrew & the earliest Akkadian) & a pantheon of gods & mythology similar to that of the Egyptians. The OT calls the Canaanites part of the Hamitic family of nations (from one of Noah's sons, “Ham,” meaning “hot” & referring to Africa), further suggesting a closeness between the Canaanites & Egyptians.

The head of the Canaanite pantheon is El, the word “El” being both the personal name of this god & also a word meaning “lofty deity.” He was also Ab Adam, “father of man,” & “creator of things created.” His abode was at the “headwaters of the two rivers.” One of his epithets, Tor (“bull”), associated him with the bull. He had seven sons, the principal being Baal, “Baal” also both a personal name for this deity & a word which meant “lord.” Baal was also associated with the bull, & both he & El were gods of storms & associated with thunder & lightning. Baal was also called “Elyon,” meaning “supreme” & app. a reference to his position as heir to El's position. Baal's position was challenged by his brother Yam (“prince of the sea”), but Baal defeated Yam.

200 Baal, or Ba'el, the storm god, was also known as Adad, Hadad, Pidar, Rapiu, or Baal-Zaphon, though the name “Baal” was sometimes used as a title for other gods, since it simply meant “lord.”

201 Note that El Elyon is a name for the Hebrew God (Yahweh) that appears in Genesis 14:20 and Psalms 9:2, and Elyon by itself appears as a name for God in Numbers 24:16. In Genesis 14:20, the term El Elyon is spoken by Melchizedek, king of Salem (later known as Jerusalem), who was apparently a Canaanite. Thus the OT God is being called by a Canaanite name by a Canaanite, and Abraham implicitly acknowledges that the God that Melchizedek praises is also his own God.
Another of Baal's brothers, Mot ("smiter"), then killed Baal, but their sister Anat, who was app. romantically involved with her brother Baal, killed Mot & had Baal resurrected. Like Athena in Greek mythology, Anat is a "maiden" deity.

The Mother Goddess of the Canaanite pantheon is Ashera,\textsuperscript{202} paralleling the Greek Hera. The Canaanite deity Astarte (biblical Ashtoreth) paralleled Aphrodite, & her consort Athtar was probably the Greek Ares, & was associated with a bright planet. The Canaanites also mentioned "olden gods" who were mostly removed from human/earthly affairs.

The head of the Egyptian pantheon is Ra ("creator"), who presided over an assembly of 12 gods. Ra brought forth Geb ("Earth") & Nut ("sky"), & created man. Ra rarely appeared on Earth, & his abode was the Aten (a "celestial disc"/winged globe). Ra was the first ruler of Egypt, & gods ruled after him in Egypt until around 3100 BC when the first purely human ruler (according to the Egyptians), Menes, became king. Ra divided the Egyptian kingdom into two & gave Lower Egypt to Osiris & Upper Egypt to Seth. Seth schemed to have Osiris overthrown & had him drowned. Isis, the sister & wife of Osiris, retrieved his mutilated body &

\textsuperscript{202} According to Wikipedia, Ashera (or Asherah) was known to the Hittites, rendered in various spellings as Asherdu(s), Ashertu(s), Aserdu(s) or Asertu(s). She was known in Akkadian as Ashratum or Ashratu, and is considered to be identical to the Ugaritic 'atirat. She has been identified as a consort of the Sumerian god Anu, and the Ugaritic El. She may be the “Queen of Heaven” mentioned in the OT, and some biblical scholars believe she was once worshiped as the consort of Yahweh. In 2 King 21:7, it is mentioned that Manasseh erected a statue to Asherah within Solomon's temple. In 2 King 23:4, Josiah has all articles of Baal and Asherah “and all the starry host” removed from the temple.
resurrected him. Osiris then went through “the secret gates” & joined Ra; his own son Horus took over the throne. Horus was sometimes depicted as a winged & horned deity.

Ra was the loftiest god of the heavens, but on Earth he was the son of Ptah (“developer”/”one who fashioned things”), who was believed by the Egyptians to have raised Egyptian lands from under the floodwaters of the Nile. Ptah established not only Egypt but also “the mountain land” & “the far foreign land.” The Egyptians said all “olden gods” like Ptah had come to Egypt from the south by boat. It is believed that the only such water route possible would have been the Red Sea, which the Egyptians called the Sea of Ur. The hieroglyphic sign for “Ur” meant “the far-foreign [land] in the east.” The obvious implication is the Sumerian city of Ur.

The Egyptian word for “god”/”divine being” was NTR, which meant “one who watches.” Sitchin says “Shumer” also means the land of the “ones who watch.” There was obviously some cultural exchange between

203 Compare this episode to the Canaanite story of Baal being killed by his brother Mot, but then resurrected by his sister & app. lover, Anat, as just mentioned. Just as Ra was the father of both Osiris and Seth, so was El the father of both Baal and Mot. Both Osiris and Baal were murdered by their brothers, and resurrected by their sisters who were also their lovers.

204 The Book of Enoch fragments found with the Dead Sea Scrolls also mention “watchers” and equates them with the angels, some of which (but not all) had “fallen” from their spiritual state and caused many of the episodes recorded in the earliest parts of the OT. According to the Book of Enoch, the fallen angels were physically settled in the area where Ur and other Sumerian cities would have been located. Thus the Book of Enoch and the implication of the Egyptian etymology given by Sitchin would agree in the idea that the “watchers” resided in pre-diluvian Mesopotamia.
ancient Egypt & Sumeria. As for the Canaanites situated in between these two civilizations, their exposure to Sumerian culture seems to have come through the Amorites.\(^1\)

The land of the Amorites was between Mesopotamia & the eastern coast of the Mediterranean. Their name derives from the Akkadian *amarru* & the Sumerian *martu*, meaning “westerners.” They also held positions in Sumerian cities, & an Amorite named Ishbi-Irra reestablished the Sumerian kingship at Larsa when Ur fell to the Elamite\(^2\) invaders around 2000 BC. Amorites established the first independent dynasty in Assyria around 1900 BC, & also in Babylon. Hammurabi\(^3\) was an Amorite.

In the 1930's, the Amorite capital of Mari\(^4\) was

---

1 Wikipedia describes the Amorites as an ancient group of Semitic peoples from the Syrian and Canaanite region, what was called by the Sumerians the land of the “Mar-tu” (Amorites), who at one time occupied large parts of Mesopotamia. The Sumerians and Akkadians apparently also referred to them as the Amarru, which is also the name of their principal deity.

2 According to Wikipedia, Elam was an ancient civilization centered in the west and southwest of modern-day Iran. The name “Elam” comes from the biblical name, corresponding to the Sumerian *elam(a)*, the Akkadian *elamtu*, and the Elamite *haltamti*. Not much is known of their civilization, except that it is one of the earliest known civilizations located in modern-day Iran, going back to at least around 3000 BC.

3 Hammurabi was the sixth king of the First Dynasty of Babylon, famous for his code of laws, known as Hammurabi’s Code. It has been suggested that he was the biblical king of Shinar, Amraphel, mentioned in Genesis 14:1.

4 Also known as Tell Hariri, Syria, near the town of Abu Kamal, which, according to Wikipedia, is thought to have been inhabited since the fifth millennium BC. It was rediscovered by a Bedouin tribe digging for a stone to use for a grave marker in 1933, when they found a headless statue instead. The French authorities in
discovered on the Euphrates near the modern Syrian border. It showed continuous construction on top of older structures, dating from 2000 BC back to 3000 BC, & showing how the Amorites were heavily influenced or a direct part of Sumerian culture originally, & also showing how the culture reached the eastern Mediterranean.

In the Amarru/Amorite pantheon, a deity named Adad, a storm god using forked lightning as a weapon, was app. the son of an older, seemingly “retired” god named Dagan\textsuperscript{209} who even complained of not being consulted during a war. The father/son relationship here may be inferred not explicitly from the Mari texts themselves, but because Baal is called “son of Dagon,” similar to “Dagan,” & Baal's father, El, had a position in the pantheon comparable to Dagan's.

The head of the Sumerian pantheon is An (Akkadian Anu), who resided in the heavens but sometimes came to Earth. His name, “An,” aside from being a personal name, also meant “star,” “heavens,” & “god.” The symbol for “An,”
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control of Syria at the time promptly began excavating the site, classifying it as the westernmost known outpost of Sumerian culture at that time. More than 25,000 tablets in Akkadian were found at the site. As of 2005, less than half of the site has been excavated.

209 The word \textit{dagan} was Hebrew and Ugaritic for “grain,” and this god was associated with the invention of the plow. However, according to Britannica.com, he was also the father of Baal in texts found at Ras Shamra (Ugarit, on the northern Mediterranean coast of Syria), and yet second in importance there only to El, who is elsewhere the father of Baal (though the names \textit{El} and \textit{Baal}, as noted above, simply mean “god” and “lord” in Semitic languages). The association with grain was apparently transferred to Baal himself by about 1500 BC.
preceded the names of deities to distinguish them from mortals, & is also the origin of the Greek letter Tau, & the symbol of the cross:

The Sumerian word for kingship was *Anutu* (“Anu-ship”). His spouse was Antu, & his personal temple/earthly abode was in Uruk (Erech).

The second-most powerful deity in the pantheon is Enlil, “lord of the airspace.” He was Anu's heir & commanded the gods which lived on Earth. Enlil arrived on Earth before mankind (mankind being called the “black-headed people”), & later resided at Nippur where there was a Dur-An-Ki (“bond-heaven-earth”). He was banished by the other gods, despite having authority over them otherwise, for raping the god who would later become his wife, Ninlil (“lady of the airspace”). He advocated the destruction of mankind at the time of the deluge, & appointed kings to execute his commands. Even though Marduk was the national god of Babylon, Hammurabi announced his kingship as being decreed by Anu & Enlil.

Ea (“house-water”)/Enki (“lord of Earth”) was another son of Anu & an important deity in the pantheon. He also arrived on Earth before mankind, transformed terrain, made the Tigris & Euphrates navigable, & was the chief deity behind the creation of man along with Ninhursag (“lady of the mountain-head”)/Ninti (“lady-life”). Enki then taught mankind to make dwellings,
bricks, metals (Enki app. led mining operations across many distant lands), etc. He planted the reeds useful as a building material, & advocated on behalf of mankind surviving the deluge, forewarning Upnapishtim. He claimed to be the firstborn son of Anu, holding a position therefore comparable to Apollo in Greek mythology. He tried, app unsuccessfully, to raise a rival heir to Enlil's son Ninurta, by his sister Ninhursag.

Enki also consorted with Ninhursag, hoping to produce an heir. One of these two “consortings” is probably the origin of the similar Hittite story. Ninhursag's other name, Ninti, associated with the role she played in the creation of man, means both “lady of life” & “lady of the rib,” & her nickname was “Mammu,” similar to “mama,” etc. The first man in Sumerian was Adapa.

210 Also spelled Utnapishtim, whose story parallels that of the biblical Noah in many respects, particularly in regards to being forewarned of a global flood and surviving on a boat along with his family, animals and grains.
211 Apollo was Zeus' firstborn son, but Mars was preferred, apparently since his mother was Zeus' sister Hera and thus had a stronger relation to Cronos' Titan blood.
212 The word “mama,” meaning “mother,” is common to English, French, Spanish, German, Norwegian, Italian, Romanian, Greek, Icelandic, Russian, Polish, Bulgarian, Mandarin Chinese, Swahili, Quechua, and several other languages, and slight variations, such as maim in Irish, amá in Navajo and ama in Basque, are present in still yet more languages. Note that these languages represent not only distant regions of the Earth, but several completely different linguistic families which are not supposed to have common origins, such as Indo-European languages (English, French, German, Greek, Russian), Sino-Tibetan languages (Mandarin Chinese), Niger-Congo languages (Swahili), Na-Dené languages (Navajo), and the isolated languages of Basque, and Quechua (a native South American language). Linguists currently explain these similarities as resulting from parents associating the early baby-talk sound “mama” with the mother, and “papa” with
meaning “model of man.”

Enlil's son Ninurta was a warrior with a weapon that fired “bolts of light,” & his wife Bau had the epithet “lady who the dead brings back to life.” Ninurta was called to battle a god name Zu (“wise”) after Zu stole a “Tablet of Destinies” from Enlil, which was app. the source of Enlil's power/authority, & then fled on a mu (translated “name,” but obviously a flying vehicle in the context of this story). Ninurta shot a til-mun (app. a missile, equivalent to modern Hebrew til) into the “pinions” of Zu's “bird” & defeated him. Zu may have been Nanna/Nannar (“bright one”), known as Sin in Akkadian, Enlil's firstborn by his official consort & ruler of the city of Ur. After some transgression, it's known that Sin went back to heaven, but according to texts was back on Earth in 555 BC to destroy the enemies of a Babylonian commander named Nabunaid. Nanna had twin children, Inanna (Ishtar\textsuperscript{213} in Akkadian) & Utu (Shamash,\textsuperscript{214} the Sun deity). Ishtar eventually became a goddess of war, while Utu was associated with codes of law.

\textsuperscript{213} Ishtar is from where the modern word Easter derives, from the intermediary German word Eostre (or Ostara), also both a holiday and the name of a pagan fertility goddess. In other languages, this holiday's name is derived from the Hebrew word for the passover, giving Pascha in Latin, Pasqua in Italian, Pagues in French, and Pascua in Spanish. The English origin for this name, and its association with the spring equinox, apparently skirted around the edges of Roman Judeo-Christian influence through the pagan Germanic tribes, probably preserving the word “Eostre” from the Indo-Europeans (ie Hittites, Hurrians, etc.), from whom all the Germanic (as well as Romance) languages derive. 

\textsuperscript{214} Shamash remains the modern Hebrew word for “Sun.”
Enki’s son Marduk became the supreme deity of Babylon around the beginning of the 2nd millennium BC, when some crisis had occurred, & the Assyrian & Babylonian kingdoms were first developing (perhaps even being given the circumstances from which they could develop in the first place). Enki had 3 sons mentioned by name in Sumerian texts (Marduk, Nergal, Dumuzi), & 6 altogether.
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Alternative Healthcare

The body is an enormously complex system, though it may operate most effectively on very simple principles, for example happiness and relaxation. Stress, physical and emotional traumas and similar root causes may be the ultimate reasons for disruptions within the body, but medicine and healthcare as directed by the major pharmaceutical industries and the massive monetary resources they command will only treat the symptoms of these problems, and even then very poorly. The objective, it seems, is not to cure the patient completely, because this is the absolute worst thing from a financial point of view that can be done. A healthy individual does not need to pay for medical treatments after all. And so purely for business reasons, endless varieties of pills are prescribed to treat symptoms only, and these pills often have serious side effects of their own, possibly resulting in further complications requiring further medication, and costing the patient more and more money.

In the United States alone, over 100,000 people a year die from prescription medication. In the 2011 book *Death by Medicine* by Gary Null, PhD, the author notes that about 784,000 people die from “conventional medicine mistakes” every year in the US, and about 106,000 of those are due to prescription drug use alone. The Appalachian region has amongst the highest rates of prescription drug abuse and overdose in the United States. West Virginia has the highest prescription drug death rate in the US as of 2013, with 28.9 deaths for every 100,000 people. This represents a 605% increase from 1999.
According to CDC figures, since 2008 prescription drugs have killed more people than automobile accidents in the US.

Besides medication, the other favorite business transactions utilized by mainstream medicine seem to be invasive surgery, or in the case of cancer, chemotherapy and radiation treatments, which often leave the patient on heavy painkillers and with, in many respects, more problems coming out of the treatments than they had going in. And despite the fact that they may be told that these are their only options, there often are alternatives that make such treatments unnecessary in the first place. Many of these treatments have been used effectively in the past, or are even still used to do this day in foreign countries, but are now either forgotten or outlawed by the FDA in the United States.

It is a sad fact of our situation that the very same pharmaceutical giants that make billions of dollars from prescription medicines and other products and “services” every year also help fund hospitals, medical education and research institutions all over the world. Author Norah Vincent noted in her book *Voluntary Madness* that when she checked herself in to a certain mental health institution, the doctors were walking around with complimentary pens featuring brand names of well-known anti-depressants on them. The same anti-depressants often cause side effects including increased risk of suicide. This does not reflect a compassionate service provided for the bettering of mankind, but a dispassionate business venture provided for the sake of ever-increasing customer bases and profits, at the expense of human lives.

Medical research costs money, and the thousands or even millions of dollars that it requires are not easy to come by...outside of funding from the major
pharmaceutical companies. For this reason it is not always easy to perform in-depth studies on alternative treatments to the mainstream options, while more and more prescription pills are unveiled every year, often getting a quick nod from the FDA only to be proven to have serious health consequences years later. However we do have certain information available to us already, which is well worth considering before making a decision on a treatment that could affect the rest of our lives.
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“History is mostly guessing; the rest is prejudice.”
– Will & Ariel Durant, American historians
Dendera Zodiac

Ancient Civilizations, Giants, Tunnels Beneath Southern California?

<http://www.s8int.com/giants9.html>

This page features two newspaper articles from August 4 & 5, 1947, and related information. The bulk of the web page and the articles it presents is reproduced here:

Ancient Civilization Beneath Death Valley?
EXPEDITION REPORTS NINE-FOOT SKELETONS

According to the clipping, explorers had unearthed, near the Arizona-Nevada-California line, the mummified remains of strangely costumed giants which the discoverers dated to around 80,000 years ago.
The Union reported that a Howard E. Hill of Los Angeles was recounting the work of Dr. F. Bruce Russell, a retired Cincinnati physician who had originally located the first of several tunnels near Death Valley in 1931, but had not been able to return to the area until 1947.

With the help of Dr. Daniel S. Bovee, who with Hill's father had once helped open up New Mexico's cliff dwellings, Russell had recovered the remains of several men of 8 to 9 feet in height.

"These giants," said Hill, "are clothed in garments consisting of a medium length jacket and trouser extending slightly below the knees. The texture of the material is said to resemble gray dyed sheepskin, but obviously it was taken from an animal unknown today."

Hill also said, according to the Union, that in another cavern was found the ritual hall of the ancient people, together with devices and markings similar to those now used by the Masonic order. In a long tunnel were well-preserved remains of animals, including elephants and tigers. So far, Hill added, no women have been found.

He said the explorers believe that what they found was the burial place of the tribe's hierarchy. Hieroglyphics, he added, bear a resemblance to what is known of those from the lost continent of Atlantis. They are chiseled, he added, on carefully polished granite.

Text of the Article:

TRACE OF GIANTS FOUND IN DESERT LOS ANGELES, Aug 4. (AP) – A retired Ohio doctor has discovered relics of an ancient civilization, whose men were 8 or 9 feet tall in the Colorado desert near the Arizona-Nevada-California line, an associate said today.
Howard E. Hill, of Los Angeles speaking before the Transportation Club, disclosed that several well-preserved mummies were taken yesterday from caverns in an area roughly 180 miles square, extending through much of southern Nevada from Death Valley, Calif. across the Colorado River into Arizona.

Hill said the discoverer is Dr. F. Bruce Russell, retired Cincinnati physician, who stumbled on the first of several tunnels in 1931, soon after coming West and deciding to try mining for his health.

**MUMMIES FOUND**

Not until this year, however, did Dr. Russell go into the situation thoroughly, Hill told the luncheon. With Dr. Daniel S. Bovee, of Los Angeles -- who with his father helped open up New Mexico's cliff dwellings -- Dr. Russell has found mumified remains together with implements of the civilization, which Dr. Bovee had tentatively placed at about 80,000 years old.

"These giants are clothed in garments consisting of a medium length jacket and trouser extending slightly below the knees." said Hill. "The texture of the material is said to resemble gray dyed sheepskin, but obviously it was taken from an animal unknown today."

**MARKINGS DISCOVERED**

Hill said that in another cavern was found the ritual hall of the ancient people, together with devices and markings similar to those now used by the Masonic order. In a long tunnel were well-preserved remains of animals including elephants and tigers. So far, Hill added, no women have been found.

He said the explorers believe that what they found was the burial place of the tribe's hierarchy.
Hieroglyphics, he added, bear a resemblance to what is known of those from the lost continent of Atlantis. They are chiseled, he added, on carefully-polished granite.

He said Dr. Viola V. Pettit, of London, who made excavations around Petra, on the Arabian desert, soon will begin an inspection of the remains.

Second Article Concerning Same Discovery Of Giants and Caverns

EXPEDITION REPORTS NINE-FOOT SKELETONS
"Hot Citizen" Nevada Paper, August 5, 1947.

A band of amateur archaeologists announced today they have discovered a lost civilization of men nine feet tall in Californian caverns. Howard E. Hill, spokesman for the expedition, said the civilization may be "the fabled lost continent of Atlantis".

The caves contain mummies of men and animals and implements of a culture 80,000 years old but "in some respects more advanced than ours," Hill said. He said the 32 caves covered a 180-square-mile area in California's Death Valley and southern Nevada.

ARCHAEOLOGISTS SKEPTICAL

"This discovery may be more important than the unveiling of King Tut's tomb," he said. Professional archaeologists were skeptical of Hill's story. Los Angeles County Museum scientists pointed out that dinosaurs and tigers which Hill said lay side by side in the caves appeared on Earth 10,000,000 to 13,000,000 years apart.

Hill said the caves were discovered in 1931 by Dr F. Bruce Russell, Beverly Hills physician, who
literally fell in while sinking a shaft for a mining claim. "He tried for years to interest people in them," Hill said, "but nobody believed him." Russell and several hobbyists incorporated after the war as Amazing Explorations, Inc. and started digging. Several caverns contained mummified remains of "a race of men eight to nine feet tall," Hill said.

"They apparently wore a prehistoric zoot suit--a hair garment of medium length, jacket and knee-length trousers."

CAVERN TEMPLE FOUND

Another cavern contained their ritual hall with devices and markings similar to the Masonic order, he said. "A long tunnel from this temple took the party into a room where," Hill said, "well-preserved remains of dinosaurs, saber-toothed tigers, imperial elephants and other extinct beasts were paired off in niches as if on display.

"Some catastrophe apparently drove the people into the caves," he said. "All of the implements of their civilization were found," he said, "including household utensils and stoves which apparently cooked by radio waves."

"I know," he said, "that you won't believe that."

Article Concerning Same Cave Discovery by Different Men 10 to 15 Years Earlier

Ancient Civilization Beneath Death Valley?
Author unknown

Bourke Lee, in his book 'DEATH VALLEY
MEN' (MacMillan Co., N.Y. 1932), chapter: "Old Gold", describes a conversation which he had several years ago with a small group of Death valley residents. The conversation had eventually turned to the subject of Paihute Indian legends. At one point two of the men, Jack and Bill, described their experience with an 'underground city' which they claimed to have discovered after one of them had fallen through the bottom of an old mine shaft near Wingate Pass.

They found themselves in a natural underground cavern which they claimed to have followed about 20 miles north into the heart of the Panamint Mountains. To their amazement, they allegedly found themselves in an huge, ancient, underground cavern city.

They claimed that they discovered within the city several perfectly preserved 'mummies', which wore thick arm bands, wielded gold spears, etc. The city had apparently been abandoned for ages, except for the mummies, and the entire underground system looked very ancient.

It was formerly lit, they found out by accident, by an ingenious system of lights fed by subterranean gases. They claimed to have seen a large, polished round table which looked as if it may have been part of an ancient council chamber, giant statues of solid gold, stone vaults and drawers full of gold bars and gemstones of all kinds, heavy stone wheelbarrows which were perfectly balanced and scientifically-constructed so that a child could use them, huge stone doors which were almost perfectly balanced by counter-weights, and other incredible sights.

They also claimed to have followed the caverns upwards to a higher level which ultimately opened out onto the face of the Panamints, about half-way up the eastern slope, in the form of a few ancient tunnel-like quays.
They realized that the valley below was once under water and they eventually came to the conclusion that the arched openings were ancient 'docks' for sea vessels. They could allegedly see Furnace Creek Ranch and Wash far below them.

They told Bourke Lee that they had brought some of the treasure out of the caverns and tried to set up a deal with certain people, including scientists associated with the Smithsonian Institute, in order to gain help to explore and publicize the city as one of the 'wonders of the world'.

These efforts ended in disappointment however when a 'friend' of theirs stole the treasure (which was also the evidence) and they were scoffed at and rejected by the scientists when they went to show them the 'mine' entrance and could not find it.

A recent cloud-burst, they claimed, had altered and rearranged the entire countryside and the landscape did not look like it had been before.

When Lee last heard from the two men, Bill and Jack, they were preparing to climb the east face of the Panamints to locate the ancient tunnel openings or quays high up the side of the steep slope. Bourke Lee never did see or hear from his friends ever again.

In 1946 a man calling himself Dr. F. Bruce Russell, and claiming to be a retired physician, told a similar story about finding strange underground rooms in the Death Valley area in 1931.

He told of a large room with several tunnels leading off in different directions. One of these tunnels led to another large room that contained three mummies.

Artifacts found in the room appeared to be a combination of Egyptian and American Indian design. The most amazing thing about the mummies though was the fact that they were more than eight feet tall.

Dr. Russell and a group of investors formed "Amazing
Explorations, Inc" to handle the release, and profit, from this remarkable find. But, as stories of this type usually go, Russell disappeared, and the investigators were never able to find the caverns and tunnels again, even though Russell had personally taken them there.

The desert can be very deceiving to anyone not used to traveling it. Month's later, Russell's car was found abandoned, with a burst radiator, in a remote area of Death Valley. His suitcase was still in the car.

The old TV series Death Valley Days once ran a short story about western pioneers also finding mummies in the desert. Since one of the script writers stated that "there had never been a script without a solid basis in fact", it would be interesting to find out what their source had been.

For now, these stories will have to be shrouded in mystery, along with the 21,000 year old bones found in California's Imperial Valley, also rumored to have been spirited off by the Smithsonian.

Source: Shadowlands Underworld

---

San Bernardino Caves
Kokoweef Caverns
SWORN STATEMENT OF E. P. DORR.

---

Below you will find a transcription of the sworn statement made by Earl Dorr as it pertained to Kokoweef Caverns. This was published in the California Mining Journal, November 1940, though written in 1934.

It is speculated that Earl was attempting to get capital at the time for his projects in the area.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

202
This is to certify that there is located in San Bernardino County, California, about two hundred and fifty miles from Los Angeles, a certain cave. Traveling over state highways by automobile, the cave is reached in about ten hours.

A Civil Engineer, Mr. Morton, and I spent four days exploring the cave for more than eight miles. We carried with us Altimeters, Pedometers, and a Theodolite, with which to observe and record actual directions, take elevations and measurements by triangulation. Our exploration revealed the following facts:

1. From the mouth of the cave we descended as shown by the Altimeters to be about 2000 feet, where we encountered a canyon, which from the Altimeters and by calculations we found to be from 3000 to 3500 feet deeper; making total depth of 5400 feet from the mouth where we entered the caves to the floor of the canyon.

2. We found the cave divided into many caverns or chambers, of various sizes, all filled and embellished with Stalactites and Stalagmites, besides many grotesque and fantastic shapes that make these caves one of the wonders of the world.

3. The largest chamber we explored is about 300 ft. wide, 400 feet long and from 50 to 110 feet high. It is encrusted with crystals, fashioned into festoons of innumerable Stalactites, that hang from the ceiling, some of which are extremely large.

One, the largest seen, is 27 feet in diameter and hangs 1510 feet down into a 3000 ft. canyon. This great Stalactite is perpetually washed by water flowing down over it and falling into the dark canyon depths. The huge glistening white crystal is 500 feet longer than the Eiffel Tower, and challenged us with amazement and wonder.

4. There is a flowing river on the floor of the canyon, which rises and falls with tidal regularity. All
measurements and estimates of the river, including its
tides and beach sands were reckoned by triangulation,
taken with the Theodolite, and while we did not reach
the river, nevertheless, taking observations with our
theodolite and its telescope, we reckoned the river to be
about 300 feet wide at high tide and 10 feet wide at low
tide. It rises and falls from 7 to 8 feet. The Peysert
brothers confirm our reckoning.

5. When the tide is out, there is exposed on both
sides of the river from 100 to 159 feet of black sand,
which the Peysert brothers report is very rich in placer
gold. They report the sands on the river shore to be from
4 to 11 feet deep; and on an average about 8 feet deep.

6. There are numerous ledges above the canyon
that are from 10 to 40 feet wide and covered with sand.
We personally explored the ledge sands for a distance of
more than eight miles, finding little variation in the
depth and width of these ledge sands. And wherever
examined, the ledge sands are found to be fabulously rich
in placer gold.

7. I have known intimately Oliver, Buck and
George Peysert from my boyhood. I have discussed
these caves with them repeatedly and thoroughly. They
have reported to me in detail, their experience in
exploring the caves.

One of them, George, lost his life in the cave.
Buck and Oliver say George was killed by diving in the
river on the floor of the canyon.

He struck an unseen rock, which killed him
instantly. They have reported to me repeatedly their
mining experiences and say they mined on the beach
sands of the river a total in all of six weeks.

They carried lumber down to the river and
constructed a sluice box and, using a pump, the three
mined for six weeks, during which time they recovered
more than $57,000 in gold, (gold at $20.00 per ounce);
they sent their gold directly to the U.S. Mint and banked the returns in a bank in Needles, California, and another bank in Las Vegas, Nevada.

I last talked to them in my home about November 10th 1934, at which time they repeated their former statements, giving information as to how they discovered the river, and more of their experiences in gold mining. They recovered several of the largest nuggets of gold ever found in California.

Both Mr. Morton and myself filled our pockets with the sands from the ledges, carried it out and had it assayed. Just what Mr. Morton's sand assayed, I do not know, but it was approximately $2000. per ton.

I carried out ten pounds and two ounces of the ledge sand, and panned seven pounds, recovering more than $7.00 in gold, with gold at $20.00 an ounce. I sold the gold for $18.00 per ounce.

The balance of my ten pounds of sand I sent to John Herman, a Los Angeles Assayer. His assay certificate shows a value of $2,144.47 per yard - gold at $20.67 per ounce.

I, E. P. DORR residing at 300 Aldena Street, Pasadena California make the foregoing statements for the purpose of inducing investors to invest in the work of mining the gold in these caves, and solemnly swear that all statements made hereinabove are true and that all persons will find the physical conditions in the cave as above stated.

SUBSCRIBED and sworn to this ___ day of December, 1934. Source: E Adventure Net
Anomalous North American Artifacts

Bat Creek Stone

Grave Creek Stone

Los Lunas Boulder

Also known as the Los Lunas Decalogue Stone, according to its Wikipedia article, “is a large boulder on the side of Hidden Mountain, near Los Lunas, New Mexico, about 35 miles south of Albuquerque, that bears a very regular inscription carved into a flat panel. The stone is also known as the Los Lunas Mystery Stone or Commandment Rock. The inscription is interpreted to be an abridged version of the Decalogue or Ten Commandments in a form of Paleo-Hebrew. A letter group resembling the tetragram-maton YHWH, or "Yahweh," makes three appearances. The stone is controversial in that some claim the inscription is Pre-Columbian, and therefore proof of
early Semitic contact with the Americas.”

It was first mentioned by archaeologist & professor Frank Hibben in 1933. He had been taken to the site by a man who had seen it as a boy in the 1880's, and when Hibben saw it, he said it was covered with lichen and patination and was barely visible. The stone, weighing 80 tons, has not been removed to a museum, and in 2006 it was vandalized, destroying the first line. Geologist George Morehouse estimated its age between 500 and 2000 years old. Cyrus Gordon suggested that the stone is a Samaritan mezuzah, traditionally a tiny scroll placed in a container and mounted at the entrance of a house. Gordon thought the Byzantine period was the most likely for its creation, and the alphabet is Samaritan, a direct descendant of Paleo-Hebrew.
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Peter Davenport runs the National UFO Reporting Center website and gives updates on submitted reports regularly on Coast to Coast.

Peter's bio from the NUFORC website:

“Peter Davenport has been director of the National UFO Reporting Center since 1994. Peter reports UFO sighting cases regularly on the Jeff Rense Radio Show and presents lectures on specific UFO cases, most notably the Phoenix Lights sighting.

“In addition to being the director of the National UFO Reporting Center, Peter has served as the director of investigations for the Washington Chapter of the Mutual UFO Network.

“Peter has had an active interest in the UFO phenomenon from his early boyhood. He experienced his first UFO sighting over the St. Louis municipal airport in the summer of 1954, and he investigated his first UFO case during the summer of 1965 in Exeter, New Hampshire.

“Peter has been witness to several anomalous events, possibly UFO related, including a dramatic sighting over Baja California in February 1990, and several nighttime sightings over Washington State during 1992.

“Peter received his undergraduate education at Stanford University in California, where he earned bachelor’s degrees in both Russian and biology, as well as a translator’s certificate in Russian translation.
“His graduate education was completed at the University of Washington in Seattle, where he earned an M.S. degree in the genetics and biochemistry of fish from the College of Fisheries, as well as an M.B.A. degree in finance and international business from the Graduate School of Business.

“Peter has worked as a college instructor, a commercial fisherman, a Russian translator in the Soviet Union, a fisheries observer aboard Soviet fishing vessels, a flight instructor, and a businessman. Peter was the founding president of a Seattle-based biotechnology company, which currently employs over 300 scientists and technicians.

“In 1986, Peter was a candidate for the Washington State legislature, and in 1992, he was a candidate for the U. S. House of Representatives.”
Selection of Reports

Here follows a selection of reported sightings from his database of reported UFO sightings, sorted by date, originating from western Virginia and surrounding areas. They were reported to the National UFO Reporting Center website. The descriptions given here are for the most part the short excerpts from sighting descriptions shown on the NUFORC website while browsing reports, and have been edited here for grammar and spelling. The full sighting descriptions for all of these reports can be found on the NUFORC website.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date &amp; Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Shape &amp; Duration</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>04/15/50</td>
<td>Waynesborough, VA</td>
<td>Disk; 5 minutes.</td>
<td>Fishburne Military School: 9 students witness saucer-shaped object from ROTC Drill Field in 1950.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/30/54</td>
<td>Marion, VA</td>
<td>Circle</td>
<td>...a circular object appeared on top of the radio transmission antenna tower in the area and remained for several hours. There was a gathering of most of the town and all witnessed the event.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

215((NUFORC Note: We spoke via telephone with the gentleman who witnessed the object, and we found him to be exceptionally eloquent and sincere in his description of the event. His recollection of the circumstances of the sighting seemed to us to be crystal clear. We believe that the witness is an exceptionally qualified observer. PD))
believe the year of the event was approx 1954.\textsuperscript{216}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01/15/60</td>
<td>Bristol, VA</td>
<td>Circle; 15 minutes.</td>
<td>Burning disc sighting 1960.\textsuperscript{217}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03/30/64</td>
<td>Fries, VA</td>
<td>Cylinder; 30 min.</td>
<td>No sound. Moved slow into the west wind. Heavy iron metal. 11 AM\textsuperscript{218}, sunny day, March. Wind from West.\textsuperscript{219}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/08/65</td>
<td>Rustburg, VA</td>
<td>Light; 3 minutes.</td>
<td>Saw a huge white ball of light in 1965 that moved from a mountain right up to a car on a flat piece of land with people around it.\textsuperscript{220}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07/20/65</td>
<td>Route 100, Pulaski, VA</td>
<td>Fireball; 5 seconds.</td>
<td>...the objects just pulled up, and went through this valley like a speeding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{216}(NUFORC Note: Date is approximate. We have assigned an artificial date in 1954. PD)) (NUFORC Note: Witness elects to remain totally anonymous; provides no contact information. We would like to communicate with the source of this report, or have him/her have other witnesses submit reports, but we have no way to contact the person! PD))

\textsuperscript{217}(NUFORC Note: [...] We have spoken with this witness on several occasions, and have looked at video tape he took on August 2nd, 2003. He seems quite credible and objective to us. We strongly suspect there is merit to his reports. PD))

\textsuperscript{218}The 11 AM time given here conflicts with the 13:00 given at the beginning of the submission.

\textsuperscript{219}(NUFORC Note: Witness indicates that date of incident is approximate. PD))

\textsuperscript{220}(NUFORC Note: Please see other reports for the summer of 1965, principally from New Hampshire and New England. We will ask the witness to have her ex-husband, and the other couple, to submit reports. Date of event is approximate. PD))
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bullet. They traveled the entire length of the valley, and then "shot" straight up in the sky! Also, when these objects were at my direct left, they gave off a large amount of white light, and leaving white smoke with sparks contrails. I could see just like it was high noon daylight! I could even see the green leaves on the trees.\(^2\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Object Shape</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06/15/68</td>
<td>Wytheville, VA</td>
<td>Disk; 10 minutes.</td>
<td>The domed saucer had lights around the dome, and hovered close to the ground-with a loud humming noise.(^2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/30/72</td>
<td>Roanoke, VA</td>
<td>Unknown; 5 minutes.</td>
<td>What looked like stars in the sky that were moving in formation.(^2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08/15/72</td>
<td>Roanoke, VA</td>
<td>Circle; 2+ minutes.</td>
<td>Children see hovering craft above house.(^2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02/02/73</td>
<td>Roanoke, VA</td>
<td>Sphere; 1.5 minutes.</td>
<td>Silver silent sphere seen in Roanoke, VA in 1973.(^2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

215

\(^2\) NUFORC Note: Witness indicates that the date of the incident is approximate. PD)

\(^2\) NUFORC Note: Witness implies that the date of the sighting is approximate. PD)

\(^2\) NUFORC Note: Witness indicates that the date of the sighting is approximate. PD)

\(^2\) NUFORC Note: Date is approximate. We do not know if it was a morning, or evening, sighting. PD)

\(^2\) NUFORC Note: Witness indicates that the date of the sighting is approximate. PD)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06/30/74</td>
<td>Bedford, VA</td>
<td>Light; 3 minutes.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Strange light on mountain, power outage in house, then flew over our vehicle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07/15/75</td>
<td>Pound, VA</td>
<td>Disk; 30 minutes.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hovered without sound. Moved at a slow speed and accelerated at extraordinary speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08/15/75</td>
<td>Fildale, VA</td>
<td>Triangle; 1 hour.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple, three-color, triangular objects at high altitude and high speed I have seen twice, 30 yrs. apart.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/15/78</td>
<td>Madison Heights, VA</td>
<td>Circle; 2 minutes.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Circular lighted object sighted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/01/79</td>
<td>Farmville, VA</td>
<td>Disk; split second.</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 out of 3 witnesses sitting together saw saucer fly by overhead, completely silently and suddenly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07/08/81</td>
<td>Christiansburg, VA</td>
<td>Light; 5-10 minutes.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Observed light only, first slowly moving, appeared to be small private plane. Then stationary, moved in circle while changing colors (can't recall all colors). Vacated the area at PD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/24/81</td>
<td>Bedford County, VA</td>
<td>Disk; 1-1.5 hours.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Close encounter of the second kind, 15 feet from disk shaped craft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08/12/83</td>
<td>Pulaski, VA</td>
<td>Triangle; 3 minutes.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Soundless triangular shape stops in midair at night and searchlight shines out into the air.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/83</td>
<td>Charlottesville, VA</td>
<td>Disk; 1 minute.</td>
<td></td>
<td>It was close to the edge of dark, but the object was very clearly there and was just hovering there. The top was concave and around the bottom were &quot;windows&quot; and there seemed to be a light on inside as light was coming from each one.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

229The witness who submitted this report admitted trouble recalling the total elapsed time of the event and may have experienced lost time.

230(NUFORC Note: Witness indicates that the date of the sighting is approximate. We have assigned an arbitrary time for the sighting. PD))
## Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assyria</th>
<th>99, 109,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dragons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gnostics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
List for incorporating into the index table:

- Akkadia, Akkadian
- Alaska, Alaskan
  - pyramid
- Aleutians
- Algonquins
- Allegheny, Allegwi, Adena people
- America, American
- Amorites
- Andes, Andeans
- Anu
- Anunnaki
- arthritis
- Aryans
- Assyria, Assyrian
- Astarte, Ashtarte
- astrology, astrologers
- astronomical age
  - of Aquarius
  - of Aries
  - of Pisces
  - of Taurus
- Atlantis
- aura
- Australia
- Ba'al
Ba'albek
Babylon, Babylonian
Baghdad battery
Bahamas
Bat Creek Stone
Belial, sons of Belial
Bible
Bimini
Bolivia, Bolivian
Book of Enoch, the
California, Californian
    Indians
    Mt. Shasta
    mummies
Canaan, Canaanites
    cannibals
    Carthage, Carthaginians
    cattle mutilations, see mutilations
Cayce, Edgar
Celts/Kelts, Celtic
chakra
channeled, channeling
Cherokee
China, Chinese
Christ, see Jesus
Coelbren
Coral Castle
Crete
Cygnus
Dagan, Dagon
Davenport, Peter
Death by Medicine, (book)
deluge, see flood
Dendera
DoD (US Department of Defense)
dragons
Dunhuang scrolls
Ecuador
Egypt, Egyptian
El
electricity, electromagnetism
   in ancient Egypt
Elohim
Elysium
Enki
Enlil
Enneads of Plotinus
extraterrestrial
flood, flooding
France, French
Germany, Germans
giants
Gilgamesh
Glozel artifacts
Gnostics
Gobi Desert
Gordon, Cyrus
Grave Creek Stone
Greece, Greeks
   Greek mythology
Harbingers, The (book)
HAARP
Hemet Maze Stone
Hiawatha
Higbee, Donna Good
Hittites
Hoagland, Richard
Hopi
Howe, Linda Moulton
Inca, Inca Empire
Indo-Europeans
Ireland
Iroquois
Israel, Israelites
Japan, Japanese
Jesus
Kecksburg Incident
Kennewick man
Kentucky
Klimo, Jon
Kokoweef Caverns
Kundalini
Lear, John
LeedskaLnin, Ed
Lemuria, Mu
Lipton, Bruce
Los Lunas Boulder
Lovelock Mummies
Maa Sharda
Machu Picchu
Maiden Castle
Majestic 12
Mars
Mel's Hole
Micmacs
Middle East
Minnesota
Missing 411, (book)
Mississippi
Mithras
moon
mooring stones
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ancient mooring stones of Florida
Morgellons disease
Mt. Hermon
Mt. Kailas, Kailash
Mt. Lebanon
Mt. Shasta
Mu, see *Lemuria*
Nazis
Nephilim
New Testament
Nordics (extraterrestrials)
Norse
North America
Ohio
Old Testament
*One Foot in Atlantis*, book
Orion
Osirian civilization
Osiris
Pawnee Indians
Pennsylvania
Persia, Persians
Phoenicia, Phoenicians
Picts
pigmy, pigmies
prescription medication
prophecy
psychic
pyramid
Quayle, Steve
radiation
reincarnation, transmigration of souls
Rephaim
Rhodesian Man
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Rock Lake, Wisconsin
Rockwall, Texas
Rome, Romans
Roswell
Russia, Russian
Scotland
Seth, Set
Shoshonean Indians
Sion
Sioux Indians
Sitchin, Zecharia
Skinwalker Ranch
Smithsonian
South America
Sphinx
Stamets, Paul
Strieber, Whitley
Sumer/Sumeria
Sun
Tennessee
Tetragrammaton
Tibet, Tibetan
Tombs of the Genii
transmigration of souls, see reincarnation
Typhon
UFO
Urantia Book, The (book)
Vikings
vimana
Virginia
vitrification
Wales, Welsh
Watchers, the
werewolf
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Yahweh, Yehovah